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PREFACE

The training package for ‘Teaching of English at the Secondary Level’

was prepared after ascertaining the needs of secondary school English Teachers

of Kerala. The units on the development of language skills suggest various task 

based activities leading to the development of the specific skill being targeted. 

The modules on Craft of Poetry attempts to explain the technical aspects of 

poetry using examples culled from various sources including the English 

textbooks prescribed in Kerala. The Unit on Phonetics and Phonology takes 

into consideration the needs of a speaker of phonetics whose mother-tongue is 

Malayalam. This particular unit was included because of the need expressed by 

all participants of the training program.

While contributions from the participants would have enriched the final 

training package, paucity of time during the period of training pogram 

prevented the completion of activities which could have been added to the draft 

version of the package.

Meant for secondary teachers of Kerala, the activities suggested in the 

package can be used by teachers of English at the Secondary level of other 

states as well the reason being that the effective development of language skills, 

phonetics and the teaching of poetry poses a challenge to language teachers 

anywhere in the country.

Prema Ragnavan 
Program Cordinator and Editor
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I. PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

Prof Shyamala 
RIE, Thiruvananthapuram

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In a second language (L2) learning situation, maximum deviation is found to 

be at the phonetic and phonological levels. As teachers of English as L2 we should, 

therefore, pay special attention to this aspect of the language. A thorough knowledge 

of the sound system of English and also of the Li of the learners (viz. Malayalam) is 

essential on the part of the teachers of English. The target language English and the 

mother tongue Malayalam, having descended from two different language families. 

Indo-Aryan and Dravidian respectively, their phonological systems do differ to a great 

extent. Identification of and familiarity with the points of difference between the two 

languages, which are likely to be responsible for a major part of the deviations in the 

L2 (English) of the learners, will help us direct our students steer clear of the likely 

pitfalls. We can draw their attention to the common phonological deviations, 

segmental as well as suprasegmental, in the English of Indians in general, and of 

Malayalees in particular. While the RP remains an ideal, let us aim at an Indian 

standard, characterised by intelligibility for the native as well as non-native users of 

English.

As teachers of English as L2, it is our duty and responsibility to use a sort of 

standard, rid of regional angularities so that our English serves as a model to our 

students. To most of them, probably, our use of English is the major, if not the only, 

source of exposure to spoken English. Therefore, let us try to be models to them and 

also be equipped with sufficient scientific knowledge to help them learn and use an 

acceptable variety of spoken English. It is important that we teachers apply our 

knowledge of the phonological features of English when we use the language and also 

insist on our students doing the same. This module on English Phonetics and 

Phonology should be studied with emphasis on practice rather than theory. We 

should apply our knowledge when we use the language and in turn help our students 

do the same.
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1.2 OBJECTIVES

This unit proposes to provide

a) a description and classification of the segmental phonemes of English 

RP

b) a description of the sound systems of GIE and of standard Malayalam

c) a brief account of the major suprasegmental features of English

d) a note on the common phonological deviations in the English of 

Malayalee learners and

e) guidelines to teachers to help their students improve their spoken 

English.

1J PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

Phonetics and Phonology are two basic aspects or levels of Linguistics i.e. the 

scientific study of language.

Phonetics deals with the study of speech sounds in general, with the 

production, transmission and reception of the sounds used in human speech, not with 

reference to any language in particular.

Phonology, on the other hand, is concerned with the sound systems of 

particular languages. We can speak of the phonological system of English or 

Malayalam or Kannada. It deals with the distinctive sounds and their specific 

patterning in a particular language. It comprises a study of the distinctive phonemes 

of a language, their functional behaviours, combinatory possibilities or syllabic 

structure and the nature and use of such prosodic features as stress, pitch, intonation, 

etc.

1.4 PHONETICS

Phonetics is that aspect of linguistics which deals with the study of speech sounds, 

with the production, transmission and reception of the sounds used in human speech, 

i.e. how speech sounds are produced, transmitted and received by human beings. 

Accordingly wze have articulatory phonetics, dealing with the production of speech 

sounds, acoustic phonetics, with the transmission of sounds, and auditory phonetics,
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with the reception and perception of sounds. Since our primary’ concern here is the 

sound system of English, a description of its phonetic characteristics and phonemic 

behaviour is important. The nature and production of the sounds of English, i.e. the 

articulatory phonetics of English, may be studied first, and then their patterning i.e. 

the phonemics or the phonological system of English. A study of the human speech 

mechanism is essential for this purpose.

1.4.1 The Air-Stream Mechanism

An air-stream mechanism is needed to provide the energy required for the 

production of speech sounds. The air that we breathe out, i.e. the air-stream expelled 

from the lungs, is modified to form speech sounds. This air-stream involving lung- 

air is called pulmonic air-stream. The air-stream that is pushed out is called egressive 

and that which is drawn in is called ingressive.

For the production of speech sounds of most languages in the world a 

pulmonic egressive air-stream mechanism is used i.e. the lung-air that is pushed out 

from the lungs. In fact, all the sounds of English and of most Indian languages except 

Sindhi, are produced with a pulmonic egressive air-stream mechanism. The air- 

stream expelled from the lungs undergoes modification. Various organs in our body 

are involved in modifying it into speech sounds. These organs are called the Organs 

of Speech.

1.4.2 The Organs of Speech

The organs involved in the production of speech can be divided into three 

groups, 1. the respiratory system, 2. the phonatory system, and 3. the articulatory' 

system.

The Respiratory System

The respiratory system consists of the lungs, the muscles of the chest and the 

windpipe (trachea). When the walls of the lungs contract by the action of the 

respiratory muscles, air from the lungs is pushed out. This air that passes out through 

the wind pipe is utilized for the production of speech sounds. Thus the function of the
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lungs and the wind-pipe is to provide the air-stream required for the articulation of 

speech sounds.

Figi. The Organs of Speech

The Phonatory System

This comprises the larynx which is situated at the top of the wind-pipe. The 

air from the lungs passes out through the wind-pipe and the larynx. In the larynx is 

situated a pair of lip-like structures called the vocal cords or the vocal folds. They are 

placed horizontally from front to back. The vocal cords can be held close together or 

wide apart The space between the vocal cords is called the glottis. The glottis can be 

kept shut or open by holding the vocal cords together or apart. When we swallow 

food or water, the glottis is shut to prevent the food or water from entering the wind

pipe. When we breathe in and out, the glottis is open, with the vocal cords drawn wide 

apart
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In the production of certain speech sounds, the vocal cords are wide apart and 

the glottis is open so that air passes out through it freely without any friction, 

producing the sound called breath. The speech sounds thus produced with the glottis 

wide open are called voiceless sounds or breathed sounds. For example, the first 

sounds in the English words pill and king.

During the production of certain sounds, the vocal cords are loosely held 

together and as the air from the lungs is pushed out, they vibrate producing the sound 

called voice. The sounds thus produced, with the vibration of the vocal cords, are 

called voiced sounds. For example, the first sounds in the English words bag and 

dance.

The Articulatory System

The articulatory system consists of the pharynx, the oral cavity (the mouth), 

and the nasal cavity. The air from the lungs passes through the larynx into the 

phaiyux and then out, through the oral and nasal passage.

The roof of the mouth

The roof of the mouth comprises the teeth-ridge, the hard palate, the soft 

palate and the uvula. The hard convex part immediately behind the upper front-teeth 

is called the teeth-ridge or the alveolar ridge or the alveolum. The hard concave area 

behind the teeth-ridge is called the hard palate. The roof of the mouth then becomes 

soft and fleshy and this soft portion is called the soft palate or velum. At the extreme 

end of the soft-palate is the fleshy finger-like structure called the uvula. You can feel 

these divisions with the tip of your tongue, the convex teeth-ridge, then the hard 

concave hard palate, and the soft fleshy velum. It is not possible to feel the whole of 

the soft palate or the velum.

The soft palate can be lowered or raised by the action of a hinge-like structure. 

If the soft palate is raised, so that it touches the back wall of the pharynx, the nasal 

passage will be closed and the air can escape only through the mouth. Sounds 

produced with the nasal passage closed in this way and air escaping through the 

mouth alone are called oral sounds.
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Eg. All the sounds in the English words feel, cake and sack.

Fig 2. Soft palate in the raised position, blocking the 
nasal passage of air - production of oral sounds

If the soft palate is lowered so that the nasal passage is open, and the oral 

passage is blocked at some point, air can escape only through the nose.

Sounds during the production of which air thus escapes only through the nose 

are called nasal sounds. Eg. the first sounds in the English words mat, nap and the 

last sound in sing.
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Fig 3. Soft palate in the lowered position, blocking the 
oral passage of air - production of nasal sounds

The Tongue

The tongue is an important speech organ. It does not have any physical 

divisions like the roof of the mouth. But for the purpose of description, we can divide 

it into three main parts, corresponding to the divisions of the roof of the mouth. The 

part of the tongue that lies opposite the teeth-ridge when the tongue is in a position of 

rest is called the blade of the tongue. The extreme tip of the blade is called the tip. 

The tip and the blade together are called the apex. The part of the tongue which lies 

opposite the hard palate when the speech organs are at rest, is called the front of the 

tongue. The part of the tongue which lies opposite the soft palate when the speech 

organs are at rest, is the back of the tongue.
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The Lips

The position of the lips affects the quality of vowels. They play an important 

part in the articulation of certain consonants also, the quality of consonants being 

affected by the lip position of the adjacent vowels.

In the articulation of speech sounds, one of the articulating organs 

(articulators) moves towards the other, which is stationary. The articulators which 

move are called the active articulators and those which remain passive are called the 

passive articulators. The lower lip and the tongue are active articulators whereas the 

upper lip, the upper row of teeth, and the roof of the mouth are always passive. Thus, 

in the production of / f / and / v / in English, the lower lip is brought towards the 

upper row of teeth.

1.4.3 The Classification and Description of Speech Sounds

Speech sounds may be broadly classified into two groups - vowels and 

consonants.

1.4.3.1 Vowels

Vowels are voiced sounds during the production of which the air escapes 

through the mouth freely and continuously, unaccompanied by any audible frictional 

noise. For example, the last sounds in she and he. All other articulated sounds are 

consonants. Vowels are thus articulated with a stricture of open approximation, i.e. 

the active articulator, the tongue, is raised towards the passive articulator, the roof of 

the mouth, in such a way as to leave sufficient space between them for the air to 

escape freely and continuously.

Vowels can be classified based on (1) the position of the lips, (2) the part of 

the tongue that is raised, and (3) the height to which it is raised. According to the 

position of the lips, vowels can be classified into two categories, rounded and 

unrounded. Rounded vowels are those during the production of which the lips are 

rounded i.e. drawn together so that the opening between them is more or less round. 

For example, vowels like / u: /, as in pool and / 0.’ / as in short have rounded lip 

position. There are two main types of rounding called close lip rounding and open lip 

rounding. Unrounded vowels are those during the articulation of which the lips are
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spread or neutral. The vowels / i: /, as in seat and I e I as in set are unrounded 

vowels. If the spreading of the lips is very marked, the vowels may be termed spread, 

and if not so marked neutral.

Based on the part of the tongue that is raised, vowels can be classified into 

front vowels, back vowels and central vowels. Front vowels are those vowels in the 

production of which the front of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate. There 

will be sufficient space between the front of the tongue and the hard palate for the air 

to escape without any friction; eg. English vowels / i: / as in beat and /e/ as in bed. 

Back vowels are those vowels during the production of which the back of the tongue 

is raised towards the soft palate, leaving sufficient space between them for the air to 

escape without any friction. Eg. English vowels M-7, as in calm and / u: / as in cool. 

Central vowels are those vowels during the articulation of which the centre of the 

tongue (i.e. the part where the front and the back of the tongue meet) is raised towards 

the part of the roof of the mouth where the hard palate and the soft palate meet. Eg. 

English vowels /A / as in cup and / 3: / as in heard.

The vowels of English RP

English RP has twenty vowel sounds, twelve of which are pure vowels or 

monophthongs of the type we have already discussed, and the other eight are vowel 

glides or diphthongs.

The twelve pure vowels in English and their positions can be marked on the 

vowel chart as shown below :
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Fig 4. Tongue positions of the pure vowels of RP

The vowels in English are described below with three-term labels; their 

symbols and words illustrating them are also given.

7 short vowels

III Unrounded, front (slightly retracted) half-close (slightly 
raised)

H/t, p/t

/ e / Unrounded, front, between half-close and half-open. Met, p<?t

1 Unrounded, front, open (closer to half-open) hot, COt

/ / Rounded, back, open hot, pot

/u/ Rounded, back, slightly fronted, half-close (slightly raised) Foil, pwt

/A/ Unrounded, central.half-open Hot, cwt

•/9/ Unrounded, central, between half-close and half-open. Father, clever

5 long vowels

I i:/ Unrounded, front, close Heot, meet

/u:/ Rounded, back, close Fool, cool

/ a:/ Rounded, back, open Co/m,horm

/ □ ;/ Rounded, back, half-open oil, short

/ 3:/ Unrounded, central, between half-close and half-open Bird, g/rl

Diphthongs

Diphthongs are sounds during the articulation of which the tongue starts in the 

position of a particular vowel and moves in the direction of the position of another 

vowel, within a single syllable. In other words, diphthongs are vowel glides or 

vowels with a changing quality; the glide should take place within one syllable. Thus, 

in the production of the English diphthong /ef/ the tongue moves from the position of 

/e/ to the position of /1 /. If the two vowels belong to two different syllables, the 

glide will not be considered a diphthong but a sequence of two vowels. For example, 

the monosyllabic word, eyes has the diphthong /di/ since it is in a single syllable.
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But in being I buy/ the two vowels belong to two different syllables and hence this 

glide does not constitute a diphthong, but a sequence of two vowels.

Diphthongs are represented by sequences of two symbols, the first indicating 

the starting point and the second the direction of movement. The starting point is 

referred to as the first element of the diphthong and the point towards which the glide 

is made as the second element. For example, in /el/, /e I is the first element and 111 

the second. Since vowels of changing quality are called diphthongs, vowels that do 

not change their quality are called monophthongs or pure vowels. The 12 pure vowels 

of English have already been described. The eight diphthongs of English are 

described below.

The diphthongs of English RP

The diphthongs of RP may be classified into closing diphthongs and centring 

diphthongs.

Closing Diphthongs

Diphthongs in which the glide is from one vowel position to that of a close or 

high vowel may be called closing diphthongs. Closing diphthongs in English are / ej 

/, I Of/, /di/, /3U/ and /dU /. The following diagram represents the closing 

diphthongs in English.

Fig. 5 Closing Diphthongs in English
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Fig 5. Closing diphthongs of RP

A dot represents the starting point and an arrow the direction in which the 

glide moves. Of these diphthongs, three glides in the direction of the front vowel 111, 

n'u.. /fit/, /3f/ and /3I I. They may be called fronting diphthongs. The other two, viz. 

/ 3 / and /4 tr/ glide in the direction of the back vowel / ix /. They may be called

retracting diphthongs. The closing diphthongs of RP are represented below 

illustrated in words.

Closing Diphthongs

/£!/, make, pale

/□J/, bay, cay

/4 V, hig/r, sky

/3 u/, na, baat

/<3u/, haw, caw

Centring Diphthongs

There are three diphthongs in RP which glide in the direction of the central 

vowel / 9 / viz. 1131, / ea/ and /trs/. These may be called centering diphthongs. 

Their tongue positions are indicated in the diagram below.

Fig.6 Centring diphthongs of RP
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The centring diphthongs of RP are represented below as illustrated in words: 

Centring diphthongs

/I3/, 

/e3/, 

/ va/,

here, mere 

pair, there 

poor, sure

Falling and Rising Diphthongs

Diphthongs in which the first element has greater ‘prominence’ than the 

second element, which is only lightly sounded, are called falling diphthongs. The 

prominence of the sound undergoes a diminution as the articulation proceeds. All the 

closing diphthongs in English, and the centring diphthong / 2 3/ are falling, the second 

element being less prominent.

In unaccented syllables, as in the second syllable of period I pizri dd the 

first element of the diphthong may be the weaker of the two elements, i.e. the 

prominence increases as the articulation proceeds. Thus the first element / J / of the 

diphthong /1 3 / in the second syllable of the example is weaker than the second 

element / D /. Such diphthongs with a stronger second element are called rising 

diphthongs. The centring diphthongs /13/ and /U3/ are also ‘falling’ with greater 

stress on the first element, but the ‘rising’ varieties of these also occur in RP in 

weakly stressed syllables as in the second syllable of the example given. In the word 
‘experience ’ /jkspmfiwy, the first/ 13 I is falling and the second one rising.

1.43.2 Consonants

Consonants include all breathed (voiceless) sounds, and those voiced sounds 

produced by means of an obstruction in the mouth, or by a narrowing of the air 

passage, giving rise to a frictional noise.

We need the following pieces of information for the description of a consonant

sound

a) the air stream mechanism

b) the state of the glottis
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c) the position of the soft palate

d) the articulating organs or points of articulation, and

e) the manner of articulation or the stricture involved.

We have already discussed the first three and found that all English-sounds are 

produced with a pulmonic egressive air stream mechanism. The sounds produced 

with the glottis open are voiceless and those produced with the glottis closed are 

voiced. According to the position of the soft palate, the sounds may be nasal or oral. 

Now let us consider the last two, (d) and (e), i.e. the articulating organs and the 

manner of articulation.

The articulating organs or places/points of articulation

Based on the articulating organs or points/places of articulation, consonants 

can be classified as follows :

1. Labial. In the production of labial sounds, the lips are involved. These may 

be sub-divided into bilabial and labio-dental. Bilabial sounds are those sounds in 

the production of which both the lips are involved, /p, b, w/ and /m/ are the bilabial 

sounds in English. The lower lip is the active articulator and the upper lip the passive 

articulator. Labio-dental sounds are produced with the upper row of teeth against the 

lower lip. / f / and / v / are the labio-dental sounds in English. The active articulator 

is the lower lip and the passive articulator the upper row of the teeth.

2. Dental. The sounds produced with the tip of the tongue against the upper row 

of teeth are called dental. / 0 / as the first sound in //link and 1^1 as the first sound 

in //iis are the dental sounds in English. The active articulator is the tip of the tongue 

and the passive articulator the upper row of teeth.

3. Alveolar. These are sounds produced with the tip or blade of the tongue 

against the teeth-ridge (also called the alveolar ridge). 11, d, n, 1, s / and /z/ are the 

alveolar sounds in English. The active articulator is the tip or blade of the tongue and 

the passive articulator is the teeth-ridge.
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4. x Post-alveolar. The tip of the tongue is the active articulator and the back part 

of the alveolar ridge (i.e. the part of the roof of the mouth that lies immediately behind 

the teeth ridge) is the passive articulator. The tip of the tongue is held close to, but 

not touching the rear part of the teeth-ridge. The first consonant in the English words 

right, record etc. is an example of a post-alveolar sound.

5. Palato-alveolar. Along wi± alveolar articulation (i.e. with the tip and blade of 

the tongue against ±e teeth ridge), the front of the tongue is raised towards the hard 

palate. Such sounds are called palato-alveolar. / J' / as in j/iip, /J / as in pleasure, 

I / as in c/zair and /c/j / as in jam, are the palato-alveolar sounds in English. The 

active articulators are the tip, blade, and front of the tongue and the passive 

articulators, the teeth-ridge and the hard palate.

6. Palatal. The front of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate. / j / as in 

you is the only palatial sound in English. The front of the tongue is the active 

articulator and the hard palate is the passive articulator.

7. Velar. The back of the tongue is raised towards the soft palate (also called 

velum). The back of the tongue is the active articulator and the soft palate is the 

passive articulator. / k, g / and / I are the velar sounds in English, as the first 

sounds in cat, get and the last sound in king respectively.

8. Glottal. Glottal sounds are produced in the glottis. The two vocal cords are 

the articulators (both active). I h / as in he is the glottal sound in English.

There are certain languages with sounds produced at the uvula and also at the 

pharynx. Certain sounds are produced by curling the tip of the tongue and raising it 

against the roof of the mouth. Such sounds are called retroflex sounds. Many Indian 

languages have retroflex sounds, but they are absent in English RP. Malayalam has 

retroflex consonants such as / t / as ih /kata/ (shop), / n / as in /panam/ (money) and 

/ 1 / in/vala/(bangle).
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Manner of Articulation

Consonants can be classified on the basis of the stricture involved i.e. the 

manner in which the passage of air is restricted and the sounds produced. Based on 

the manner of articulation, or how a sound is articulated, consonants can be classified 

as follows:

1. Plosives. A plosive or a stop is a consonant in the production of which there is 

a complete closure of the air stream at some point. The articulators come into firm 

contact with each other, thus blocking the air-stream and causing the air pressure to 

increase. Simultaneously there is a velic closure, blocking the nasal passage of air. 

When the articulators are suddenly separated and the oral closure released, the air 

escapes with a small explosive noise. Sounds thus produced with a stricture of 

complete closure and sudden release are called plosives. Thus, in the production of 

/ p / the lips are brought together, blocking the air-stream. The air pressure is built up 

and when the lips are separated, there is an explosive sound. The plosive consonants 

in English are /p, b, t, d, k/ and /g /.

a) Incomplete plosives. When a plosive consonant is followed by another 

plosive or an affricate sound m the same word, the first plosive is not fully 

pronounced. Such plosives are called incomplete plosives. Eg. the / k / in act and 

picture.

b) Nasal plosion. In sequences consisting of a plosive immediately followed by a 

nasal, the plosive is not pronounced in the normal way. The explosion produced 

while pronouncing such sequences is not formed by the air escaping through the 

mouth, but through the nose. This kind of plosion is known as nasal plosion as in the 

/p/ in sharpness and topmost.

2. Affricates. In the production of affricates also, there is a complete closure, 

the oral and nasal passage of air being completely blocked. But here the oral closure 

is removed slowly and instead of the explosive sound in the production of plosive 

consonants, an audible friction is heard. The release of air is gradual in affricates and 

sudden in plosives. The affricate consonants in English are / as the first sound in 
chair and /c/j/ as the first sound in jam.
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3. Fricatives. In the production of fricatives the articulators are brought so close 

together that the air in escaping through the narrow space between them produces an 

audible friction or a hissing sound. The fricatives in English are

and / h /. The fricatives and affricates are also known as sibilants.

4. Trill or Roll. In the production of a trill or roll, the articulators are brought 

into contact with each other a number of times, producing a series of rapid 

intermittent taps. If we say nrr (the tongue tip tapping against the teeth-ridge), the 

sound produced is a trill. It is considered typical of Scottish English.

Instead of a series of taps, if a single tap is made, by the articulators quickly 

coming together and going away, we have a tap or flap. For example, when / r / 

occurs between vowels, as in very, sorry and hurry, or after / 0 / as in thrive and thrift, 

it is pronounced as a tap.

5. Lateral : A lateral consonant is produced with the oral passage blocked at the 

centre, but open at the sides. English has one lateral consonant viz. I 1 / as in lake. 

For its production, the tip of the tongue is raised to the alveolar ridge, blocking the 

oral passage at the centre. The sides of the tongue are lowered allowing air to escape 

freely through the sides.

6. Nasals. In the production of nasal consonants, the soft palate is kept lowered 

so that the nasal passage of air is open, while the oral passage is completely blocked 

at some point. The lung air, as a result, escapes through the nose. Thus nasals are 

articulated with a stricture of complete oral closure. For instance, in the production of 

/m/, the lips are in firm contact blocking the oral passage and the soft palate is low, 

opening the nasal passage through which air escapes. English has three nasal sounds 

/m/, /n/ and /.

7. Frictionless continuants (approximants). These are consonants which can be 

prolonged for a long time without any audible friction. The soft palate is raised, 

closing the nasal passage and the articulators are brought near each other but not close
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enough to produce friction. The /r/ in red, right, etc. is articulated as a frictionless 

continuant

8. Semi-vowels (Approximants). Semi-vowels are gliding sounds in which the 

speech organs glide from one vowel position to another. The semi-vowels in English 

are / w / as in west and / j Z as in yard. In the production of I w/ the glide is from the 

tongue position of approximately / u: / and for / j I from the position of /i:/ to some 

other position. They function like consonants in the structure of a syllable, despite 

their vocalic quality.

The frictionless continuants and semi-vowels may together be called 

approximants, i.e. sounds articulated with a stricture of open approximation, the gap 

between the articulators being wide enough for the air to escape without any friction.

We have examined the important criteria based on which consonants can be 

classified and described viz. voice (i.e. the state of the glottis), place of articulation 

(i.e. the articulators involved) and manner of articulation (i.e. the stricture involved). 

The consonants can be described using three-term labels. The consonants of English 

RP are described below in this way, with each of them illustrated in words.

The Consonants of English RP

/ p 1 voiceless bilabial plosive pat, pin

/ b / voiced bilabial plosive bag, bull

/ t / voiceless alveolar plosive /ap, t ip

/ d / voiced alveolar plosive t/og. r/ay

/k/ voiceless velar plosive A ing, Aite

/ 9 / voiced velar plosive girl, glass

voiceless labio-dental fricative /an, /tsli

voiced labio-dental fricative van, vase

voiceless dental fricative ///ink, three
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frp'
voiced dental fricative r/ris, //ten

fzs/;

Uib‘

voiceless alveolar fricative ring, ray

voiced alveolar fricative coo, zinc

*r *
voiceless palato-alveolar fricative r/iip, r/tape

,73/
i •

voiced palato-alveolar fricative plearurc, mearare

/h / voiceless glottal fricative /rot, //is

S/tj/ voiceless palato-alveolar affricate c/iurch, c/jair

Zd3/ voiced palato-alveolar affricate jam, yudge

7 m /if
voiced bi-labial nasal man, ham

1I n / voiced alveolar nasal pin, name

|/,0 ‘ voiced velar nasal sing, king

voiced palatal semi-vowel voung, you
I
«7 w / voiced bi-labial semi-vowel kind, wail

V"
Ur/ voiced post-alveolar right, record
i*

/1 /

friciionless coniiiHiunt

voiced alveolar lateral /ight, /ate

With this information the English consonants can be arranged in a table, 

horizontal rows containing sounds articulated in the same manner, and vertical rows 
with sounds articulated by the same organs.

Place —»

Manner |

e

£

vl vd

o
£>a
_)

vl

n
•J•O

vd vl

2

vd

■
oV

<

vl vd

<
0V>
e
Xe0X

vd

£
2 ofJ V
«5 — x

C
a
X

vd

a
u
>

vl vd

<4
O
5

vlVl vd

Plosive P ( d k 9

Affricate 1/ <lj
Fricative f V e s z J 3 h

Lateral 1

Nasal in n 0

\pproximant w r j

vl = voiceless; vd = voiced Total 24
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Fig 8

1.4.4 The sound system of GIE

Now the sound system of General Indian English (GIE) can be compared with 

that of RP.

The vowel system of GIE

The vowels and diphthongs of GIE are given below with words illustrating

each.

Pure vowels Diphthongs

/i: / heat / al/ he/gfo

/I/ bit / a u /how

/ e: / cake / 3 / o/l

/3 / met /13 / here

I X/ cat I v d / sure

ld-.l cast / e a / where

/£> / hot

/ o:/ coat

/ v / pash

/u:/ cool

/ 3/ bus

Differences between the vowel systems of RP and GIE

1. While RP has two distinctive back vowels /•»/ and / □: / GIE has only one, 

symbolized as / £ /. Thus in GIE, the distinction between cot and caught is not made.
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2. In place of the three distinctive central vowels in RP, viz. / A /, / 3 / and 13:1, 

GIE has just one, symbolized as / 3 /.

3. While RP has eight diphthongs, GIE has only six, the RP diphthongs II as 

in make being replaced by the pure vowel /e: /, and /3 V/ as in no being replaced by 

the pure vowel / o: / in the speech of most Indian speakers.

4. RP /a.7 as in car is more back than the GIE equivalent M7.

5. The GIE equivalent of RP I e 3 /, as in share, has a closer vowel as the first 

element.

6. Certain distinctions effected by the use of different vowels in RP are realized 

in GIE by the use of / r /. For example,

RP GIE
shut / Mt / / Mt /

Shirt /p'.t/ / MT^

Differences between the two systems

1. In GIE the voiceless plosives are unaspirated in all positions whereas in RP 

they are aspirated when they occur initially in stressed syllables.

2. In GIE, / ^ / does not occur finally. A I g / is often introduced by Indians 

after /^/, may be because word finally /^/ is spelt /ng/ as in king, sing, ring, 

etc.
3. In GIE/H/and/c^j/ are palatal affricates, i.e. articulated with the tip of the 

tongue down and hence they are not palato-alveolar affricates as in RP.

4. In GIE / r / is invariably a rolled or a tap / r / whereas in RP it has various 

phonetic realizations. Moreover, most Indians pronounce / r / wherever it is 

found in spelling.

5. Since in most Indian languages spelling represents pronunciation and double 

consonants also occur, most Indians tend to prolong the consonant in words 

with medial double consonant letters, such as pepper,rubber, utter, etc. In 

RP double consonants do not occur and these words are pronounced as Ipejrtl, 
/T/\b 3 / and /A £ 3 / respectively.

6. GIE has the ffictionless continuant I approximant / v / in place of both RP 

fricative / v / and semi-vowel / w /.
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7. The alveolar plosives I t / and / d / in RP are often replaced by GIE by 
retroflex plosives It I and / d /.

8. Dental fricatives / Q I and 1^1 of RP are replaced in GIE by dental plosives It /
and / d /. n

However, these deviations do not affect intelligibility among Indians, but 
many affect international intelligibility, especially if the consonants I &1, /j/ / t1, /df

IV/ and / w / are not acquired.

Apart from these segmental features of GIE, deviations in suprasegmental 

features such as stress, pitch, intonation, etc. also impede intelligibility to a native 

speaker of English.

1.4.5 The Sound System of Standard Malayalam

Malayalam Alphabet: Orthographic representation of vowels :

a a: i i: u u: r r: / ( : e e: aiI 1 II
o o: au 'v y : / 1;

ii i •

Note: Of these / ai / and / au / are diphthongs, and are additional vowels

borrowed from Sanskrit and are rarely used especially the long vowels

Orthographic Representation of Consonants

ka (<e>) kha(taj) ga (<n) gha(oGj) na (sn)

ca.(ru) clia.(a^) ja (s) jba (raw) "na

la .(s) lha (o) da (ojd) dha (cw) na (sm)

(a .(ot) Ilia (lc) da f«3) dha (u>) na (<n)

pa (ai) plia(ac) ba (sni) bha (3) ma (ra)

ya(o) ra (ra) la (ej) va (oj) sa (tra)

sa-(rro) ba(ao) hi (V) Ra (o)
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Note:
1. Of these the voiced aspirated stop consonants represented by gha, jha, dha, 

dha and bha are not available in spoken Malayalam, since they are pronounced 

as voiceless represented by kha, cha, tha, tha and pha.

2. The dental nasal and alveolar nasal have the same orthographic representation 

pronounced as dental word initially, and as alveolar word medially and finally, 

as in nilam (field), vanam (forest) and a:na (elephant).

The sound system of Standard Malayalam

1. The vowel system

Front unrounded Central

neutral

Back rounded Diphthongs

Short Long Short Long Short Long

High/close i i: u u:

Mid e e: 0 o: ai au

Low/open a a:

Total 10 Total 2
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2. The Consonant System

Ilace _,

Manner .
1

Bilabial l.ahio

dental
vl vd

Dental Denti-

alveulnr
v| vd

Alveolar

vl vd

Retroflex Palatal Velar

vl vdvl vd vl vdvl vd vl vd

IJrusp
Plosive

P h 1 d 1 d c j * F

Asp 1* th th ch kh
Fricative t s 5 $ h

Nasal in 0 n p n n

lateral 1 1

Trill r R

hicticnleM
Continuant

V 2 y

Fig. 8 English Consonant System

Differences from English RP

1. Of the 12 pure vowels in RP only 7 have phonetically similar analogues in

Malayalam. They are I * , cl : , I; i: . y , u: / and / e /.

2. In place of the eight diphthongs in RP, Malayalam has only two / a l / and I au/.

3. Among consonants, RP nasals / m, n / and / ^ /, affricates /If/ and /c/j/ and the 

fricatives /s, h I and the plosives / p, b, k/ and / g / have analogues in Malayalam.

4. Malayalam has retroflex sounds which do not occur in RP.

5. The aspirated stops I plosives are phonemes in Malayalam, while in RP they 

are allophones.

6. Malayalam has six nasal phonemes while RP has only three.

7. Malayalam has dental plosives while RP has dental fricatives.

8. Malayalam has no affricate phonemes; the nearest equivalents to RP palato- 

alveolar affricates are the palatal stops / c / and / j /.

Deviations due to Mother Tongue (MT) interference

According to the theory of MT interference, similarities between the MT and 

the second language (L2) facilitate L2 acquisition and differences between the two 

hinder it. From the sound systems of English RP and Malayalam, we can identify the
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RP sounds with analogues in Malayalam. In the absence of analogues learners tend to 

use the nearest equivalents in their MT. Examples of such phonological deviations 

attributable to MT interference from Malayalam are given below.

/ re / is often replaced by / a: /, /•» / by / o / and / a /
and /a / by / e /, as in

van / va:n / for / vm /,

hot / lio:t / for Z hot /,

aside / csaid / for / 3 said /,

bus /bcs/or/bas/ for / b a s /.

Often vowels replace diphthongs, as in

Sale I ge:l / for / gcit / and no I no: / for / nsu /

/4.1/ and / o I / are often replaced by Mj ‘I and / oj / respectively, with the insertion

of the palatal semi-vowel / j / as in
shine /fa}™/ for j in j

mine for

J°y foljojj f°r /c/j3J'/
co>' J l<0j] for I l<^l/

The labio-dental / v / is used for both RP fricative / v / and semi-vowel / w / as

in.
Wind I Vlftd! for j LO1 r\ d } 

Very well J VCfl ve /j for

RP dental fricatives I 0/ and I J"/ are replaced by dental plosives / 11 and / c// 

respectively; palato-alveolar fricatives / s / and / z / are replaced by the voiceless 

retroflex fricative IS I. The alveolar plosives 11 / and / d /, nasal / n / and lateral 111 

are also often pronounced as retroflex. / r / is pronounced wherever it is found in 

spelling as in
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and

Since in Malayalam, spelling represents pronunciation such deviant 

pronunciations caused by the influence of spelling are common.

Eg Summer rv] >n ay. 

Dinner IdinftK'fl

Variations between the two systems in suprasegmental features also create 

difficulties, especially in connected speech which are discussed in the following 

section.

1.5 PHONOLOGY

We have described in brief the concrete phonetic characteristics of the speech 

sounds of English in terms of articulatory phonetics, i.e. in terms of what they sound 

like and how they are produced. At the more abstract phonological level is tl« 

system of distinct sounds or phonemes of English which contrast with one another. 

Thus, while at phonetic level, / p / is a voiceless bilabial plosive, at phonological 

level, it is a phoneme different from the other phonemes in the phonological system of 

English.

Each language has its own phonological system, with differences from the 

systems of other languages. Thus English RP has a system of 44 distinctive sounds 

while standard Malayalam has a system of 52, with differences between the two 

systems. For instance, the voiced palato-alveolar / J / of RP as in pleasure and 

measure is absent in Malayalam, while the retroflex sounds in Malayalam like /1 I 

and /{l / as in / kata / (shop) and / panam / (money) are absent in English RP. Again, 

French and most Indian languages have dental plosives whereas these sounds are 

absent in English. The voiced alveolar fricative /z/ as in zoo and zebra exists in 

English but not in Tamil, Kahnada and Malayalam. The retroflex plosives /1 / and id I 

occur in most Indian languages but not in English. There are also differences in the 

way in which sounds are organized in each language. For instance, English permits
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IskJ combination word initially, as in school, but in Hindi they do not occur word 

initially without a vowel in between. Again, English permits combinations such as 

/sp/, /st/ and /bl/, but several Indian languages do not, even though their systems have 

these sounds. Thus, each language has is own system of sounds and also its own 

specific ways of organizing them into larger units, which together constitute its 

phonology. Phonology or phonemics deals with the distinctive sounds and their 

specific patterning in a particular language i.e. their functional behaviours, their 

combinatory possibilities or syllabic structure, and the nature and use of such prosodic 

features as stress, pitch, intonation, etc.

13.1 The Phoneme

A phoneme is the smallest distinctive unit of sound in the sound system of a 

language. The phonemes of a language are distinctive or contrastive i.e. they stand in 

contrast with one another in the phonological system of that language. In other 

words, when one phoneme is substituted by another, it produces a meaning change. 

Thus, when /p/ is substituted by /b/ in the word pet I pet/, it becomes bet /bet/, a 

different word with a different meaning. Thus /p/ and /b/ are contrastive in English, 

and hence two different phonemes in English. Again, if we substitute the /k/ in cool 

and /ku:l / with /p/, we get pool /pu:l/ hence /k/ and /p/ are two different phonemes 

in English. The contrast between /p/ and M or /k/ and /p/ is functional in English, 

each one effecting a meaning change, when it occurs in the same linguistic 

environment Units which can thus substitute for one another in the same environment 

are said to be in contrastive or parallel distribution and those which do not occur in 

the same linguistic environment are said to be in non-contrastive or complementary 

distribution. Phonemes are in contrastive distribution. For example, if we consider 

the -et /et/ part of pet / pet / as the context in which /p/ occurs, most of the consonants 

of English can occur in the same context, to form other different words like bet, met, 

set, etc. /p/, /b/, /m/, and /s/ are in contrastive distribution, they are phonemes in the 

phonological system of English. In Malayalam /l/ and /l/ are contrastive, as in /vala/ 

(net) and IvdeJ (bangle) and hence are phonemes, but in English they are non- 

contrastive and hence are not different phonemes, /b/ as in /balam/ (strength) and 

/bh/ as in / bharani / (jar) are contrastive in Malayalam but not in English. Thus in the 

phonemic system of a language, the focus is on contrast. While in articulatory
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phonetics speech sounds are described in terms of their .mechanism of production, in 

phonemics they are elements which stand in contrast with one another. They form a 

network of contrasting sounds. Thus, a phoneme may be defined as a minimal 

distinctive sound unit of a language; minimal means it cannot be further subdivided 

and distinctive means it causes a change of meaning. Thus, a phoneme is the smallest 

linguistic unit of sound which can bring about a change of meaning. Each language 

has its own set of phonemes.

Minimal Pairs

The phonological system of a language can be determined by establishing the 

phonemes of that language. This can be done by discovering and collecting minimal 

pairs, i.e. pairs of words which differ from each other only in one sound segment. For 

example, fit / fit / and sit I sit / constitute a minimal pair in English, differing from 

each other in the initial consonant alone, and we can identify /fZ and /s/ as two 

phonemes in English. From the following sets of minimal pairs, bet I bet/, pet I pet/ 

met /met/, set I set/ and let / let/, we can identify the phonemes /b, p, m, s/ and /I/. The 
following sets, leper //ej>d/, letter //*k)/, lesser //€S9/ give us the phonemes, /p, t/ and 

/s/. Similarly, the sets beat / bi:t /, bit / bit/ , bet I bet / and boot / bu:t / give us the 

vowel phonemes /i:, i, e/ and /u:/.

1.5.2 Allophones

Each phoneme may have a number of variant forms called allophones, 

occurring in different contexts. The allophones of a phoneme have considerable 

phonetic similarity between them as well as differences and they do not occur in the 

same phonetic environment. For example, English voiceless plosives / p, t, k/ have 

both aspirated (i.e. with a strong puff of breath after the release of the plosive) and 

unaspirated varieties, /p/ as in pin [ pin ]is aspirated but in spin / spin /

syllable, whereas the unaspirated voiceless plosives occur immediately after /s / and 

in unstressed syllables. These two varieties are allophones in English and can never 

occur in the same phonetic environment. They occur in mutually exclusive, 

predictable phonetic environments. They are said to be in non-contrastive or
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complementary distribution. Where [k] occursf kh ] cannot, wherefp] occurs [ph] 

cannot, and where [t] occurs [th] cannot. The aspirated and unaspirated varieties of 

each phoneme are members of the same family; they are called allophones and the 

family is called a phoneme. Each phoneme is a bundle of similar sounds or phones 

which do not occur in the same environment.

Allophones are phonemically the same, but phonetically different. For 

example, the /1 / s in the words take, stake and outpost are phonetically different from 

one another. Their pronunciation may be represented as [^eik], [steik] and [$.vlf>3Vsk~] 

respectively. The /t/ in take is an aspirated /t/ since it is a voiceless plosive occurring 

initially in a stressed syllable; the /t/ in stake is unaspirated since it is a voiceless 

plosive preceded by /s/; the first /t/ in outpost is an incomplete or unreleased plosive, 

since it is followed by another plosive, viz./p/. Thus the /t/ in take is different froro 

the /t/ in stake and both are different from the /t/ in outpost which is an unreleased 

plosive. The three /1 /s are allophones of the same phoneme /t/. Again, the /l/ in girl 

is different from the /!/ in love. The f\J in girl is ‘dark’ or velarized, with the back of 

the tongue raised towards the velum, symbolized as [ f ]. And the /l/ in love is clear 

or palatalized, with the front of the tongue raised towards the hard palate. These two 

variants are allophones of the same phoneme [1].

Thus, allophones may be defined as the different, concrete phonetic 

realizations of the same phoneme according to its phonetic environment. They are in 

complementary or non-contractive distribution, while phonemes are in contrastive 

distribution. Substitution of one phoneme for another will bring about a change of 

meaning but the substitution of one allophone for another of the same phoneme will 

not, though such a substitution will not be acceptable to the native speaker. Thus, the 

substitution of /p/ for / k / in the word sky gives us another word spy. But the 

substitution of [kh] for [k] in the word sky does not alter the meaning of the word. [ph] 

in the place of [p] in the word spy also will not alter the meaning, [spa I] and [spha l] 

will be understood to mean the same; so also [skar] and[skhal]. In English, therefore,

/p/ and /k/ are different phonemes, while [k] and [kh] are allophones of the same 

phoneme /k/ and /p/ and [ph] allophones of another phoneme /p/. Allophones of the 

same phoneme will have considerable phonetic similarity. Thus, [p] and [ph] are both
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voiceless bilabial plosives, [k] and [kh] are both voiceless velar plosives. The three 

allophones of /t/ already discussed are all voiceless alveolar plosives and the two /1/* 

‘dark’ and ‘clear’ are both voiced alveolar laterals. But there will be differences also 

as already pointed out. Phonemes are enclosed in slant lines // while allophones are 

enclosed in square brackets [ ]. Generally, the simplest (i.e. the unmarked) symbol 

out of the symbols used to represent the different allophones is used to indicate the 

phoneme. Thus, [ph] and [p] are allophones of the phoneme /p/ in English.

Since allophones are in complementary distribution, it is possible to predict in 

a given language, which allophones of a phoneme will occur in a particular context or 

situation. For example, the two /I/ sounds in the word lull / 1A1 / are allophones of the 

same phoneme. The first one is a clear /l/ with a front vowel resonance (i.e. with the 

front of the tongue raised towards the hard palate) and is different from the second 

one which is a ‘dark’ [ I ] with a back vowel resonance (i.e. with the back of the 

tongue raised towards the soft palate). ‘Clear’ [1] occurs when it is followed by a 
vowel or /j/, as in leave /li:v/f led /led/, and million / milpn/. ‘Dark’ [ t ] occurs whe 

it is word final or when followed by a consonant, as in till I til/, tell /tel/ and help 

/help/. The contexts of occurrence of the aspirated and unaspirated varieties of 

voiceless plosives have already been given. From the phonetic context, we can 

predict which allophone will occur.

Free Variation

Such a generalization, however, does not take into account those variant 

realizations of the same phoneme in the same phonetic situation. If one allophone 

freely varies with another allophone of the same phoneme, they are said to be in free 

variation. If one allophone is substituted for another of the same phoneme, it will not 

change the meaning. For example, in English, the word cut may be pronounced with 

the final /t/ aspirated as [kh/\h] or unaspirated as [khAt], Here [th] and [t] are in free 

variation in word final position; this is also known as non-contrastive free variation. 

In such instances the phonetic composition of the allophones is unpredictable in terms 

of their environment.
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These are the three criteria usually used for determining the phones belonging 

to the same phoneme, i.e. allophones of a phoneme : 1. they should be in

complementary distribution i.e. mutually exclusive,-never occurring in the same 

phonetic environment, 2. they ought to display a considerable amount of physical 

similarity; and 3. they should be in non-contrastive free variation, i.e. if they occur in 

the same contexts, they should not change the meaning of the word.

1.5.3 Distribution(Phonotactics)

The two kinds of distribution already described, contrastive and 

complementary, refer to the occurrence of phones; those which occur in the same 

contexts, effecting a change of meaning are contrastive and those which do not occur 

in the same contexts are non-contrastive. Thus, phonemes are contrastive and 

allophones are non-contrastive or complementary in distribution.

Here we consider the distribution of phonemes in a particular language. Each 

language has its own restrictions regarding the distribution of its phonemes and their 

combinatory possibilities. This area is covered by phonotactics, which can be 

considered a branch of phonology. It deals with the way phonemes combine to form 

syllables, in other words, it studies the structure of syllables in terms of phonemes and 

also their contexts of occurrence. The different phonemes in a particular language 

occur in specific contexts or environments. In phonology, the term ‘distribution’ 

refers to the occurrence of phonemes in certain contexts or environments i.e. tlx 

possible combinations of phonemes in a language. For instance, the phoneme /^ / 

never occurs in English word initially i.e. there is no English word beginning with 

/ *3 /. Therefore, we can state the distribution of/^ / as, / ^/ occurs in word final and 
intervocalic fi.e. between vowels as in singing / Si^^/Jpositions, but not in initial 

positions.

Distribution of English RP consonants

All the consonants in English except the following occur in word initial, 

medial and final positions : / *9 i J / »J . ^ / and /r/. / 'JI and /J / occur in medial

position but not in the initial*/ / occurs finally also as in sing, king and hang. In a
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few words / j / occurs initially as in genre I and finally as in garage

/. /h, j / and / w / occur in initial and medial positions but not in final position.

In RP, /r/ occurs only when followed by a vowel, word initially (as in red and 

right), and word-medially (as in try and marry) but it does not occur finally in a word. 

Final ‘r’ in spelling is silent. Thus, in the phrase bear up there is an /r/

since it is followed by a vowel. But in the word bear / be9 / there is no /r/, even 

though the letter T’ is there in the spelling. In American accent, /r/ occurs pre- 

consonantally as well as pre-vocalically. Thus part and car are pronounced /pa:rt/ 

and /ka:r/ in the place of RP pronunciation /pa:t/ and /ka:/ respectively.

Linking /r/

When words ending with the letter T’ in spelling are followed by words 

beginning with vowel sounds, it is usual in RP that the letter ‘r’ is realized as /rZ in 

pronunciation. Thus, we say,

My car is red. /mai ka:r iz red/

Since the T’ in the word car is followed by a vowel sound /r/, the letter ‘r’ is 

realized as /r/ in pronunciation. But the /r/ will not be pronounced if the ‘r’ in spelling 

is not followed by a vowel.

Look at my car /I u k ^fmai ka:/

The consonant ‘r’ realized in this manner as a connecting link between words 

is called a linking/r/. Some more examples are :
Far away h oc.r

Never again

Matter of fact 3 V

Intrusive /r/

By analogy the usage of linking /r/ is extended to words ending in vowels, 

even when there is no ‘r’ in spelling. Such cases where an /r/ occurs when there is no 

‘r’ in spelling followed by a vowel, is known as intrusive /r/. That is, if one word
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ends in a vowel and the next ©ne begins with a vowel, an /r/ is inserted between the 

two. For example,

The idea of it. / H cJLdliay 3 V j

Asia and Africa / 6r\ 9C f I /< d /

The pronunciation of these without the intrusive /r/ is equally correct. 

Intrusive /r/ is optional while linking /r/ is obligatory.

Distribution of Pure Vowels

All the vowels in English except the following occur in word initial, medial 

and final positions.
/ v z n,* ,A , 6i/

/ ; X , A / and /e/ occur in initial and medial positions but not in the final

position. /15/ does not occur in word initial position. It occurs medially, and it occurs 

finally only in the accented form of the word to /tu /.

Distribution of Diphthongs

All the diphthongs in English except / V9 / occur initially, medially and 

finally. /^/ does not occur initially in a word.

five of the eight diphthongs of RP, viz., the closing 
diphthongs, / ei. n:,oi, no / and /so"/ may be followed by / 5 / 
within a word.

/ fc'l / + I n / player / plct 3 /
/ at / + / 3 / higher / hai a /
/ 31 / + / 3 / employer / implnto/
/ no/ + / 9 / power / pa on /
/ 30 / + / 9/ slower / si 30 a /
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Diphthongs are longer (i.e. the first element is lengthened) when word final 

and also when followed by a voiced consonant, than when followed by a voiceless 

consonant. Thus /a I is longer in words like buy / ba / (word final), and bide / ba d / 

(followed by a voiced consonant), than in bite I bait / (followed by a voiceless 

consonant).

1.5.4 The syllable

We have seen that phonemes are the units of speech sounds and that each 

phoneme is a family of related sounds called allophones. At a level higher tha 

individual sound segments or phonemes, we have the unit called syllable. In every 

word made up of more than a single sound, at least one sound is heard to be more 

'prominent1 (stands out more distinctly) than the neighbouring sounds. If there is only 

one 'prominent1 sound the sequence is said to consist of one syllable. A word is made 

up of one or more syllables. Words like tree I tri: / hit I hit / , and bell foe\/ have 

only one syllable each. They are called monosyllabic words. Words like calmer 
/ )< a: m a letter /1e^d/ and sister / si.s/'a / have two syllables each and they are 

called disyllabic words. Words with more than two syllables are called polysyllabic. 

Examples are civilization, cultivation, humanity, etc.

Usually syllable division is marked with a hyphen :

Calmer / ,< a.; - nn 3 / (2 syllables)

Traveller /Hat- va-/a / (3 syllables)

Humidity (4 syllables)

It is not always possible to mark syllable division in the orthographic 

representation since in English particular letters of the alphabet do not always 

represent particular sounds. Double letters represent single sounds as in summer 

/ 5 a rr, 3 / and rubber /TAba/.

A syllable is a natural division of speech and there are no hard and fast rules 

regarding the way in which a word should be divided into syllables. Actually each 

puff of air pushed out of the lungs produces one syllable.
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The syllable can be analysed in terms of the elements or segments which 

constitute it, viz. vowels and consonants. A syllable consists of one or more speech 

sounds. For example, in eager I f1 3 /the first syllable is made up of one

speech sound, a vowel, /i: I and the second syllable is made up of two speech sounds, 

one consonant and one vowel, /g/ and / 9 I. The most prominent sound in a 

syllable is said to be syllabic. It is called the nucleus (N) of the syllable. Usually the 

vowel or diphthong in a syllable is its nucleus. The vowel is the most important 

segment, the central element of a syllable. The rest of the sounds in a syllable are 

nonsyllabic or marginal. For example, in the word clip / kl T p / which has a single 

syllable, the vowel 11/ is the nucleus and the consonants /k/, /l/ and /p/ are marginal. 

A syllable always has a nucleus, but may or may not have marginal elements. Thus 

the single syllable in eye / at / has only the nucleus. The consonant or consonants at 

the beginning of a syllable is called the releasing consonant/s (R) or the onset and tb° 

consonant or consonants at the end of the syllable is called the arresting consonant/s 

(A) or the coda. The nucleus is the central obligatory element of a syllable and the 

consonants are optional. If the syllable ends in a vowel (i.e. without the coda), it is 

called an open syllable and if it ends in a consonant (i.e. with the coda), it is a closed 

syllable. The nucleus which is usually a vowel or diphthong is represented by the 

symbol V and the marginal elements by the symbol C. In the monosyllabic word bet 

I bet / /b/ is the releasing consonant, /t/ the arresting consonant and/e/ the nucleus, 

b - e - t

Rc N Ac

C - V - c

This syllable has the structure CVC.

The English consonants /l/, /m/, /n/ and /r/ sometimes function as syllabic, i.£ - 

as the nuclei of syllables. Such consonants are known as syllabic consonants. Eg.the 
Ini in mutton I mzt/'n / and the I 1 I in little I li tl/. Syllabic consonants are

* i

represented as 1, m, n, etc.i < <

The ffictionless English sounds /w/ and /j/ which are phonetically of a vowel

like quality are functionally consonants. They are marginal in syllable structure and
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are preceded by the indefinite article a and hot an. Thus certain sounds belonging to 

one class according to phonetic form, fall into the other class according to function, 

i.e. consonants, functioning as vowels and vowel like sounds functioning as 

consonants.

Some syllables have only the nucleus and hence its structure is just V; eg. I 

/ai/V;a/ei/V. Some syllables have the nucleus and an arresting consonant eg; 

alllr.ll, VC; up / A p / VC. Certain syllables have a releasing consonant and 

the nucleus; eg. Lie / lal / CV; he /hi:/ CV. Some syllables have a releasing 

consonant, the nucleus and an arresting consonant.

Eg. Pet IpeXJ CVC; met/raeXJ CVC.

English permits more than one consonant to release a syllable and more than 

one consonant to arrest a syllable. The following syllables have two releasing 

consonants: steel I sti :1/ CCVC; sleep I sli:p / CCVC.

The following syllables have three releasing consonants :

Stream /stri:m / CCCVC; street /stri:t / CCCVC

The following are syllables with two arresting consonants :

Grasp /gra:sp / CCVCC; plant /plaint/ CCVCC

There are syllables with three arresting consonants :

Tempt /tempt/ CVCCC; plants /plaints / CCVCCC.

In English the number of releasing consonants may be upto three and the 

number of arresting consonants upto four. The study of syllable structure of this sort 

comes under phonotactics.

1.5.5 Consonant Clusters in English

A consonant cluster is a sequence of two or more consonants occurring within 

a syllable. For example, the sequence / pi / in the word play I plel / is a consonant 

cluster, because both the consonants forming the sequence belong to the same
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syllable. In the word clasps /kla:sps/ the consonants /s/, /p/ and /s/ form a consonant 

cluster since they belong to the same syllable. On the other hand, in the word tender 

I tend a /, the two consonants /n/ and /d/ do not form a consonant cluster, since they 

belong to two different syllables. In words like singer, hunger, thunder, etc. we have 

consonant sequences of this kind. Such sequences of consonants which do not form a 

consonant cluster are called abutting consonants.

In English, clusters upto three consonants can begin a syllable and upto four 

can end a syllable. Examples of consonant clusters commonly occurring in English 

are given below :

A. Initial clusters of two consonants

/p/ as the first element /pi-/ plate, pluck

/pr-/ prim, pray

/b/ as the first element /bi-/ blow, blame

/bj-/ beauty, bugle

/t/ as the first element /tr-/ trick, true

/tw-/ twelve, twist

/d/ as the first element /dr-/ drop, dry

/dj-/ dew, duty

Combinations of/mj-/, /gl-/, /gr-/, /fl-/, /fr-/, /vj-/, /hr-/, /sp-/, /st-/, /si-/, 

/nj-/, /hj- /, /kj-/, /kr-/, etc. are also available in English.

B. Initial clusters of three consonants

In English initial clusters of three consonants have /s/ as the first element, 

/spl-/ splash, spleen 

/spr-/ spread, spring

/sir-/ /stj-/, /skr-/ and /skw/ also occur in English.

C. Final clusters of two consonants

/p/ as the final element /-sp/ lisp, clasp 

/-lp/ help, pulp
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/t/

/d/

as the final element /-pt/ 

•/-kt/

as the final element /-bd/ 

/-vd/

helped, kept 

kicked, fact 

robbed, clubbed 

saved, paved

Final clusters of/-md/, /-nd/, l-l&l, /-sk/, /-Ik/,/-If/, /-In), /-ps/,

/ts/, /-bz/, /-lz/ etc. are also available in English.

D. Final clusters of three consonants :

/t/ as the final element /-kst/ next, context

/-nipt/ prompt, tempt

Is) as the final element /-pts/ adapts, corrupts

/-kts/ acts, contacts

Final clusters of /-dst/, /-skt/, /-nst/, /-fvd/, /-fts/,. /-fts/, /-|ks/, /lvz/, etc. are also 

available in English.

E. Final clusters of four consonants :

/-ksts/ texts, contexts

/-mpts/ prompt, tempts

1.5.6 Suprasegmentals (Prosodic features)

The phonemes that we have so far considered viz. vowels and consonants, can 

be described as segmental phonemes (also called primary phonemes) since they 

produce speech segments. There are also certain additional speech features, such as 

stress, pitch, length, etc. affecting speech sounds which may hence be called sound 

attributes or suprasegmentals. When contrastive, i.e. when they effect a change of 

meaning, they are described as suprasegmental phonemes. They are also called 

secondary phonemes or prosodic phonemes. Suprasegmentals signal phonetic 

phenomena affecting higher units of sound like words, phrases and sentences and not 

single segments, the phonemes.
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1.5.6.1 Word Stress

All the syllables in a polysyllabic word in English are not articulated with the 

same force. Some are uttered with greater force than the others. Stress may be 

described as the degree of force with which a sound or syllable is pronounced. Every 

syllable is uttered with a certain degree of force and the one uttered with the greatest 

degree of force is called the stressed or accented syllable. Thus in cultivation 
/ l<.f\ \ - f I - vci-Jn/, ^e stressed syllable is the third. In the word examination 

/ig- z£ Afcr-py all the five syllables are numbered according to the degree of 

force of utterance, no.l indicating the syllable with the maximum degree of force and 

no.5 the one with the minimum force. Although there is a number of degrees of 

variation in stress, we usually distinguish only one or two stresses, primary and 

secondary. The stressed syllable is said to receive primary or tonic stress or accent 

and the syllable next to that in the degree of force of utterance is said to receive 

secondary stress or accent. We mark the stressed syllable or primary accent with a 

short vertical stroke on top at the beginning of the syllable. Secondary stress is 

marked with a short vertical bar below and at the beginning of the syllable. In the 

following : English words both primary and secondary stresses are marked: 

Examination I I Cj z. x m I n e. I

Misuse / (Pqi5ju‘5 /

There are no rules for determining which syllable in a word is to be stressed. 

When there is a doubt we have to refer to the English Pronouncing Dictionary. It is 

difficult for a non-native speaker to place the accent on the correct syllable. Since in 

English words the accent is both free and fixed. It is 'free' in the sense that it is not 

associated with a particular syllable in all the words of English, as it is in some other 

languages (eg. To the first syllatrf5*in Czech, and to the last in French). There are a 

number of English disyllabic words with accent on the first syllable, such as lady 

/ leidi/ and many / men! /, and also a number of them with accent on the second 
syllable, such as depend/ & i pend/and beside I biJsnd /. There are trisyllabic words 

with accent on the first syllable, such as customer / and anywhere

/ ' £ n I / and with acc'ent on the second, such as agreement/ r iwtiu /
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Thus, the accent is not on the same syllable. The accent in English words is ’fixed' 

also in the sense that the main accent always falls on a particular syllable of any given 

words (with certain exceptions determined by the rhythmic pattern of the total 

sentence in which the word occurs). For example, manner has stress on the first 

syllable, below on the second, politician on the third, etc.

Another difficulty about English word accent is due to shift in the accent, quite 

common in derivatives. There are, of course, a number of words in which there is no 

stress shift in the derivatives, such as agree / 3 / .* / and agreement

But there are a number of derivatives in which there is a shift in the accent causing 

slight changes in pronunciation. A few examples are given below :

’politics; political; poli tician

’photograph; photographer; photo’graphic

’patriot; patriotic

a’cademy; aca'demic; acade'mician

There are a number of disyllabic words in which the accentual pattern depends 

on whether the words are used as nouns/adjectives, or as verbs. When these words 

are used as nouns or adjectives, the accent is on the first syllable and when they are 

used as verbs, the accent is on the second syllable. For example

Word Noun/Adjective Verb

insult / 'msaIi 1 / m'sAlt /

absent / ’icbsanl/ / .ab’sent I

conduct / 'k» nd a kt / I k$ n'dAkt /

object / 'jj bdj ikl / /ab'djekt /

present I 'preznt 1 / pn'zent /

desert Z 'dez a l / / di'z3:r /
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There are also words which are accented on the same syllable whether they are 

used as nouns or as verbs. Examples are ’limit, ’visit and re’mark with accent on the 

first syllable in the first two words, and on the second in the third word, whether they 

are used as nouns or as verbs.

Compound Words

In most compound words in English i.e. words composed of two separable 

words, the primary accent falls on one of the two elements, usually the first. Others 

have double stress. The following are examples of compound words with stress on 

the first element: ’blacksmith, ’bookshelf, ’kingfisher and ’footprint. There are a few 

compound words with -ever, and -self, with primary accent on the second element, 

such as her'.ye/£ himself, whatever and whenever. There are also compound words 

in which both the elements are accented. Eg. 'bad-tempered, 'afternoon,

’home-made. Though there are no rules as such for determining word - accent in 

English, the following hints will be useful.

1. Words with weak prefixes have the primary accent on the root, as in 

a 'head and be 'cause.

2. The inflectional suffixes- ed, -es and -ing do not affect the accent.

-ed re late re’lated

sub’mit submitted

-es ’focus ’focusses

’bus ’buses

-ing ’sing ‘singing

'play 'playing

3. The derivational suffixes - age, -anCe, -en, -ess, -fill, -hood, -ice, -ish,-ive, -

less, -ly, -ment, -ness, -or, -ship, -ter, -ure and -zen do not normally affect the 

accent.
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Eg: -age -

-ance

-en

‘carry

’break

perform

a'ppear

’light*

'bright

'carriage

* breakage 

performance

a'ppearance

’lighten

’brighten

-er \vork worker

be‘gin be’ginner

-ess ’God 'Goddess

‘actor 'actress

(but 'prince - prin'cess, except when used attributively, i.e. 'princess, as in princess 

September).

-fill ‘care ‘careful

-hood ‘child ‘childhood

-ice ‘coward 'cowardice

-ish ‘fool ^foolish

-ive a’buse a’busive

-less ’aim ‘aimless

-ly ‘bad *badly

-ment in’volve in'volvement

-ness ’bitter ‘bitterness
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-or ‘conquer 'conqueror

-ship ’fellow 'fellowship

-ter ‘laugh 'laughter

'zen ‘city 'citizen

4. Words ending in -ion take the primary stress on the penultimate syllable i.e. 

the syllable preceding the last one, as in cultivation, application, etc.

5. Words ending in —ic,-ical, -ically, -ial, -ially,-ity, -ious, and -ian have tb#* 

primary accent on the syllable immediately preceding the suffix.

-ic e’lectric, pa'thetic, gradimatic

-ical e'lectrical, grammatical, categorical

-ically economically, politically, 'chemically

-ial me'morial, confidential, dictatorial

-ially industrially, confidentially

-ity activity, ca'pacity, futility

-ious laborious, industrious, vi'ctorious

1.5.6.2 Sentence Stress and.Rhythm

In connected speech in English all the words are not uttered with the same 

stress. Some words are stressed and some are not. For example, in the sentence,

The 'leaves 'rustle in the ’gentle ‘breeze

The words leaves, rustle, gentle and breeze are stressed and the rest unstressed. It is 

generally the relative importance of the words that decides the stress. The most 

important words are usually content words viz. nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, 

demonstratives, and question words, and they are usually stressed, (demonstratives in
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English are this, these, that, and those and question words are what, why, who, etc.) 

Function class words viz. prepositions, conjunctions, articles, personal pronouns, 

auxiliaries, relative pronouns, etc. are semantically insignificant and are not usually 

stressed. Look at the examples given below, in which content words are stressed and 

function class words are not.

If you >study 'well, you will 'get a 'first class.

This is the 'key to the 'kingdom of'heaven.

The syllable which is stressed when a polysyllabic word is pronounced in isolation, 

will be stressed when it forms part of connected speech also. Thus in the sentence, 

The 'book is be'low the 'table , the second syllable in the word below is stressed. 

Thus, normally in both connected speech and isolated words certain syllables are 

prominent while others are not. In connected speech, however, the choice of the wont 

receiving primary accent depends on the meaning the speaker wants to convey. For 

example, in the sentence,

She laughed

if the speaker wants to emphasize that it was she and not any one else who laughed, 

the primary accent will be on she. On the other hand, if laughed is to be emphasized, 

then the primary accent will be on that word. Thus the meaning conveyed by an 

utterance largely determines the accentual pattern in connected speech. However, in 

normal speech, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, main verbs and demonstrative and 

interrogative pronouns are more likely to receive accent than prepositions, 

conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, articles and pronouns i.e. in utterances pronounced in 

the normal way without any special emphasis to any part, content words receive 

accent and function class words do not.

Rhythm

One of the important characteristics of stress in English is that it is a language 

with a stress-timed rhythm. This means that in English stressed syllables tend to 

occur at regular intervals of time. Thus, in the sentence,

'This is the 'dress I 'like.
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the time intervals between the accented syllables this, dress and like will be roughly 

the same. Irrespective of the number of unaccented syllables between two accented 

syllables, the time interval between them will be roughly the same. It is this 

phenomenon that gives English its characteristic rhythm. Such a phenomenon of 

certain features occurring at regular intervals of time is called isochrony. Stress in 

English is isochronous. In order to achieve this regularity of time interval, accented 

syllables may have to be prolonged and unaccented ones pronounced rapidly. Thus 

accent or stress in connected speech depends on the rhythmic balance of the sentence 

and the relative importance ascribed by the speaker to its different parts. Most Indian 

languages are syllable - timed i.e. the rhythmic movement is based on syllabk 

quantity and not on stress, as it is in English which is a stress-timed language.

Strong and Weak Forms

Since function class words are not usually stressed, most of them tend to 

'weaken'. Many common English words have thus two or more forms of 

pronunciation, one 'strong' form and one or more 'weak' forms. This phenomenon is 

known as gradation i.e. the existence of two or more pronunciation for the same 

word. The strong forms are used when these words are accented, or when pronounced 

in isolation, and the weak forms when they are unaccented. For example, the 

indefinite article 'a' is pronounced as /el / in isolation, but in connected speech it 

weakens to / a / as in

I've a pen / <aiv a pa n I

So also/rave/ /ixv /weakens to/ hsv /,, / or even/v/. Forms like

/el /and/ / are called strong forms and forms like / / and

/9 V / are called weak forms.

A weak form is generally distinguished from the strong either by (1) the 

difference of a vowel sound as in / /and/ /, (2) the dropping of a
sound as in / h 12. / and / 12. /, or (3) the reduction of the length of sounds as
in ' M':/ and. /hl/ . • A list of the strong and weak forms of commonly 

used English words is given below : they are mostly function class words.
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Articles Sirring form Weak form Examples
a / Cl / Z a Z Z a pen Z
an I ten Z / 9 it / Z a n eg Z
the / tl i: / Z 6 t Z+vowcl /B I eg Z

Pronouns / 6 ■» Z+consonant Z 6 a bet/
he I hi: Z Z hi. i . i Z I wen In keim Z
him Z him Z Z un Z I hi met un Z
Ills. Z hi/ Z Z iz Z Z ai met iz. trend Z
she Z/iZ Z/i z Z / i iz. prcti Z
her Z In: Z Z Ii a, v, a Z Z ;)t met liaZ
you z iu / / j t» Z Z hi wil mi l jo Z
them Z B cm Z Z B a in. 6 m. in Z I ai met 6 in Z
we Z wi / Z wi Z I wen wi met 1
Ils Z a s Z Z 3'S, S Z I let js sli p Z
me Z mi Z Z nil Z Z let mi si: Z
Aii\i Inn trs
am Z ami Z Z a in. m Z I ami redi Z
are Z a 1 Z a z Z wi a icdi Z
IS Z iz Z Z /, s Z I hi:/ redi Z
WHS Z w n z Z Z w a z Z Z ai w a z redi Z
were Z wv Z Z w n Z Z wi W3 leu Z
II.IS Z Inez Z Z Ila z, az. r Z Z In az left Z
have I hav Z / Il a v, a v. v Z Z wi 3v red it Z
It.id / had Z Z II 3 d, 3(1. (1 Z Z wi 3 d red it Z
can Z kam Z Z k 3 n Z I ai k a ii swim Z
Ctillfd Z k od Z Z k 3 d, d / Z ai ksd sit Z
do Z du: Z Z du, da, d Z Z hid da nil3 leiv Z
lIlH'S Z d a z Z Z d a z, z. s Z Z hi da zmt talk it /
must Z ,11 A St Z Z m a st, ill a s Z Z ju m a s sit Z

shall Zf ;vl Z Zla 1. J1 Z / at Jl n:d it Z
should / Z.n d Z Z/j d, Jd Z Z ai / d n d it Z

will Z uil Z Z 1 Z Z ail help h a Z

would Z w ii d Z Z w a d, a d, d Z Z aid latk t a si: it /
Prepositions

at Z at Z Zat Z Z ail k a m at siks Z

for Z f x Z Z 1 3 Z Z ad weit (j ju Z
from Z Iru nt Z Z It 3 111 Z Z ail rail Irani deli Z

ol Zo v Z Z 3 v, V. 3 Z Zs k a |! 3V milk Z

to Z tu Z / tu Is vowel Z aiv t ua:sk Inn, Z
I t3Ztconsonant / hiv I j ii «l 11 /

Coupon linns

and Z rend Z Z and. 3 ii, ii Z Z hied all milk Z

as Z :ez Z Z 3 /. Z Z ail do 3/. hi scz. Z
hut Z l» A t Z Z h 31 Z Z wi k hat luvpi I

than Z ft am Z Z B a ii Z Z ami ku 1 a Ban ju Z
Relative pionoiois
who Z Ini. Z Z hu, u.,o Z Z ai ho red it femtidZ
that Z 6rvt Z ZB a l Z Z at red Bat let a Z

Generally, in speech llie weak forms of such words arc used, 
and (lie strong forms are used only when they arc stressed as in,

‘Will you conic?’ ‘Yes, 1 will' I at wil /, 

and when they occur finally, as in.

That's what you >rc / Bolts wot jim Z
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1.5.6.3 Pitch and Intonation

In connected speech the pitch of the voice is continually rising and falling.

The pitch of the voice is determined by the rate at which the vocal cords vibrate i.e

their frequency of vibration. The more rapidly the vocal cords vibrate, the higher will

be the pitch. The voice-pitch keeps on varying in connected speech. Four pitch

levels, ranging from the lowest, marked [1], to the highest marked [4] are generally

used. Most utterances in normal speech begin at pitch level [2] and the voice

normally rises to level [3] just before the end of an utterance and the end is

characterised by a terminal contour(TC). The term intonation is used to cover both

the pattern of changes in the pitch of the voice and the terminal contour. Intonation

refers to significant changes of pitch and stress in relation to utterances. In other

words, utterance bound pitch is called intonation.. Falling and rising are the two

basic intonation types. When you sing, 'sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa', the pitch of your

voice moves from low to high, i.e. the pitch rises. When you sing 'sa ni dha pa ma ga

ri sa' the pitch of your voice moves from high to low, i.e. the pitch falls. If you utter

the word yes with the pitch of your voice rising the pitch movement can be 
/

represented as Yes and also jn counting
•' Z Z

One, two, three..............

Such a pitch movement from a low to a high pitch, taking place within a single 

syllable is referred to as a rising intonation pattern. Two more examples are given 

below:

Sita I who passed the 'test/joined the' Institute/

'Pen, 'pencil, 'paper, 'ink........

The same word Yes can be uttered with the pitch of your voice falling, the

pitch movement being represented as
\

Y es

In counting, the last one has a fall,
z / \
O ne, t wo and th ree

Such a pitch movement from a high to a low pitch is referred to as a falling 

intonation.
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The two can be combined and the word uttered, bringing the pitch down and

letting it go up again. Such a pitch movement is called a fall-rise intonation and may

be represented as 
kz

Yes

The term tonic or tone may be used to refer to fall, rise or fall-rise i.e. the type 

of pitch movement within a single syllable.

In speech we make pauses at certain points. For instance, consider the 

sentence,

Dogs are faithful, but their masters are not.

When we pronounce this sentence, we pause after faithful. Such a pause may be 

called a tone group boundary. The tone group boundary is indicated with a double 

bar //.

Eg. Dogs are faithful, // but their masters are not //.

Tone group boundaries divide an utterance into tone groups. Each tone group 

is a stretch of utterance between two pauses i.e. two tone group boundaries. Thus in 

the above example, there are two tone groups, 'dogs are faithful' and 'but their masters 

are not'.

We have to decide three things about an utterance before we mark its 

intonation viz.

1. How many tone groups can it be divided into (i.e. the choice of tonality).

2. Where shall the tonic be (i.e. the choice of tonicity) and

3. What kind of tonic is to be used (i.e. the choice of tonic and tone).

Let us consider these one by one.

1. Tonality

Normally tone groups are indicated by pauses and they coincide with clauses. 

Thus, there are as many tone groups as there are clauses in an utterance. For example, 

the sentence,
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When I went to the beach, I met Meera

has two clauses and two tone groups. In written English, pauses are indicated by 

commas, semicolons and fullstops. Therefore, generally a tone group boundary 

coincides with one of these punctuation marks. In the above example, the two tone 

group boundaries coincide with the one comma and fullstop. In ‘one, two, three, 

four’., we have three commas and one full stop marking four tone groups. Though 

this is generally so, there are exceptions.

When we want to give emphasis to a particular item of information in an 

utterance, we give it the status of a tone group. Thus, normally we utter the sentence,

John went to the party with Mary

as a single tone group. If we want to emphasise the fact that he went with Mary and 

not with anyone else, we would utter it as two tone groups.

John went to the party // with Mary //

2. Tonicity

After dividing the utterance thus into tone groups, we have to decide which 

syllable is to carry the tonic or tone; the syllable carrying the tonic is called the 

nucleus or the nuclear syllable. Generally a tone group in English contains one and 

only one tonic. In normal speech, unless some special meaning is intended, the tonic 

falls on the last stressed syllable. Thus in the sentence

I went to the party with Mary

the last stressed syllable is / me 3 / in /m e srJ / and this syllable carries the tonic. 

(The stressed syllables are marked with short vertical lines on top and the tonic with a 

slanting line, going up or down).

4 'went to the 'party with 'Mary

However, if we want to give emphasis to a particular word, then the tonic falls 

on the stressed syllable of that word. Thus, in the above sentence, if the meaning is, I
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went to the party and not anywhere else, with emphasis on ‘party’, the tonic would be 

on the stressed syllable / ^>a’/ of /p&'M.

*1 \vent to the 'party with fMary

If we want to say that it was I who went with Mary and not you or someone else, the 
tonic would be on ? J •

XI Svent to the Jparty with ’Mary

3. Tonic

After thus dividing an utterance into tone groups and deciding which syllable 

carries the tonic or tone, the next step is to decide which tonic to use, rise, fall or fall- 

rise. (It is possible to talk about other tonics like low-fall, high-fall, low-rise, high- 

rise, etc. but such details cannot be dealt with in the limited scope of this unit. As 

already mentioned, tonics are marked with short strokes slanting upwards left for fall 

and right for rise. Stressed syllables carrying no tonic are marked with short vertical 

strokes.

For example,
ii i 'I went to the party with 'Mary (tonic on Mary)

’i * went to theVparty with ’Mary (tonic on party)

I went to the party with Mary (tonic on I)

The shift in the tonic depends on the context, i.e. the most important word in 

the tone group for the speaker in that particular context.

The choice of a particular tone or tonic for a particular type of utterance 

depends on the emotional attitude the speaker wishes to convey and also upon 

whether he wants to interpret it as a statement, a question, a command, or a request. 

The terms, declarative, interrogative and imperative are formal labels referring t 

grammatical categories, whereas statement, question, request and order are semantic 

labels referring to meaning. Generally a declarative sentence is a statement, an
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interrogative sentence a question, and an imperative sentence a request or a command, 

but this is not always so. Thus the sentence,

They are ready

is a declarative in form, uttered as a statement, but the same sentence uttered in a 

different way as follows :

They are ready ?

is a declarative in form, used as a question. Likewise the sentence,

Will he come today ?

is an interrogative in form used as a question, but

Would you open the window, please ?

is an interrogative in form, used as a request.

Now let us look into the intonation patterns of these different types of 

sentences. In fact, there are no hard and fast rules regarding the choice of a particular 

tonic for a particular type of utterance. The following, however, will be useful as 

general guidelines:

A. Falling tone

The falling tone is used in the following contexts :

1. In declarative sentences uttered as ordinary statements without any 

implications, and when the tone group is final (if the tone group is non

final, we use a rising tone), as in

4 \vent to the 'party.

The ’water is'warm.

2. In Wh-questions (i.e. questions beginning with a question words like what, 

why, etc) uttered in the normal way i.e. expecting some information in the 

reply and sometimes in a cold unfriendly way,
’Why are you\ate?

’where do you live?

3. In commands, as in 
?Get \>ut!

Will you 'stop 'writing 'please? (as an order)
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4. In exclamations, as in 

Svhat a ’lovely'sight!

* What a ’fine Xday !

5. In tag questions which imply that the speaker is certain about what is said 

and he just expects the listener to confirm his statement

’He is well // isn't he?//

We ’don't want to ’go // do we ?//

On the other hand, if he wants the listener to answer his question, then a 

rising tone will be used.

B. Rising Tone

The rising tone is generally used in the following contexts :

1. In incomplete utterances, often the first of the two clauses in a complex 

sentence, which indicates something more to follow (i.e. when the tone 

group is non-final), as in

He is zlate // because he ’missed the 'bus //

In listing items, we use a rise for each except the last one, as in 

zone // ztwo // 'three 'four //

The fall on four indicates that the counting is complete. Similarly,
I’bought zbooks, 'pencils, 'papers, and axpen.

2. In declarative sentences used as questions, as in 

’Wewill ’go for azpicnic ?

’You are 'ready for the 'test ?

3. In Yes/No questions (i.e. questions expecting Yes or No as answer) as in 

Are you ^dreaming ?

Has your ’friend 'come?

4. In Wh-questions asked in a warm, friendly way, indicating extra politeness 

and interest as in
’Why are you ^late ?

’Where did you zgo ?
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5. In polite requests, as in 

'Please 'pass the *salt 

'Please ‘open the zdoor.

6. In tag questions where the speaker wants the listener to answer his 

question and give information (instead of just confirming or agreeing to 

his statement as is generally done in tag questions).

‘She has 'done the zwork, // ^hasn't she ?

(The speaker wants to know whether she has done it or not)

'Mary is 'coming / zisn't she ?

C. Fall - Rise tone

The use of a fall-rise tone indicates that the speaker implies things which are 

not explicitly expressed. The listener should understand more than a literal 

interpretation of the words. Thus the normal way of saying 'The girl is pretty' without 

any implication would be,

The girl is pretty.

But if it is uttered with a fall-rise

The girl is pretty

it implies that she is pretty, but she is stupid or something derogatory like that, 
i vThe houses are nice (but not the people in them).

I 'didn't *see' fyou at the concert (you went somewhere else, after gettir.w 

permission to go to the concert)/

The intonation patterns of declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives may be 

summed up as follows :

1. Declaratives

a) Declarative sentences uttered as statements, and if the tone group is final, 

we use a fall, but if the tone group is non-final, i.e. there is something 

more to follow, we use a rise.

He 'won theorize.

He 'won the 'prize // as his performance was good //

b) In listing things we use a rise for each item, except the last which is uttered 

with a fall.
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I ^bought 'oranges, 'grapes and 'apples.

c) When the speaker implies things which are not explicitly stated, a fall-rise

is used. 
i . kHe is rich (something like ' but not generous' or 'but stingy' is implied).

d) When declaratives are used as questions, we use a rise.

*We shall zstart now ?

2. Interrogatives

a) Yes- no interrogatives used as questions have a rising intonation 

Are ’you fready ?

Yes - No interrogatives used as requests, also have a rise,

Would you ’close the zdoor ?

When they are used as commands or order, we use a fall 

Will you ’get'out.

Generally while a rise indicates politeness, respect and interest, a fall indicates 

authority, indifference, disrespect, etc.

b)

c)

d)

Wh-interrogatives normally take a fall,
’Why are you Hate ?

When they indicate extra politeness and interest, we use a rise.

In an alternative interrogative or disjunctive interrogative, where you have 

to make a choice of the type, fa. a -r/iz fix 5c«.«r~xr C-vCt rv {cM

Do you like tea or coffee ?

When there are more than two alternatives, all but the last tone group carry 

a rise, and the last one a fall.

Do you like tea // coffee // milk // or juice ?

Tag questions generally take a fall, i.e. when the speaker is sure that the 

listener will confirm what he has stated.

1 We are ’going 'out, ^aren't we ?

If the speaker is not quite sure about the listener's reaction and wants an 

answer from him, he would use a rise as in,

We are ’going *001, ^aren't we ?
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3. Imperative Sentences

Imperative sentences as commands take a fall and as requests a rise.

’Get 'out!

Please ‘pass the salt.

4. Exclamatory sentences are usually said with a fall.
What a'sunny clay ! .

Thus (a) the falling tone may be used in

1. ordinary statements without any implications

2. wh-questions asked neutrally

3. commands and

4. exclamations

b) The rising tone may be used in

2. incomplete utterances, often the first of the two clauses in a complex 

sentence,

3. yes/no questions,

4. wh-questions asked in a warm friendly way and

5. polite requests

c) The fall-rise tone may be used to convey

1. special implications not explicitly expressed

As already seen, intonation in English (as well as in many other languages) serves

(1) a grammatical function and (2) an attitudinal function. In other words,

intonation helps the hearer to make out whether a particular utterance is a

statement or a question, a command, or a request. Thus, the same sentence can be

uttered as a statement (i.e. when pronounced with a falling tone) or as a question

(i.e. when pronounced with a rising tone). Again the same sentence can be uttered

as a command with a falling tone and as a request with a rising tone. For example,

She is clever (a statement)
I z
She is clever (a question)

Shut the door (command) 
i /
Shut the door (request)
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Thus intonation serves an important grammatical function.

Moreover, with the help of intonation one can find out the attitude or mood of 

the speaker, whether he is sarcastic, impatient, annoyed, concerned, interested in the 

hearer or in the subject of the talk, etc. In general, while a falling tone indicates 

authority, unfriendliness, disrespect, indifference, matter-of-fact attitude etc. a rising 

tone indicates politeness, respect, warmth, friendliness, interest, etc. The fall-rise tone 

is typically used for special implications such as insinuations, veiled insult, sarcasm, 

unpleasant news, etc. For example.

You're coming . Aren't you? (expected agreement)
\ /

You're coming. Aren't you ? (uncertain about agreement)

Why are you late? (neutral)
/

Why are you late? (concern)

She is clever (implies something derogatory).

The attitude conveyed by intonation, however, will have to be interpreted 

within a given context.

1.5.7 Transcription

Often there is no one-to-one correspondence between the letters of the 

alphabet and the speech sounds of a language. The great disparity between English 

spelling and pronunciation is notorious. There are 44 phonemes in English but only 

26 letters in the alphabet. There is no one-to-one relationship between spelling aiu. 

pronunciation i.e. each letter of the alphabet does not always represent a particular 

sound. (If it did, then there would be the same number of letters in the alphabet and 

of speech sounds in the phonological system). For example, the letter k/in city 

stands for the sound /s/ whereas in cat in stands for /k/. In site and cite the letters 's' 

and 'c' are pronounced alike, viz. as /s/. Thus, in English one letter of the alphabet 

may stand for more than one sound and also the same sound may be represented by 

different letters of the alphabet. This is not a peculiarity of English alone. There are 

several languages without any one-to-one correspondence between letters of the 

alphabet and the speech sounds.
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Phonetic transcription is a device which is useful in overcoming the 

difficulties caused by the disparity between spelling and pronunciation. It has often 

been defined as a kind of alphabetic writing in which each letter represents one sound 

and never any other, 'one sound one symbol'. This, however, is not an accurate 

definition, since often the same symbol represents slightly variant forms of a speech 

sound. Thus the /k/ at the beginning of key and also at the beginning and end of cook 

are represented by the symbol /k/, but actually these /k/s differ slightly from each 

other, the difference being determined by their phonetic context, i.e. the other sounds 

adjacent to them. We have already seen how each phoneme is actually a family of 

related sounds called allophones, each occurring in particular contexts. The two /k/s 

are different allophones of the phoneme /k/, but these variant forms are represented by 

the same symbol /k/. Transcriptions may be phonemic ('broad') or allophonic 

('narrow').

1.5.7.1 Phonemic I Broad Transcription

A phonemic or broad transcription is based on the principle 'one symbol per 

phoneme', in which the smallest number of symbols are used, most of which are 

letters of the Roman alphabet. A number of conventions are implied in each symbol. 

Thus the same symbol /p/ is used whether it be aspirated or not, but from its context 

of occurrence it can be assumed whether it is the aspirated variant or not. Slight 

phonetic variations are not indicated by any signs. Still a phonemic transcription is a 

very useful method of indicating unambiguously the spoken form of a language. In 

teaching the pronunciation of a foreign language, a broad or phonemic transcription is 

generally to be recommended.

1.5.7.2 Allophonic I Narrow Transcription

In an allophonic or narrow transcription, on the other hand, extra symbols are 

used to denote all the features of sounds that are implied by the conventions in broad 

transcription. It is more precise than phonemic transcription. The extra symbols used 

for indicating information about allophonic features are called diacritics. Thus 

aspirated /p/ is indicated as [ph] and 'dark' /l/ as [ +]. For example,

Pin [phin]

Girl [g3;t]
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Narrowness can be of varying degrees. Narrow transcriptions are useful for 

comparative purposes, especially to make comparisons between the variant 

pronunciations of the same language by different people.

A letter-for-letter equivalent method of writing by using the alphabet of 

another language is called transliteration.. Examples are,

pe:na (pen)

tcase:ra (chair)

£V:na (Elephant)

1.5.7.3 International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)

The International Phonetic Alphabet (abbreviated to IPA) has symbols to

represent all the sounds existing in the languages of the world. This alphabet is based 

on the Roman alphabet, but since the twenty six letters of the Roman alphabet(A to Z) 

are not sufficient to represent all the sounds, additional symbols are included and the 

existing ones suitably modified. It is very useful in phonetics because in IPA, there is 

a one-to-one correspondence between symbol and sound.

****
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H. STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING LISTENING SKILLS

Mrs. Preeti Menon 
DMS, RIE, Mysore 570 006

Introduction

Listening is a mental process that involves continuous blending of impulses I 

sound signals that are absorbed by the auditory nerves in the ear to the brain to decode 

into recognizable patterns of meaning. Listening involves passive and active mode so 

that the listener can analyse and interpret messages. (S)he recognizes, predicts or 

anticipates what has to follow and reacts in slow or fast manner. Hence an active 

cognitive process is initiated wherein the mind is activated with longer attention and 

increased memory. Knowledge is stored and mind becomes organized to adapt 

intensively or extensively.

Sound, morphology and syntax relate and reinforce to convey meaning. They are 

further enhanced by other language elements like length of pauses, pitch, degree of 

emphasis, stress, rhythm and intonation. The amount of information the message 

conveys and the rate at which the information is encoded are inter-connected and may 

cause problems. We can absorb only a certain amount of information at one time. The 

child learns with experience, practice and familiarity to select the message according to 

the freedom of choice from a wide range of visual and situational clues. Hence, there is a 

large amount of redundancy of language utterances in normal situations.

Objectives in Developing Listening Skills

Listening objectives must not be tested formally but they must be included in the 

continuous assessment program. By the end of the course, students should be able to

i) adopt different strategies suited to the purpose of the listening.

ii) use linguistic and non-linguistic features of the context as clues to understanding 

and interpreting what is heard (eg. cohesive devices, key words, intonation, 

gesture, background noises, etc.)
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iii) listen to a talk or conversation and understand the topic and main points.

iv) listen for information required for a specific purpose e.g. in radio broadcasts, 

commentaries, railway and airport announcements.

v) distinguish main points from supporting details and relevant from irrelevant 

information.

vi) understand and interpret messages conveyed in person or by telephone.

vii) understand and respond appropriately to language in the giving of. instructions, 

advice, requests, warnings, etc..

viii) understand and interpret spontaneous spoken discourse in familiar social 

situations.

ix) listen and raise awareness in tune with the surroundings

x) understand communication styles or patterns to adapt one’s own style to suit the 

environment

The teacher has to

give more importance to training in listening skills, 

cultivate listening skills consciously, 

choose and adapt clear, relevant, well-recorded materials, 

motivate and vary activities.

clearly explain the task and elicit information using a variety of stimuli.

allow silence and time for thought, humour and enthusiasm.

open and supported answers to open questions/free composition (without verbal

and visual clues).

provide a range of realistic follow-up activities like filling up forms, note-taking, 

problem-solving, discussion, debate, etc.

Activity 1 : 15 mts - Whole Class Activity

Strategies with listening mode

In the list below are different types of situations that one may encounter in real 

life. With your partner, decide the ones you think your students face in real life. Think
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of additional listening situations that your students encounter in and out of the school and 

add them to the list.

a) Listening to announcements at stations, airports, etc.

b) Listening to the radio

c) Participating in (a) informal face to face interaction, b) formal interview.

d) Watching a film, play, TV or Internet.

e) Participating in a meeting, seminar or group discussion.

f) Taking part in a lesson.

g) Listening to a talk or lecture

h) Listening to the other people’s conversation.

i) Telephone conversation

j) Responding to classroom instructions.

k) Listening to a running commentary.

l) Listening to people during a procession - interpreting slogans, 

propaganda, etc.

m) Listening to advertisements and jingles.

n) Listening to songs.

o) Chatting at a party.

p) Listening to a speech/interview given by a highly acclaimed writer/ head

of an organization I educationist.

Now match the different strategies listed above with the listening situations given

below :

a) Intent listening for specific information- active listening e.g. announcements, 

cricket commentary.

b) Listening with concentration and rapt attention - active listening eg. lectures, 

dramatic dialogues.

c) Listening casually - passive listening e.g. songs on the radio.

d) Listening while concentrating on other activities e.g. passive listening.

e) Listening carefully but not for specific information - passive listening e.g. daily 

news on the radio, TV.
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Activity 2 : Task 1

Time : 15 minutes + 15 minutes

(Ref: The Cherry Tree by Ruskin Bond)

Indoor herb garden - Art of living

If you don’t have a herb garden outdoors, you can start from scratch in doors, 

despite the fact that the weather is becoming increasingly chilly.

You will eat better and even save money by growing herbs indoors - fresh 

ingredients for your cold-weather cooking cost next to nothing.

Place your herb containers by the sunniest window you can. Put the die-hard sun 

lovers in the centers and the less demanding off to the sides.

Go with these five herbs : Coriander, chives, mint, rosemary and thyme. Many 

cooks use them on a regular basis, and they will actually make it through the winter in 

your indoor garden. If you are lucky you can even harden them off and plant them 

outdoors come spring.

A caution about selecting your herbs : Just because you like to cook with a 

particular ingredient does not mean you can grow that plant indoors. As much as you 

may love basil, for instance, this herb turns into a sorry specimen after a few weeks 

cooped up inside !

Herbs listed below left to right.

Chives

Chocolate Mint 

Giradus Rosemary 

Italian Oregano : 

Orange Balsam Thyme

Use in salads and sauces or with vegetables. 

Use in teas, soups and salads.

Use with neat, especially lamp.

Use for sauces, especially Italian cuisine. 

Use with fish with poultry.
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Most cooks and great chefs are remembered for using herbs to add special flavour 

to their wonder dishes. You can have a herb garden outdoors or start one from the 

scratch indoors.

Step 1 : (15 minutes) Student teams having to explain the process of setting up the

herb garden an uses of herbs for healthy good food.

e.g. Place your herb containers by the sunniest window you can. Put the plants that need 

lot of sunshine in the centre and less demanding off to the sides. Select the herbs that 

grow indoors with caution :

1. Peppermint: Uplifting in treatment of emotional shock, helps to reduce cough 

and throat infections.

2. Chives : Use in salads and sauces or with vegetables.

Chocolate Mint: Use in teas, soups and salads

Girardus Rosemary : Use with meat - stimulates memory, helps circulation, alleviates, 

muscle aches, relieves indigestion.

Italian Oregan - used with sauces.

Orange Balsam Thyme : Use with fish and poultry.

Geramins : Help reduce mental stress, tones the skin, stimulates liver and cleanses 

digestive system.

Step 2 : (15 minutes)

Group leaders form groups and prepare charts of herbs with diagrams - The charts are 

put up on the wall. The students do poster promenade to view the posters.

(Sufficient time for students can be given to prepare for the activity). Different topics 

like trees, plants, flowers, birds, etc. can be given).

Activity 3 : 20 minutes (Ref. Two Gentlemen of Verona by A J Cronin)

Whole Class Activity 

Voice Interactive Mode

1. Rajdhani Express leaves Bangalore for Delhi on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday 

and Thursday of the week at 6.30 p.m. from platform No.l.
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2. The Udyan Express leaves Bangalore to Mumbai from Platform No.l at 8 pm 

everyday.

3. Brindavan Express to Chennai leaves Bangalore from platform No.l at 2.20 p.m. 

everyday.

The connecting trains from Mysore are respectively -

4. The Shatabdi Express leaves Mysore everyday at 2.20 p.m. to reach Bangalore at 

5.15 p.m.

5. The Thanjavur Express leaves Mysore at 3.45 p.m. and arrives at Bangalore at 

6.45 p.m. daily.

6. The Tippu Express leaves Mysore at 11 0 clock everyday to arrive at Bangalore 2 

p.m.

Railways make announcements to inform the public about the trains. The 

students collect information about train journeys, train numbers and names, place 

of departure and arrival and the timings. Announcements can also be made in 

Hindi and Malayalam. Fill in the details as you listen.

Rishi has to rush after lunch to catch the train from Mysore connecting the 

Rajdhani Express. He has to select a day to board the train from Bangalore at 

6.30 p.m. in the evening.

2. Ranjit has come as an official from ten sports channel to interview Ace cricketer 

and coach Javagal Srinath. He rushes back to the station at 10.30 am to catch the 

Thanjavur Express that connects Udyan Express leaving Bangalore at 8 pm on 

Sunday.

3. Anuradha has been invited to attend a concert in Madras Music Academy at 10 

am. She has to leave after lunch from her aunt’s place in Mysore. She catches 

the Brindavan Express from Bangalore to reach Chennai early morning, well in 

time for the concert !

III. The announcements can be made by three students one after the other in English, 

Hindi, Malayalam, etc.
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Name Name of the 
Train

Time Date-
Month

Place of 
Departure 1

Place of 
destination

1. Rishi Rajdhani Exp

2. Ranjit Udyan Exp. •1

3. Anuradha Brindavan Exp.

Name Name of the 
Train

Time Date - 
Month

Place of 
Departure 1

Place of 
destination

1. Rishi Shatabdi

2. Ranjit

Itn
 h

i 
P3

\ 
£

1..
...

...
J

3. Anuradha Tippu Exp.

Activity 4:15 minutes (Refer to The Elixir of Life by Dr C V Raman)

Group work

Shabnam is a weather reporter on the Asianet Channel on TV. She tells the day’s 

weather forecast based on the data reports from the Meteorological station.

She tells the temperature, humidity, sky cast and rainfall of different places. Teacher or 

Student Secretary can read out the data and students can mark the details on the maps. 

(Each group can have one map and record the information).

She points out with a stick on the globe and explains temperature, humidity, sky cast and 

rainfall.

Maps are given to the listeners and they mark the place according to the numbers 

allocated and enter the data.

See BBC +DD News - develop the exercise.

1. 4. 7.

2. 5. 8.

3. 6. 9.

10.

11.

12.
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Groups - discuss and cross check. Coordinators can take the role of different channel 

reporters and tell out to the groups simultaneously.

This is Asianet News. Today’s weather forecast.

Cold wave hits North India. Temperatures have dropped heavily in Himachal Pradesh, 

Jammu and Kashmir and Uttaranchal. Ladakh saw the heaviest rainfall since the last 

seventeen years. Cold conditions continue to prevail in North India. Kufri near Simla 

had heavy’ snow covering the slopes and Apple orchards. Delhi and Chandigarh 

experience cloudy weather, cyclonic conditions prevail in the north east, Bengal and 

Jharkhand regions. Gaya has had wet weather but in the east 

Bhuvaneswar has seen bright and sunny day with temperature recording 27°C. In South 

India, north-east monsoons have ceased but isolated rainfall may occur over Tamil Nadu 

and Kerala. In Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Kerala and North Karnataka, warm winds 

are in circulation with Trivandrum warm at 23°C. Minimum temperature has risen in 

North and South Karnataka, interior Tamil Nadu and coastal Andhra Pradesh. However, 

Jaipur and Mumbai and Pune have stayed a bit chilly. Regions in Central Madhya 

Pradesh and Malwa plateau can expect light showers. Chilly weather is expected during 

the nights.
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Activity 5 : Pair Work (15 minutes)

(Refer to On the Rule of the Road by A.G.Gardiner)

Pairs of students can select any five signs from the symbols given and ask questions 

(quiz). Their partner on which place the sign is seen or vice versa. Later the partner 

takes turn to ask the sign which is kept at the place (s)he describes. Travel Bingo can also 

be played with dice and the student to get all the signs called out says ‘BINGO’.

Road Rules
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Activity 6 : (15 mts)

Whole class (Refer to Three Days to See - by Helen Keller)

A Lady guide seated in front of the tourist bus explains the buildings and other tourist 

spots to the tourists in the bus.

The teacher and class coordinator can hold the picture post-cards of the city and describe 

what the rest of the class view. The guide however does not accompany the tourists to 

the interiors of the buildings.

Mysore : “Good Morning to all of you, Hope you have a nice day and enjoy the

sight seeing tour. We are first going to the University Crawford Hall. You can see the 

majestic Kukkarahalli here (well known as a bird sanctuary). This is the majestic DC’s 

office. Now we have a view of Devaraj Urs Road, a famous commercial street on your 

right. We have come to the K.R. Circle and are proceeding towards the Mysore palace. 

On your right, you can see the Jagan Mohan Palace, a famous art gallery and museum. 

You can see the landmark of the city Chamundi Hills beckoning to you to the top. We 

are going to the Mysore Zoo skirting around the Exhibition grounds - There you have the 

full view of the splendid Lalith Mahal (a five star hotel). You are seeing the Karanjikere, 

another bird sanctuary with a butterfly park. We go past the Administrative Training 

Institute and the Police Commissioner’s office. Now we have returned to the city centre. 

You see the beautiful building Kalamandira on your left and the CFTRI on your right. 

You can see the Venkataramana Temple on your left. We shall go from here. The scenic 

Ranganathittu Bird Sanctuary - and finally feast your eyes on the KRS dam fully 

illuminated specially on Sundays.

Criteria to be followed by the teacher while organizing a listening session

Before listening

The activities listed here have been explained through examples listed under 

Activity No.4.
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• Establish a context - by relating the students’ world of interest to the topic 

concerned such as listening to the instructions on how to use the Internet facility 

in a cyber cafe, getting information about a set of books which are new arrivals by 

enquiry over the telephone with a bookshop owner, etc).

• Arouse interest by showing the relevance of the topic to current affairs, issues, 

etc. (An interview with the youths of Kashmir valley about the latest situation and 

efforts for peace, need for zero per cent corruption in our country, change of 

leadership roles in cricket and so on).

Task explanation and familiarization.

• Focus attention : Pre-listening question I tasks to perform before or during 

listening.

• Giving a purpose : Guide listening through appropriate tasks and pre-listening 

quotations.

• Arouse interest

• Motivate

• Raise awareness

During Listening

• Choose tasks which support the learners.

• Keep the task simple.

• Keep the extracts short.

• Don’t set tasks which tax the memory.

• Don’t ask learners to do too much while listening (more than eg. tick boxes, 

crosses or write single words).

• Get information (bills, maps, directions, forms)

• Solve a problem (discussion, seminar, debates)

• Organise ideas

• Know people’s attitude and opinion, etc.

• Involve learners more in the procedure
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Let the learners dictate the procedure for listening in the classroom in order to feel more 

in control and develop good strategies, encourage them to ask questions, identify sources 

of non-understanding, misunderstanding, seek clarification.

• Choose tasks appropriate to the listening text.

• Transactional (facts) interactive (relationships, reactions)

Post-Listening

• Lower anxiety : Don’t put learners on the spot. Let them confer, compare

answers to questions, pool knowledge.

• Right/wrong answers : Outcomes from learners need not be regarded as final, 

right or wrong but as tentative representations of current understanding. Current 

representations of L2 learners are often based on no understanding and 

misunderstanding. L2 listening instruction is concerned with the revision and 

elaboration of current understanding.

Tasks may be set

• Form/ chart completion

• Matching with a reading text

• Summarising

• Extending lists depending on the nature of the topic

• Sequencing/grading

• Extending notes into written responses

• Using information for problem-solving and decision-making activities.

• Jigsaw listening - Each pupil in the group or each group listens to a section of the 

passage read out or a part of a story for discussion.

By using techniques like narration, question - answer, gap - filling and 

rearranging the sequence, they can know the entire story or passage given to the whole 

class.
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• Identifying relationships between speakers

• Establishing the mode/attitude/behaviour of the speaker

• Role play/simulation

• Dictation

Conventional (as usually done in the classroom)

Gap filling

Mutual dictation (involving pairs)

Scribe activity (taken down notes, paragraphs, etc.)

Picture dictation (by . using the picture, the teacher makes the 

students describe and their mistakes are corrected by the teacher or 

the peer group)

At the end of activities for developing listening skills the teacher must reflect 

upon the following :

1. Need-based - what did/didn’t they understand ?

2. Identify situations - what was easy I difficult ?

3. How would the exposure serve them ?

4. Design suitable listening tasks - Did they lack knowledge of the words ?

5. Group work - share ideas - was the language too difficult ?

6. Give clear instructions about the topic - Were there too many speakers ?

7. Were they able to use appropriate language ?

8. Did the teacher emphasise form over content ?

9. Can skills and structures be transferred to other kinds of situations?

10. Were the activities linguistically, culturally, technically student-friendly ?
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in. STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE SPEAKING

Mrs. Preeti Menon 
DMS, RIE, Mysore 570 006

Introduction

Interactive language learning stresses on learning by doing the activities with the 

focus on communication. The various skills acquired will help the student to assimilate 

factual information, widen his range of experiences and build good social relationships.

The co-ordination of clear mind with good speaking ability brings to its full 

potential, the creative intelligence to achieve purposes gracefully in conductive 

surroundings.

Learning spoken skills gives an individual competitive edge and the global focus 

to keep up with changing trends. When a person communicates with crisp, concise, 

dynamic and vibrant language, he is able to meet almost all his needs enabling the 

individual to achieve international levels of excellence and experience (academically and 

culturally).

The coordination of a clear and powerful mind with perfect speaking ability 

brings to full potential man’s creative intelligence to make conducive his surroundings 

and work place with his personality. Therefore, the art of right speaking along with 

simplicity and earnestness or loyalty can bridge and build world awareness and 

relationships (with human touch) and create a breakthrough in mindsets to fresh creativity 

in cosmic proportions.

With predictions of a future based mainly on the Internet developing content 

through the language has become a necessity.
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Objectives of Developing Speaking Skills

1. Speak intelligibly using appropriate word stress, sentence stress and intonation 

patterns.

2. Adopt different strategies to convey ideas effectively according to purpose, topic 

and audience (including polite forms of expression).

3. Narrate incidents and events, real or imaginary in a logical sequence.

4. Present oral reports or summaries and make announcements clearly and

confidently.

5. Express and argue a point of view clearly and effectively.

6. Take an active part in group discussions, showing an ability to express agreement

or disagreement, to summarise ideas, to elicit the views of others and to present 

own ideas.

7. respond and express personal feelings, opinions and attitudes.

8. convey messages effectively in person or by telephone.

9. frame questions so as to elicit the desired response and respond appropriately to 

questions.

10. participate in spontaneous spoken discourse in familiar social situations.

Some Useful Strategies

Introductions can help know each other better, promote exchange of personal 

information and also trust and confidence. Students can be exposed to speeches “live” or 

“taped” and discussions can be held to generate opinions. Role-play by students help 

them to be fluent and accurate in their handling of situations. The procedure can be :
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Language Input (pre-teaching vocabulary)

▼

Setting of context 
(visuals can also be included)

▼

Allocation of roles 
(guided by the teacher)

▼
Statement of aim 

(motivation is vital)

▼
Familiarisation with roles 

(read role cards or conduct discussions)]

▼
Demonstration 

(provide models)

▼
Role play

(followed by written work)'

▼
Follow-up

(decision making, talk about problems, round off the activity)

▼

Follow-up
(written work and remedial work including homework)
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Even a student who is assessed low on speaking skills scale can turn out to be a 

good listener if she shows positive progress in the follow up activities whereas a good 

speaker can be a poor listener, if the student is dominating, monopolizing and talkative. 

The entire activity will not only improve vocabulary and style of speaking but enable the 

students to acquire and express a more individual point of view. Some of the concepts 

like students’ empowerment, learning at one’s natural pace, etc. can be incorporated 

while building up conversations and dialogues. It is suggested that teachers encourage 15 

minutes of practicing conversations in English as often as possible. Dictionaries may be 

referred to as frequently as possible so that spellings and meanings can be found out and 

registered for use later so that they understand the power and drama of words.

CONVERSATION ASSESSMENT SCALE

Listening Speaking

1. The learner has general ability to 
understand words and phrases in a 
familiar context but cannot follow 
connected speech.

1. The learner shows ability to use only 
isolated words and phrases but cannot 
operate on connected speech level.

3. Has ability to follow short connected 
utterances in a familiar context.

3. In familiar situations uses only short 
connected utterances with limited 
accuracy.

5. Has ability to understand explicitly 
stated information in both familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts.

5. Shows ability to use more complex 
utterances with some fluency in 
longer discourse, still makes some 
errors which impede communication.

7. Understands a range of longer spoken . 
texts with reasonable accuracy and is 
able to draw inferences.

7. Organises and presents thoughts in a 
reasonable logical and fluent manner 
in unfamiliar situations, makes errors 
which do not interfere with 
communications.

9. Shows ability to interpret complex 
discourses in terms of points of view, 
adapts to listening strategies suit the 
purpose.

9. Can spontaneously adapt style 
appropriate to purpose and audience, 
makes only negligible errors.

...................................... A........................................................................................................... ...............................................................J...................z.......................................................................................................................................................................

CBSE - ELT Curriculum Implementation Study Record - CIEFL - Hyderabad, 
India.
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Activity 1 : (Refer to dialogues in texts) 10 mts pairwork

i) Please converse with a friend for 10 minutes.

ii) Have a discussion with the family members about attending a club dinner at a 

hotel as Rotary Club guests.

iii) Converse with a friend as if he is a doctor for a few minutes.

Points to be noted.

1. Conversation can only be learnt by conversation. It is suggested that teachers 

meet everyday for 15 minutes to converse in English.

2. Concepts like empowerment, learning at one’s own natural pace can be 

incorporated in these lessons.

3. A small notebook can be kept for taking down notes. Dictionary may be referred 

to as often as possible to note both spellings and meanings. Then words become a 

valuable asset.

Concentrating on the stressed words while listening will help the listener to 

understand the general meaning of what is said without having to concentrate on all the 

words.

Knowledge of stress-time-rhythm helps understand the language better without 

delving deep into semantics.

Eg. Mr. ‘Ramesh the English teacher is going to Mumbai tomorrow.

The listener can be made to understand what the speaker has in mind by following 

the stress pattern used in his speech. If the question is “who”, the stress has to be made 

on the subject of the sentence here, “Ramesh”. In the same way, the listener understands 

which teacher by hearing the stress on the word “English”. If the concern is what job the 

person has, then the listener has to pick up the stress on the word “teacher”. Again he 

becomes clear about the action by picking up the stress on the verb “going”. The stress
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on “Mumbai” and “tomorrow” indicate to the listener where the subject is going and also 

when.

Teachers can prepare charts on controlled activities (aims and exercises) for 

confidence and support, awareness activities (aims and exercises) to increase sensitivity 

to how others think and feel, fluency activities (aims and exercises) for practice and 

feedback tasks. These tasks can focus on useful language learning opportunities.

Eye-contact is very essential with individual groups and rubrics have to be made 

very clear. If not, the activity breaks down. Before any brainstorming session or 

collaborative process, let the teachers check audibility, visibility, projection, instructions 

given, clarity in talking and time management.

Activity No.2 - 30 mts Group Work

Eg. Prepare a speech for a youth conference; e.g. “modern life style has made the people 

stressful, disease-prone and weak”.

The teacher organizes the groups and giving the introduction and awareness 

regarding the topic, asks them to create three paragraphs. The teacher introduces the 

style of debating. “In my opinion, I agree, etc”. The groups have a brain-storming 

session and on the basis of the points, the co-ordinator, or group secretary organizes and 

frames a skeletal speech. Once the teacher puts them through the process, points are 

elicited at different stages. Rough draft is edited and fair draft rewritten. The groups 

exchange the drafts and pick out the best points. Time management is very important and 

the teacher has to specify the time at every stage. The tone here is formal and polite. 

Suggestions pooled-in become collaborative and the groups revise and analyse the 

written material. In the plenary session, individual’s take turn to give the talk. If rubrics 

are not made clear, the activity would slow down and misfire !
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Informal conversation is characterized by gestures, pauses, body language, 

repetition, hesitation, ambiguity and tag questions for the intended recipient. Effective 

writing, even note-making is characterized by relevance and originality of content, 

suitable format and clear organization and purpose.

Activity No.3

Simulation

1. Objectives: To demonstrate the value of simulation and the importance of 

management techniques in handling tasks which require mental processing.

2. To provide insights into the issues involved in assessing conversation skills.

3. To speak intelligibly using the appropriate word and sentence stress and 

intonation patterns.

4. Participate in a spontaneous spoken discourse.

Time : 30 Mts Whole Class Activity

Ref: Chumly by Gerald M Durrell

Teacher creates a jungle scene (Materials like foliage and animal toys can be arranged to 

enhance visual effect).

Student coordinator inspects the animals as the zoo curator. Students can create sounds 

of animals and speak like animals. Another group of students look after, clean and feed 

the animals as zoo cage keepers. They interact and make animals respond to them. The 

zoo curator can also instruct the keepers on extra facilities to be provided, quality of food, 

clean water supply and so on.

Methodology

1. The participants reflect on other experience of conducting tasks that involve 

spoken interaction - in pairs/ groups and through a brain storming session arrive 

at a set of problems they face. This can be recorded and displayed on a 

transparency.
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2. In role play, the task is limited to role cards which highlight specific roles they 

have to play. They should not show their role-cards to each other. In simulation, 

suggestions can be pooled in and taken by the members as they find themselves in 

the given situation.

3. Two groups can observe and record their comments. One half can assess the 

performance of each student using the criteria given in the conversation

assessment scale. (Refer to page....... Listening Section) and the other half using

intuitive criteria. They prepare to justify it.

4. In plenary, discuss variations in assessment between the two groups, criteria 

followed for assessment as relevant or not for the given task and the comments 

they give to the good/poor students and the reason for it.

5. However, imaginative and interesting the topic, in simulation and despite the 

extent to which the students are aroused, the teacher should not give herself or 

himself away.

Tips for the Teacher

1. Use your discretion to nominate different kinds of students - soft-spoken, 

vociferous, etc. and assign suitable roles.

2. The possibility of self evaluation can also be discussed here. For eg. can a student 

who does not speak much or not at all, be given credit for conversation skills, if so 

how ?

3. Teacher should guide :

a) with clear explanation of what is required,

b) grouping/ arrangement techniques i.e. perhaps identifying one student to 

monitor/ steer the discussion.

c) Time management

d) Ensure contribution from all the members of the group by the use of cue- 

cards.

4. The teacher can monitor and assess the student performance or a colleague could 

be requested to perform any of these functions.
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Simulation is an imagined situation that is not structured. It is time consuming as 

there is little participation of students at the individual level though there is scope for 

much discussion in the plenary session.

It is suggested that the students in order to make others change their view points, 

they use these expressions - ‘I propose’, ‘I feel’, ‘I think’, ‘Why don’t we’, ‘I suggesf,

‘would it be better if,..................  we are agreed them that ....................... ’, ‘Good’,

‘Great’ and so on. If the topics given are unrelated and unconnected to their 

environment, the students are not able to comprehend it sufficiently to participate in it. 

Students are likely to make oral mistakes while the role play is going on. The teacher 

should not correct them otherwise they will stop talking or they will deviate from the 

intended issue. The teacher can show cue cards that state “Don’t dominate”, “Give others 

a chance” and so on.

Activity 4 Role-Play (Group Work-30 Mts)

The purpose of role-play is integration of skills. The students will have to be 

guided well to adapt group dynamics :

Points to be remembered while conducting role-play.

• Listen to other’s problems

• Never dominate

• Look at the time factor

• Stick to the topic

• Await one’s turn

-■ • Listen to instructions carefully

• Draw out quieter persons

• Have a group reporter

• Be polite and soft-spoken (not too soft, control the noise level)

• Be firm without being offensive

• Stick to English, the target language but use of mother tongue in a 

natural situation can be permitted
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• Accept rejection of your views gracefully.

• Encourage constructive criticism.

• Avoid fossilizing in a group (groupism)

• Take leadership in turns

Use the checklist for informal assessment to record your observations of, say, one 

or two groups in one period. Add/delete categories according to the tasks. You could ask 

your colleague to help you with the observation and recording.

Task 1 : Agreeing- Disagreeing

Allow 10 minutes for the role play. Advise them to be polite, tolerant, assert only 

when necessary and listen while others speak. Encourage them to use the language to 

agree and disagree (refer page 4 and 5). Appoint a student to act as a moderator to 

monitor the role play. Give the cue-cards to the assigned students the previous day.

There are two ways of conducting role-play activities effectively - (1) Controlled 

role-play, (2) Free role-play e.g. for controlled role-play - four friends have gone to a 

restaurant - Nitesh loves to have good food but does not have the money. Rita is a rich 

girl. She is conscious about her diet and posture. Neeraj has only Rs.25. He comes from 

a poor family. Sheela comes from a village and finds everything new and different in the 

city. They discuss what they should order.

Assign the roles and write the cue cards for each role player. Allow the class to 

observe and make comments consolidate the views of all the groups.

Task 2 : Persuasion I Arriving at a consensus

Topic : Planning a Trek to Kemmengundi, at a friend’s place

You want to decide on the things to be taken on a trek. The group has five 

excited boys/girls who are looking forward eagerly to the event. Each one has his/her 

own way of thinking and wants to persuade the others and finally reach a consensus.
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Roles I Cards

1. An Adventurous Students

Bubbling with enthusiasm, you are ready to face any eventuality. You are not 

worried about what you want to carry as long as you get your share of adventure.

2. A cautious student

You are not willing to take any risks. You have a lot of reservations about the 

trip. You are ready to carry a really heavy rucksack. You want to protect yourself 

against any kind of problem. Eg. insect repellant, anti-biotics, sleeping bag and blanket, 

hot water bag, etc.

3. A Practical Student

You are very practical. You want to carry only the essential things in order to 

make the trek a success. Eg. First aid-kit, water-bottle, note-pad, flash light, camera, 

compass, etc. You are the moderator and you will finally decide what is to be taken.

4. A Dreamer

You have not really thought about the practical difficulties involved. You are 

more conscious of the scenic beauty. Your fancy clothes and appearance is what is most 

important.

5. A Book Worm

You go by the book. This is an opportunity for displaying your knowledge and 

irritate others. Carry your books and offer an explanation for carrying each of them.

Criteria for Assessment

1. Substantiates views and thus persuades others to accept his/her point of view.

2. Argues logically.

3. Agrees or disagrees with others and uses appropriate and accurate language.

4. Asks relevant questions.

5. Responds to others questions/views.
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Eg. For free role play : (a) A group of friends plan a picnic. Discuss how they

arrive at various decisions, (b) A student applies for a bus pass. He has to go to the bus 

stand and get details, also clarify his doubts by asking the clerk at the counter, (c) You 

have a new job offer as typist/ assistant for a researcher. Hold a discussion with your 

family members whether they agree or disagree with your wishes to take up the job.

Checklist for Informal Assessment of Role Play

Dimensions of Student Behaviour Students’ Names

F - Frequently

0 - Occasionally

R - Rarely

N - Never

j

1. Substantiates own views

2. Argues logically

3. Shows creativity / originality

4. Responds to other views / ideas

5. Asks relevant questions

6. Attempts to answer questions when asked

7. Obstructs discussion (monopolises,

discourteous, disruptive, etc.)

8. Uses LI (mother tongue) suitably.

Comments :

Final Score : 1 2 3 4 5

Source : CBSE-ELT Curriculum Implementation Development Study - Record
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Activity No.5 Multimedia Presentation - Group Work-15 Mts

(Refer Birches by Robert Frost)

Making Oral presentation

The teacher can narrate the story of the line and the circle and during narration, the 

student can listen and draw figures to illustrate the sentences.

One day a ‘Line’ was moving in the open air. Seeing the vast open spaces, it 

somersaulted and cartwheeled in full joy. A ‘Circle’ came that way from the opposite 

side. The ‘Line’ politely waited for the ‘Circle’ to give free way but the ‘Circle’ stood 

still. Then it rolled over and over around, till it became bigger and bigger. The ‘Line’ 

tipped the ‘Circle’ forward to clear the block but the ‘Circle’ was determined not to 

move.

The ‘Line’ moved up, sideways, backward and forward but the ‘Circle’ stayed still. So 

the ‘Line’ asked the ‘Circle’ cautiously. Hello, dear friend, can you lift me and put me 

across and over to the other side ? The ‘Circle’ remained silent. Then it moved up the 

‘Line’. Then it rotated at the tip and came down the ‘Line’ again but never went away. It 

appeared that the ‘Line’ was swaying and dancing on the floor.

At last the ‘Line’ gave a twist and a turn and pushed the ‘Circle’. The ‘Circle’ began to 

move round and round by itself faster and faster. The ‘Line’ was amused. It laughed and 

made friends with the ‘Circle’. Game after game they tested each other’s strength and 

enjoyed what they did..... every moment of it!

Half-an -hour

Students can view the animation on the computer and do the same wit multimedia using 

music for rhythmic motion.

Activity No.6 Debate - Whole class activity - 30 mts

Objectives

1. Learn organization of tasks in the class

2. Achieve group dynamics in the classroom
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3. Encourage interaction among peers

4. To allow flow and formulation of ideas

5. Understand social phenomenon better 

Language Aspect

6. How to use appropriate language

7. How to refute ideas

8. How to propose, affirm, illustrate, define and assimilate ideas.

9. How to write postures

Personality Development

10. Builds confidence.

11. Create innate enthusiasm : Linguistic competence need not match 

performance. Still there is the urge to chip in and make contributions in spite 

of language deficiencies.

12. Social skills are developed - Democratic acceptance of other’s views without 

emotional outbursts is a complex exercise.

13. No personal rancour is prevalent.

14. Students learn to accept different views and balance them.

15. Learn to accept defeat gracefully.

16. The entire activity is organized by leaders, even without audience and they 

follow the constraints of this.

Topic : “Working women are better managers of their family”

The chairperson has to introduce and conclude the debate and appoint a panel of

judges.

The debate secretary has to (i) write the topic on the board, (ii) remind the 

participants about the rules of the debate, (iii) prepare a judgement sheet for the judges, 

(iv) invite the speakers in turn - for and against, (v) organize the rebuttal session, (vi) 

throw the motion open to the house and declare the winner after viewing the show of 

hands.
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The time-keeper checks the time (for exceeding three minutes for each speaker) 

and ensure that the activity is completed within the class period.

If making mistakes is part of learning, correction is part of teaching. Pupils can 

learn without teachers but teachers can never teach without learning. The teacher must 

avoid criticism and punishment and improve his/ her techniques to help them learn. 

Linguistic mistakes need not be corrected unless they affect communication. Self

correction is the best form of correction and progress is made if the level of fluency and 

accuracy is enhanced further.

Activity No.7

Questionnaire : Children and Parents

Objectives :

To express opinion to listen and respond to another person’s views, to give 

reasons for a particular belief or opinion.

Time : 30 minutes

Preparation : Questionnaire

Procedure : Give the questionnaire

Ask them to complete it.

Ask them to sit in groups of four. One person to 

act as Secretary.

Each student tells his view point giving reasons.

Encourage them to respond, contradict, argue 

and discuss within the group.

Ask the secretary of each group to give a brief report.

Questionnaire

Read the sentences below. Put a circle around the number which most closely 

coincides with your opinion Look at the key.
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Key

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Yes definitely. 

Yes perhaps 

Well that depends 

No, not really 

No, definitely not

LIVING AS A FAMILY

Children should obey their parents without question.
r..... j-... T...o......2 i....3 | 4 1 5

It is an advantage to be a only child. j 1 i 2

........
; 3 j 4 j 5

Girls and boys should be brought up in the same way

without definite roles.

[ 1 2 s 3 i 4 5

Most men would prefer to have a son as their first child. 1 2 3 4 5

You should never hit a child. 1 2 3 4 5

It is a child’s duty to look after his or her parents when they

are old.

1

.........

2 3 4 5

Parents should never quarrel in front of their children. 1 2 3 4 5

The best way of punishing a child is to stop his or her pocket

money.

1 2 3 4 5

Babies are boring. 1 2 3 4 5

It is wrong for both parents to go out to work if they have

small children.

1 2 3 4 5

No family should be allowed to have more than four

children nowadays.

1 ! 2 3 4 5

Children under 18 should never be out later than 11 O’ clock

in the evening.

1 | 2 3 1 4 5 i

I
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Express your opinion, give reasons, listen to your partner, justify and respond to their 

reason. Don’t stand at a table and leave off others. Let the discussion be participatory in 

nature.

Prepare a questionnaire on “Animal Protection and Prevention- of Cruelty” or 

“Modem Age Teachers and Parents”.

Strategies Useful in Developing Clear Expressive Speech

Some of the other strategies that teachers can take care of in spoken English 

classes are : 1. Encouraging students to use the language in real life situations, 2. use 

language to express experience in a meaningful way, 3. listen to what is being said rather 

than how it is being said, 4. accept mistakes. Wherever students are trying to express 

point of view, it is suggested that interruption should be avoided.

Students learn polite expression in free dialogue building activities like hiring a 

taxi, lending a book, helping a man with a heavy suitcase, asking directions to reach a 

place, going to a doctor. They also get a lot of information and learn to interact given 

suggestive situations like at a restaurant, theatre, telephone booth I exchange, farewell 

party, railway station, etc.

Wishing to experiment with the language is a good sign in a learner. It shows 

interest and enjoyment.

Real life communication usually takes place in large groups. The teacher need not 

worry about oral fluency of the learners or their errors. The most important thing to 

happen is to get the message across without causing offence. If the students’ accent is 

comprehensible he can talk regardless of the formality or informality of the situation. 

Real communication has nothing to do with the teacher and the classroom.

Some of the advantages of communicative language practices are : more language 

practice, students are more involved, students feel secure and they help each other. Some
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of the problems of communicative language techniques to be overcome are noise, 

students making mistakes, difficulties envisaged in controlling the class and excessive 

use of mother tongue. The teachers can create awareness regarding three stages - 

Preparation, Monitoring and Feedback.

a) Preparation

Thorough preparation is a must for the teacher to get across to the pupils and 

motivate them to handle the tasks given. Suitable selections of vocabulary can be given 

to the students to puzzle out from the context. Structures and connected language that 

will help in global extrapolation of the text can be made note of prior to the teaching of 

the lesson. Teaching various aspects of structures integrate variety, accuracy, and 

objectivity through the habit of regular exercises. Structures are best learned when there 

is a variety of written and oral activities and they are enjoyable because they are more 

relevant to real life situations.

b) Monitoring

The students should be briefed about their work with partners in pair-work and 

group work and there ought to be a change of activity every 15-20 minutes to avoid 

fatigue owing to prolonged exercises that do not sustain their interest. The teacher has to 

time the activity at every phase. Through the examples and exercises given the pupils 

learn to comprehend meanings without distortions and arrive at rules by themselves (by 

inductive method).

Conditions conducive to Developing Communication

Texts and themes can include world news, colourful pictures, postures, murals, 

such things as - cartoons, newspaper clippings, etc. The teacher must remember to keep 

in mind that the materials selected should be :

(0 fun

(■>) catering to different levels of understanding

(iii) culturally intense

(iv) evoking appreciation

(v) in offensive

(vi) structured and suitable for the classroom
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The students can also dramatise role playing characters like the President of a Charity 

organization dedicated to helping poor people in developing countries; social worker, 

representative of United Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation, the owner of a big 

company; Indian Ambassador to US, a volunteer nurse, etc. The group secretary can 

collate the discussion in the end.

Activity 8 Self Assessment for Teachers 

Writing and Conversation Compared

Listed below are some characteristics of informal conversation and effective 

formal writing (eg. a letter and examination answer) which belong only to conversation 

or which belong only to effective writing? Which (if any) are common to both?

Conversation Writing

1. Gestures

2. Punctuation

3. Pauses

4. Body language

5. Relevant and original content

6. Repetition

7. Hesitation

8. Using suitable format

9. Clear organization

10. Full grammatically accurate sentences

1. Ambiguity

2. An intended recipient

3. Having a clear purpose

4. Accuracy in spelling

5. Good organization

6. Revising / Editing

7. Tag questions
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IV. STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING READING

K. S. Sarasa, 
DMS, RIE, Mysore

An Overview

Reading is a part of the process of communication between the writer and the 

reader. What happens in the mind of the reader is as important as what is in the text 

Reading is what the reader does to gather the writer’s meaning in relation to his 

experience. Many students avoid reading as they feel their concentration, 

comprehension and speed is poorer than what is required for the task. If the schools 

and colleges develop in students the right skills needed for efficient reading we are 

sure to have lesser problems regarding their achievement as far as languages are 

concerned.

Objectives
1. To develop concentration in reading.

2. To develop sub skills in reading.

3. To develop speed in writing.

4. To develop comprehension.

5. To develop an awareness of the need to acquire the skill of reading.

6. To develop an awareness of various purposes of reading.

7. To turn out self reliant readers.

These objectives can be achieved by developing the following abilities.

1. Ability to decode content words.

2. Ability to decode the meaning of the words using the context.

3. Ability to make meaning out of structural words.

4. Ability to read in thought units with reference to sentences and paragraphs.

5. Ability to interpret sentences and draw inferences.

6. Ability to locate, link related ideas in order to draw conclusions.

7. Ability to see the levels of meaning.

8. Ability to identify intentions and tone in the written words.
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The challenge for the English teacher is to develop these skills through the 

prescribed texts. To improve the reading ability of pupils, the teacher will have to 

build into the lesson, specific strategies meant to develop the above mentioned skills.

Reading is intended in the classroom for general comprehension. This is 

achieved by recognition of the words in print and the meaning of structures.

Comprehension is the process by which one understands the meaning of a 

written text. What does the process of comprehension involve? It involves.

1. Decoding vocabulary - a process of trying to understand the meaning of a 

word or a phrase.

2. Meaning may be denotative i.e. the core meaning of the word.

3. Meaning may be connotative i.e. it can have additional areas of association.

Eg. Flood- death, loss, destruction, disease. There are two levels of 

comprehension.

1. Literal comprehension : Understanding the information that is explicitly 

stated in the passage.

2. Inferential comprehension : Arriving at the inner meaning with the help of the 

experience. These can be achieved with the help of different strategies.

Reading is an interaction between a writer and a reader. Reading skill can be 

developed through specific strategies.

Word-attack skills are the basis for good comprehension; if pupils are able to 

infer meanings of words on their own, it will help them to read with better 

understanding. This word attack skill is nothing but inferring the meaning of words 

from their context. To achieve this, the teacher can use a number of exercises based 

on material taken from the class reader.
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I. Teaching Word-Attack Skills

Strategy 1
Ask pupils to underline certain words and phrases in their lesson. Write 

alternate meanings for those words I phrases on the blackboard in random order. Ask 

pupils to match what they have underlined with the words/phrases on the blackboard. 

Eg. Words underlined by pupils in sequential order in the lesson.

Bright boy; obtained; reserved; high regard; unbearable; to deserve.

Alternate meanings on the blackboard in a random order. Specially kept; to 

merit; intelligent pupil; good opinion; received; could not bear.

Strategy 2

Multiple choice items based on selected words could be given to develop 

word-attack..

Objective

To enable pupils to infer meaning from the context by linking the correct 

response with the given word.

Eg. I may mention, however, that I was none the worse for abstaining from 

exercise. That was because I had read in books about the benefit of long walks in the 

open air.

Abstaining : a) giving into

b) looking forward to

c) keeping away from

Strategy 3 Cloze Test

This is a good exercise for encouraging word-attack skills. Select a passage 

from the lesson. It can be a familiar one to start with and can after sufficient practice 

lead to the unfamiliar one. In the selected passage, the content words can be blocked 

out: the students should be encouraged to guess the blocked out word with the help of 

the context
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Another alternative is to give the first and last letters of the blocked out words.

We can also try blocking out systematically every seventh word in such core 

structural words will also be included.

Eg. I do not know how I got the idea that good handwriting was not a necessary 

part of education, but I had that idea until I went to 

South Africa, where I came across the beautiful....of the advocates bom and ...in 

South Africa. I felt... .of my.....

Reading in Thought Units

To enable pupils to focus on whole units of minimal ideas than on words.

Teacher should first demonstrate on how this could be done by writing the 

thought units on the blackboard after reading the passage aloud in these thought units. 

Eg. My school days.

My own recollection / is that 11 had no high regard I for my ability 11 used to 

wonder I how I won / prizes and scholarships I But I was I very careful I about / my 

character.

A few lines of the marked passage could be written on the blackboard, in the 

following manner.

Reading in thought units

My own Is that I had no for my
recollection how I won high regard ability
I used to about my prizes and
wonder very 
careful

character scholarships, 
the least 
little blemish.

The rest of the paragraph may be completed on the blackboard, making the 

class supply the thought units and discussing them in the class.

During silent reading, pupils could be given practice in reading the marked 

passage in thought groups. The students should be made to understand that it is the 

thought group that is important not the individual words. Once this becomes a habit,
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it will have a ‘transfer effect’ in all their reading. This will also lead to the linking of 

units of thought to get the total meaning of sentences and passages.

III. Reading for Central Idea and Other Related Ideas 
Step 1

Based on paragraphs selected from the reading, pupils could be given practice 

in identifying the key sentence and the supporting sentences, which develop the main 

idea.

Eg. Fourth paragraph in ‘My School Days’.

Key Sentence

The reasons for my dislike of gymnastics was my keen desire to nurse my

father.

Supporting Sentences

a) Compulsory exercise came directly in the way of this service.

b) I requested Mr.Gimi to exempt me but he would not listen to me.

c) One Saturday, I had to go for gymnastics at 4 p.m., I had no watch, before I 

reached the school, the class was over.

d) Mr. Gimi found me marked absent and asked me why.

Step 2

Pupils can be asked to discuss in groups and rephrase the key sentences. Let 

each group present the rephrased key sentences and the teacher can put the best 

rephrased sentence on the blackboard. Similarly, the teacher can lead the class to 

arrive at the gist of the paragraphs.

From paragraphs the teacher can proceed to sets of paragraphs and to the 

complete article.

Ultimately the students connect the key sentence of all the paragraphs and 

arrive at the message the writer is aiming at.
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Thus reading needs to be integrated with speaking and writing.

Once the class is comfortable with silent reading to get at the writer’s 

message, the teacher can focus on developing the speeding reading.

A teacher can profitably employ the strategies of SKIMMING and 

SCANNING.

The subskill of skimming should be developed because it gives practice in 

many day-to-day activities, like browsing through the newspaper. It can also be used 

in locating a particular book in the library.

Skimming skill can be developed using various tasks like giving a passage to 

read through and asking students to choose a sentence from the given alternatives to 

represent the central idea of the passage.

Eg. Activity Sheet R2, Task 1

Activity Sheet R2

Task I
It seemed as though nothing would ever go right for John Logie Biard. When 

he was young, he built an aeroplane, but when he tried to fly in it, it crashed, and 

Baird was fortunate not to be killed. He was not discouraged, however, from trying to 

invent new things and when he was older, he tried to make diamonds from coal. This 

work resulted one day in an enormous explosion, but luckily Biard was not injured. 

Following that, he became a businessman, but his business failed. Finally he thought 

of working at television. His family advised him against it, but he did not listen to 

them. He rented an attic and bought the apparatus he needed. Then he started to 

work. He worked for a long time without success until, one day, he saw a picture on 

the screen. He rushed out of the house to get someone he could ‘televise’, and found 

an office boy. He took the boy back to his room and tried out his television. No 

image appeared on the screen because the boy, terrified had put his head down. 
Suddenly he put his head up again and his picture appeared on the screen. Television 

had been discovered !
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Give each study a copy of the passage. Ask the students to read it silently. 

Put them into groups of 4 or 5. Ask them to discuss about the main idea of the 

passage. Put up the following summary on the blackboard. Let the students select the 

best out of the list.

Choose the sentence which best summarises the passage.

a) John Logie Baird helped a young boy discover television.

b) John Logie Biard exploded the first television.

c) John Logie Biard was the inventor of the television.

The students can be given a passage which runs into paragraphs. They can be asked 

to read the passage ;and match the paragraphs with the given titles.

ACTIVITY SHEET R2

TASK II

One of the greatest theoretical physicists of all time, Einstein is best known as 

the creator of the Theory of Relativity, although the Nobel Prize he was awarded was 

for his work on the photoelectric effect. In 1905, he published four invaluable papers 

in a Physics journal. Later he revealed that it took him only five weeks to write his 

first paper on relativity, in between his work as a clerk. In 1919, he published his 

theory of General Relativity, that was confirmed experimentally in 1921. He was 

awarded the Nobel Prize, the same year.

2. Einstein had an unhappy schooling and was always in trouble with his 

teachers. One day, one of them summoned him and said, “Albert, I must insist that 

you stop asking questions in my classes. I have no answers for them and the students 

are losing their respect for me. It seems to me that, should you decide to leave this 

school, it might be a very good idea”.

3. An extremely poor student, Einstein encountered great difficulty in finding a 

job. He was finally appointed a clerk in the Patents Office, at Bern, where his job was 

to put, applications for patents in a clear form. That was the year 1902. Einstein was 

rather happy at his clerical job in the Patents Office since he could find time for other
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work. Whenever anyone walked in, he would nonchalantly and with an air of 

efficiency slip his scribbling, usually equations, into a file in his desk drawer !

Title 1 : Handling problems at work /Einstein, the clerk

, Title 2 : .....down memory lane/Einstein, school life/

Title 3 : Einstein, the Nobel Prize winner in Physics

Scanning is when you browse through a passage or written material with a 

specific purpose:

Eg. Read the passage (Activity Sheet R2) and find out the years in which the 

following things happened in Einstein’s life.

1. The papers published in a journal----------------

2. Theory of General Relativity was published ——————

3. The theory was confirmed experimentally.........................

4. Putting Applications for patents ——————

Recognizing and Interpreting Cohesive Devices
Identifying and interpreting the devices of cohesion is a very significant 

subskill, which helps the reader to read between the lines and infer the under-current 

of the author’s thoughts. Students’ attention should be drawn towards the linking 

devices. Linking devices fall under five heads.

1. Logical 2. Temporal 3. Spatial 4. Grammatical

5. Lexical

The table below gives examples of each :

Logical Temporal Spatial Grammatical Lexical
also very often along j pronouns synonyms
besides again above 1 he/she repetitions
however during next to i determiners parallel
finally meanwhile wherever | every structures
if not at last such

which

Activity Sheet R3

Task 3
Eg. Read the following passage from a prescribed lesson and identify the linking 

devices.

That night I walked over to Luz Long’s room in the Olympic village to thank him. I 

knew that if it had not been for him I probably would not be jumping in the finals, the
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following day. We sat and talked... when I finally got upto leave, we both knew that a 

real friendship has been formed.

A lesson in English whether prose or poetry can be effectively transacted in 

three stages.

Stage I : Pre-reading

The lesson is introduced by asking a few questions about the main theme of 

the lesson. The elicitation drawn from the students could be used to focus on aspects 

related to the content of the lesson. Simple questions that require skimming may be 

written on the blackboard.

Stage II : During Reading

The students are allowed to read the lesson silently for 10 minutes. They work 

in pairs to discuss possible answers to the questions on the blackboard. The answers 

can also be written on the blackboard. Students read the questions once again.

Stage III : Post-Reading

A variety of tasks may be given to students. Lead questions can be answered 

followed by role play.

Wordless picture books tell stories entirely on graphic illustrations. They can 

be exploited for reading.

Eg. The Very Hungry Caterpillar

Let the students read the pictures with the write up and orally answer 

questions testing skimming and scanning.

Higher Level Comprehension Questions

In order to help read with greater understanding, pupils could be asked 

comprehension questions requiring certain special skills, like relating ideas, drawing 

conclusions, discriminating, seeing cause and effect relationships, detecting implied 

meaning, etc.
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Teachers could make a special effort to include in each lesson, at least four or 

five questions.

The reading programme exists primarily to teach the students an important 

way of putting the newly acquired language skills to productive use - namely to get 

‘thought” through reading. Proper reading skill is a key with which a student can 

open the warehouse of written information. Reading is not decoding the words but 

arriving at the unified thought that is presented. It means that we most ask those 

kinds of questions that he needs to learn to ask himself in order to gain full 

understanding from his reading - to see what is there.
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V. WRITING SKILLS

S K Shamala 
DMS,RIE, Mysore

I. Introduction

Writing skills are introduced to the students from the early years of schooling. 

Though the natural sequence of acquiring language skills are listening, speaking, reading 

and writing, in our school system, writing is introduced simultaneously - with other three 

skills. This results in disjointed and isolated learning of skills. The listening skill should 

introduce and initiate speaking skill that enables inculcation of reading skills thus 

culminating in writing skills. It is also the natural sequence through which a child learns 

its mother tongue. Introduction of all the four skills simultaneously without proper co

ordination among them can be confusing to the child. Introducing the 4-skills in their 

natural order in a phased manner so that one skill supplements and supports the 

succeeding skill is beneficial to the learner. Moreover, writing skill is normally the last 

of the skills to be acquired as the writer is a lonely figure cut off from the stimulus and 

feedback of the people who receive this communication. The gestures, tonal variations, 

pauses and clues of the environment, utilized effectively by the speaker are not available 

to the writer. A speaker can backtrack, repeat, clarify, revise or reframe his ideas as 

listeners question or disagree. A writer has to compensate for all these drawbacks. The 

reactions have to be predicted, questions are to be assumed and the writer has to react to 

those presumed stimuli.

Successful writing is much more than the mere ability to produce clear and 

correct sentences. At the high school level, the writing tasks have to help the students to 

compose pieces of written communication to link and develop information, ideas or 

arguments for a given reader or a group of readers. The end result of these writing tasks 

is to enable those students who need to write English in their social, educational or 

professional lives to do so effectively. The teachers have to build this potential for
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communication which is connected, contextualised and appropriate. As skills have to be 

practiced regularly to become a habit, writing also needs frequent practice.

IL Objectives

By the end of the course, the students should be able to

1. Write a clear description of a place, person, object, process, instrument or 

experience

2. Write a report of events, accidents and news or happenings.

3. Write in a style appropriate for communicative purposes in the form of 

dialogue.

4. Use an appropriate style and format to compose advertisements, notices, 

posters, curriculum vitae and letters both formal and non-formal.

5. Extrapolate the information given as directed into a letter, diary entry, story, 

skit, paragraph or narration.

6. Compose an original write up on a given visual/verbal cue.

7. Compose a creative write up in the form of a poem/story.

8. Prepare a write up in the speech form to be delivered before a given audience.

III. Content

The writing skills to be developed by the students of class IX and X are as 

follows:

1. Factual description of person, experience, anecdote, process, happening, objects, 

activity or thoughts,

2. Factual reporting of events, happenings and news items.

3. Drafting of advertisements, notices, posters and messages.

4. Preparation of dialogues to present a situation.

5. Planning a speech to be delivered before a given audience.

6. Writing a message or note to communicate clearly.

7. Composing letters, both formal and informal in a given situation.
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8. Compose poems and paragraph type write ups.

9. Recode and transcode information from one form to another.

IV. iMethodology

The ABC of good writing are - A - Accuracy, B - Brevity and C - Clarity. By 

providing opportunities for students to practice various forms and functions in writing 

these will be reinforced and consolidated. Classroom writing tasks need to be set up in 

ways that reflect the writing process that includes planning, organizing, composing and 

revising. The structured writing tasks should lead to free composing, purposeful 

communicating and creative crafting.

While setting the writing tasks teachers need to vary the audience/ would be 

readers, identify who the readers are and try to make every piece of writing fulfill some 

kind of communicative purpose, either real or simulated. When the students understand 

the context they are much more likely to write effectively. The process of evaluation, 

with its traditional focus on error correction by the teacher needs review and modification 

into a range of activities involving students as well as teachers, thus, making revision an 

integral part of the process of writing.

The process of writing contains a number of stages that are represented thus.
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The methodology that a teacher adopts should cater to all these stages. To become 

a good writer, a student needs to write a lot. That is especially true of poor writers who 

tend to get trapped in a downward spiral of failure. They feel that they are not good 

writers and are not motivated to write, thus they seldom practice writing and remain poor 

writers. This situation gets aggravated when writing is relegate to home assignments. 

Many students would benefit from classroom practice, if supportive learning environment 

is provided in the classroom. Another reason for spending classroom time on writing is 

that it allows students to work together. Group Activity lends this much needed 

supportive learning environment. Group composition is a good example of an activity in 

which the class becomes a writing workshop as the students are asked to work in small 

groups on a writing task. At each stage of the activity, the group interaction contributes 

in useful ways to the writing process. The teacher is an organizer, a facilitator or a co

communicator rather than an imposing, dictatorial or demanding figure. On the basis of 

observation of writing skills of the students and the demands of the writing tasks, the 

teacher groups the students into working units. The groups work on their own by 

producing ideas, organizing ideas, drafting and redrafting the written work.

The teacher has to plan for the stages before setting a writing task.

1. Prewriting

In this stage the teacher has to consider two important questions.

a) What is the purpose of this piece of writing ?

This has to do with FUNCTION. For example, is it a report to inform a superior ?

Is it an invitation or an application for a job ? The purpose of writing will 

influence the choice of organization and language.

b) Who is going to read this ?

The reader might be an individual, a group of colleagues, an institution or a 

relative. Thinking about the eventual reader, the students can choose what to say 

and how to present it in the most appropriate style - formal, friendly, serious or 

tentative. The pre-writing stage has to set the stage for the actual writing task.
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2. Writing and Rewriting

The second stage of the activity is the writing itself. This consists of making the 

first draft, revising plans, bringing of new ideas and then the rearranging of those 

already expressed. The teacher should provide some questions so that the group 

can assess what has already been drafted and decide on further action.'

Are you sharing your impressions clearly enough with your reader?

Have you missed out any important point of information ?

Are there some sentences that are too repetitive and should be omitted ? 

Should some sentences be rearranged ?

Do you need to rearrange any paragraphs ?

Does the vocabulary need to be made more appropriate or strong?

Are the links between the sections clear? Do they guide the reader 

through the write up effortlessly ?

The writing and rewriting stage in short, focuses on what the writer wants to say an how 

to say it most effectively.

3. Editing

The post-writing stage consists of reading the draft and trying to apply a reader’s 

perspective in order to assess how clearly the readers might follow the ideas. The editing 

process makes the final readjustments and checks accuracy so that the write up is 

maximally accessible to the reader. In the classroom, the teacher should encourage the 

students to ‘share’ their writing, showing first drafts to the partners, or to the class itself 

before editing. But care should be taken so that the readers do not ‘introduce too early on 

the first draft’ or ‘simply say too much’ ‘Constructive criticism’ and ‘positive 

suggestions’ have to be encouraged.

4. Improving

The teacher has a role to play at this stage, wherein the write up is discussed with 

the students, to improve the clarity and quality of writing. The teacher discusses the 

criteria on which the quality of the write up will be rated.
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Content

Length

Style

Organisation of content clearly and logically 

Handwriting

Accuracy in spelling, punctuation

Complexity in getting the grammar and syntax right

Range of vocabulary

5. Exemplary Material Activities

The activities to illustrate the content and the methodology of writing tasks are 

listed for discussion. They are based on the Government of Kerala textbooks.

EX Standard : English Course Book

XI Standard : English Course Book

The activities will follow the stages involved in the process of writing.

A. Paragraph Writing -1

Paragraph writing dominates the writing tasks given for the students of IX Standard.

Paragraph Writing
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Of these different types, describing a person, narrating an experience and expressing 

opinions can be attempted with the help of this given extract “The Night at the Hotel”.

i) Preparation

• Teach the lesson.

• Divide the class into groups of (4 - 5) members

• Ask them to read the content in groups

• Let them write down the points that are useful to write a paragraph.

• Let them discuss and plan a draft paragraph.

ii) Presentation

• Each group presents the write up

• Others give the feedback

• Discussions, clarifications and corrections follow

iii) Redrafting

• Incorporate the changes

• Present the write up again

The Night at the Hotel

Siegfriend Lenz

Extract:

The night receptionist regretfully shrugged his shoulders. “It is all we have available”, he 

said. “And at this late hour, you won’t find a single anywhere. It is upto you, of course, 

if you want to try other hotels. Let me tell you, though, even this free bed in a double 

room will no doubt be gone should you decide to come back for it later”.
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“Very well”, Schwamm said, “I’ll take it. Only, I am sure you will understand, I should 

like to know with whom I am sharing the room. Not that I’m afraid, I have no reason to 

be. Is my partner - as I suppose one might almost call a person with whom one is to 

spend a night - already in the room?”

“Yes, He is probably asleep”.

Schwamm filled out the registration forms and handed them back to the receptionist; then 

he mounted the stairs.

As he came within sight of the room number, Schwamm instinctively slowed down, held 

his breath in the hope of hearing some noise the stranger might make, then bent low for a 

peep through the keyhole. The room was dark. Schwamm pressed down the door 

handle, shut the door again behind him and started groping for the light switch. Suddenly 

he froze ; a voice at his elbow, deep but firm called out:

“Hold it! Please don’t turn on the light. You’d do me a favour if you left the room dark”.

“Were you waiting for me?” Schwamm asked, quite startled.

The stranger did not answer him but said :

“Don’t fall over my crutches or run into my suitcase, which I put somewhere in the 

middle of the room. Let me direct you to your bed : take three steps along the wall, make 

a left turn, then take another three steps and you will be able to touch the bedpost”.

Schwamm obeyed. He reached his bed safely undressed and slipped under the covers. 

He listened to the other’s breathing and felt sure he would not fall asleep soon.

“By the way”, he volunteered after a while, hesitatingly, “my name is Schwamm”.

“Is it?” said the other. “Are you here to attend a congress?”
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“No. I probably have the strangest reason imaginable for coming into town”, Schwamm 

said.

A train at the nearby railway station switched to another track. The earth trembled 

slightly and the beds in which the two men lay vibrated.

In a tone of somewhat apprehensive cheerfulness, Schwamm explained: “I have a small 

son, a little scamp and it is for his sake I came to town. He is extremely sensitive, and 

like a mimosa he reacts to the slightest irritation. He has a soul of glass, the little rascal. 

Every morning on his way to school, he has to wait at the railway cross for the early 

morning train to go by. And there he stands, the small fellow, and waves, waves 

furiously and eagerly and desperately”.

“Yes, and ....?”

“Then,” Schwamm said, “he goes on to his school. But when he returns home, he acts 

bewildered and in a daze and sometimes even breaks out in tears. He cannot do his 

homework, he does not want to play or talk to anyone. This has been going on for 

months, day after day. The boy is simply making himself sick”.

“What is the reason for his behaviour?”

“You see”, said Schwamm, “this is the strange thing : the boy waves and sad for him to 

note - none of the passengers ever waves back. And he takes this so to heart that we - 

my wife and I - are highly worried about him”.

“And so you, Herr Schwamm, are going to assuage the boy’s misery by taking the early 

train tomorrow morning and waving back at him?”.

“Yes”, Schwamm said, “Yes”.
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“Children”, the stranger said, “mean nothing to me. I hate them and.....them, because -

not to put a fine..................on it - they took away my wife. She died giving birth to our

first bom”.

“I’m very sorry”, Schwamm said, sitting up in bed.

The other said : “You are taking the Kurzbach train, aren’t you?”

Schwamm fell back on his pillow pulled the covers up over his head, lay lost in thought 

for a while, and then fell asleep.

When he awoke the next morning he was alone in the room. He looked at his watch, and 

was shocked to see that the morning train would leave in five minutes, leaving him no 

chance to catch it.

That afternoon - he could not afford to spend another night in town - he returned home, 

downhearted and disappointed.

His son met him at the door, beaming all over and wildly elated. He threw himself at 

Schwamm pummeling his thigh with tightly closed fists and shouting.

“A man waved today! Waved for ever so long!”.

“With a crutch?”, Schwam asked.

“Yes, with a cane. And then he tied his handkerchief to the cane and held it out of the 

window, and held it there until I could not see it any longer”.
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A. Describe the stranger (Write a character sketch of the stranger in a night at the 

hotel)

i) Preparation : The phrases, sentences that tell about the stranger are underlined - 

deep but firm voice, uses crutches, it dictatorial, very intelligent, does not show 

his emotions, hides them, but is very loving and warm.

ii) A paragraph of 9 - 10 sentences is written using the points, interpreting the 

behaviour of the stranger and passing judgements as his behaviour.

B. Narrate what the boy does everyday

i) Preparation : Every morning - on the way to school - waits at railway

station - waves eagerly - returns home bewildered - in tears - makes himself 

sick.

ii) Writing the paragraph as if the writer is the father - using simple present tense - 

narrates events sequentially.

iii) Adding more information that is suitable and relevant.

C. Write your opinion about - Schwamm trying to indulge / pamper his son.

Should parents try to fulfill every whim and fancy of their child ?

Discuss in a group and write down the opinions of others - argue for and against.

D. Extrapolation of information into a Story.

Read this poem.

1. This way, please

You have heard of great kings marrying beautiful princesses from famous royal 

families and celebrating the wedding on a grand scale. But have you ever heard 

of a king marrying a poor girl, that too, a beggar? Here is a poem in which a king 

meets a beautiful beggar maid and is carried away by her charm. Now your 

teacher will read the poem. Listen to her.
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2.2 The Beggar Maid

Her arms across her breast she laid;

She was more fair than words can say :

Barefooted came the beggar maid 

Before the king Cophetua.

In robe and crown the king stepped down 

To meet and greet her on her way:

“It is no wonder”, said the lords,

“She is more beautiful than day”.

As shines the moon in clouded skies

She in her poor attire was seen :

One praised her ankles, one her eyes,

One her dark hair and lovesome mien.

So sweet a face, such angel grace,

In all that land had never been :

Cophetua swore a royal oath :

“This beggar maid shall be my queen!”

Lord Tennyson

II. A few new words

Maid a young unmarried woman

Cophetua an Ethiopean king

Robe a loose garment

Attire dress

Ankle The joint connecting the foot with the leg

Lovesome lovable

Royal Something that belonging to or connected with 
A king / queen

Oath A strong word of promise

Mien : Appearance or manner

Grace : charm

Sware : old-fashioned word for ‘swore’
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1. Preparation

Read and discuss the poem.

Select a group to enact the poem 

Plan the dialogues to be spoken 

Compose the description of the girl

ii) Put the key words / phrases on the blackboard

iii) Ask volunteers to use those words and phrases as clues and narrate the story 

orally - minimum 5 narrators.

iv) Ask the students to write down the story in 8 - 15 sentences.

v) Employ peer - correction to edit the write ups.

E. Writing a speech

1. Preparation : Give a speech to the children on the occasion of Children’s Day or 

Independence Day or Republic Day

The Light has Gone Out

Friends and comrades, the light has gone out of our lives and there is darkness 

everywhere. I do not know what to tell you and how to say it. Our beloved leader, 

Bapu as we called him, the father of the nation, is no more. Perhaps I am wrong 

to say that. Nevertheless, we will no see him again as we have seen him for these 

many years. We will not run to him for advice and seek solace from him and that 

is a terrible blow, not to me only but to millions and millions in this country, and 

it is a little difficult to soften the blow by any other advice that I or anyone else 

can give you.

The light has gone out, I said, and yet I was wrong. For the light that shone in this 

country was no ordinary light. The light that has illumined this country for these 

many more years, will illumine this country for many more years, and a thousand 

years later that light will still be seen in this country and the world will see it and 

it will give solace to innumerable hearts. For that light represented the living
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truth...the eternal truth, reminding us of the right path, drawing us from error 

taking this ancient country to freedom.

Jai Hind.

ii) Discuss and list out the differences between a paragraph and a speech.

For eg.

Addressing the gathering - style of the language, concluding the speech.

iii) Write a speech you have to give in school assembly on ‘Children’s Day’.

F. Narrating an experience

1. Preparation : Read the extract from ‘Slowly down the Ganges’. 

Imagine you are author and write down what you saw in 8 - 10 sentences.

But on this particular day I had come because I wanted to see what had happened 

to the river as a result of the storm.

The water was no longer green and sluggish. It had been churned until it was the 

color of milky coffee and it has spread up over the low-lying bank to the north 

and was flowing strongly. Overhead, apart from a few egg-shaped clouds which 

floated across it, at regular intervals, the sky was clear and blue. Beyond the 

swollen river, the sand flats on the opposite shore extended as far as the eye could 

see to a distant skyline dotted with trees which I had never noticed. Everything in 

this landscape was brilliant and distinct. It was like the spring time of the world.

Downstream a herd of water - buffaloes was swimming the river. Men and boys 

were crossing with them, perched on the backs of half a dozen beasts out on the 

flanks of the main body. They were shouting and laughing to one another and 

making encouraging noises to the animals, which breasted the stream powerfully 

but slowly. Then they came lumbering out of the water and thundered up into the 

combe, where I was standing. The riders waved their sticks at me and shouted that
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the hot weather was nearly over. Then they all disappeared up the hill and I was 

alone by the river. There was something about it, the ability it had shown to 

change in the space of an hour. I had not given a thought about its existence even. 

The river made me long to follow it on and on until it reached the sea. The next 

day, I went on leave to the Hills and when I came back, the rains had come in 

earnest and the Ganges was itself like a vast inland sea. A few weeks more and I 

was sent to the Middle East. Twenty-two years passed before I saw it again.

ii) Discuss in groups your experiences in a picnic or visit to a tourist spot. Write 

down the points.

iii) Expand the points into a paragraph. Use I Person narration. For e.g. I went to

..................then I saw.....................

G. Writing a Report

i) Preparation

Collect different news reports from the newspapers. Study them in groups and list 

out the common features like

Headline

Date: Place: Reporter’s Name

I paragraph

II paragraph

II. Read the extract.

III. Plan a newspaper report on HAND GAME HEADLINE.

At the sun set he remembered, to give himself more confidence, the time in the tavern of 

Casablanca when he had played the hand game with the man from Cienfuegos who was 

the strongest man on the docks. They had gone one day and one night with their elbows 

on a chalk line on the table and their forearms straight up and their hands gripped tight.
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Each one was trying to force the other’s hand down on to the table. People went in and 

out of the room under the kerosene lights.

They changed the referees every four hours after the first eight so that the referees could 

sleep. Blood came out from under the fingernails of both his and his opponent’s hands 

and they looked each other in the eye and at their hands and forearms. People sat on high 

chairs against the wall and watched. The walls were painted bright blue and were of 

wood and the lamps threw their shadows against them. The opponent’s shadow was huge 

and it moved on the wall as the breeze moved the lamps.

The odds would change back and forth all night. Once the opponent made a tremendous 

effort and had the old man, who was not an old man then but was Santiago the 

Champion, nearly three inches off balance. But the old man had raised his hand up to 

dead even again. He was sure then that he had his opponent, who was a fine man and a 

great athlete beaten. And at daylight when the viewers were asking for a draw and the 

referee was shaking his head, he had unleashed his efforts and forced the hand of the 

other man down and down until it rested on the wood.

H. Writing Notice, Message and Poster

Preparation Read the extract 1 from CHUMLEY.

He wrote asking us if we would mind taking Chumley back with us when we left and 

depositing him at his new home in London and we replied that we would not mind at all. 

a) Lines 6 - 10 - to write a message plan a linguistically controlled task.

Mr. Durell.

Do you mind

Thank you,

London, District Officer
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Preparation / Writing a Notice

‘Oooooooo, umph!’ he said, and then crossed his legs and continued inspection of the 

hut. I sat down opposite him and took a packet of cigarettes from my pocket. As I was 

selecting one, a long black arm was stretched across the table and Chumley grunted in 

delight. Wondering what he would do, I handed him a cigarette, an to my astonishment 

he put it carefully in the comer of his months. I lit my cigarette and handed Chumley the 

matches thinking that this would fool him. He opened the box, took out a match , struck 

it, lit his cigarette, threw the matches down on the table, crossed his legs again and lay 

back in his chair inhaling thankfully and blowing clouds of smoke out of his nose”.

“Now Chumley is in the Zoo at London. The Zoo authorities have put Chumley in a 

cage. They have stuck a notice for the visitors to the zoo.

The notice says -

“Do not smoke in front of cage”

“Do not give cigarettes to Chumley”

Do not give eatables

If you do so, you will be fined.

5 to 10

Now write the notice

Date :
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LONDON ZOO

NOTICE

Curator

Then he tested the tea carefully with one lip stuck out, to see if it was too hot. As it was, 

he sat there and blew on it until it was the right temperature and then he drank it down. 

When he had finished the liquid there still remained the residue of syrupy sugar at the 

bottom and as Chumley’s motor was obviously ‘waste not want not’, he balanced the 

mug on his nose and kept it there until the last of the sugar had trickled down into his 

mouth. Then he held it out for a refill.

Plan a poster with a title

Chimp - Man’s grand ancestor

I. Composing letters

a) Informal letter - Rakesh writes a letter to his friend Renu about his cherry tree. 

Read the extract, choose relevant points and write a letter.

On the way home - bought cherries - planted one - after a year - little tree - monsoon - 

tree grew quickly - woman cut it - Summer came it grew up - insects - blossoms - bees 

- I lay down beneath the tree - I saw.
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Format Place

Date

Dear Renu,

Your dear friend 

Rakesh

THE CHERRY TREE

Ruskin Bond

One day, when Rakesh was six, he walked home from the Mussoorie bazaar eating 

cherries. They were a little sweet, a little sour; small, bright red cherries, which had 

come all the way from the Kashmir Valley.

Here in the Himalayan foothills where Rakesh lived, there were not many fruit trees. The 

soil was stony, and the dry cold winds stunted the growth of most plants. But on the 

more sheltered slopes, there were forests of oak and deodar.

Rakesh lived with his grandfather on the outskirt of Mussoorie, just where the forest 

began.

Grandfather was a retired forest ranger. He had a little cottage outside the town.

Rakesh was on his way home from school when he bought the cherries. He paid fifty 

paise for the bunch. It took him about half an hour to walk home and by the time he 

reached the cottage, there were only three cherries left.
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‘Have a cherry, Grandfather’, he said, as soon as he saw his grandfather in the garden.

Grandfather took one cherry and Rakesh promptly ate the other two. He kept the last 

seed in his mouth for some time, rolling it round and round on his tongue until all the 

tang had done. Then he placed the seed on the palm of his hand and studied it.

‘Are cherry seeds lucky?’ asked Rakesh.

‘Of course’.

‘Then I’ll keep it’.

‘Nothing is lucky if you put it away. If you want luck, you must put it to some use’.

‘What can I do with a seed?’

‘Plant it’.

So Rakesh found a small spade and began to dig up a flower-bed.

‘Hey, not there’, said Grandfather. ‘I’ve sown mustard in that bed. Plant it in that shady 

comer, where it won’t be disturbed’.

Rakesh went to a comer of the garden where the earth was soft and yielding. He did not 

have to dig. He pressed the seed into the soil with his thumb and it went right in.

Then he had his lunch and ran off to play cricket with his friends, and forgot all about the 

cherry seed.

When it was winter in the hills, a cold wind blew down from the snows and went whoo- 

whoo-whoo in the deodar trees and the garden was dry and bare. In the evenings, 

Grandfather and Rakesh sat over a charcoal fire and Grandfather told Rakesh stories - 

stories about people who turned into animals, and ghosts who lived in trees and beans 

that jumped and stones that wept - and in turn Rakesh would read to him from the 

newspaper. Grandfather’s eyesight being rather weak. Rakesh found the newspaper very 

dull - especially after the stories - but Grandfather wanted all the news....
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They knew it was spring when the wild duck flew north again, to Siberia. Early in the 

morning, when he got up to chop wood and light a fire. Rakesh saw the V-shaped 

formation streaming northwards and heard the calls of the birds clearly through the thin 

mountain air.

One morning in the garden, he bent to pick up what he thought was a small twig and 

found to his surprise that it was well rooted. He stared at it for a moment, then ran to 

fetch Grandfather, calling, ‘Dada, come and look, the cherry tree has come up!’.

‘What cherry tree?’ asked Grandfather, who had forgotten about it.

‘The seed we planted last year - look, it is come up!’

Rakesh went down on his haunches, while Grandfather bent almost double and peered 

down at the tiny tree. It was about four inches high.

‘Yes, it is a cherry tree’, said Grandfather. ‘You should water it now and then’.

Rakesh ran indoors and came back with a bucket of water.

‘Don’t drown it!’ said Grandfather.

Rakesh gave it a sprinkling and circled it with pebbles.

What are the pebbles for ? Asked Grandfather.

‘For privacy’ said Rakesh.

He looked at the tree every morning but it did not seem to b growing very fast. So he 

stopped looking at it - except quickly, out of the comer of his eye. And after a week or 

two, when he allowed himself to look at it properly, he found that it had grown - at least 

an inch!

That year the monsoon rains came early and Rakesh plodded to and from school in 

raincoat and gum boots. Ferns sprang from the trunks of trees, strange looking lilies 

came up in the long grass and even when it was not raining the trees dipped and mist 

came curling up the valley. The cherry tree grew quickly in this season.
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It was about two feet high when a goat entered the garden and ate all the leaves. Only the 

main stem and two thin branches remained.

‘Never mind’, said Grandfather, seeing that Rakesh was upset. ‘It will grow again : 

cherry trees are tough’.

Towards the end of the rainy season, new leaves appeared on the tree. Then a woman 

cutting grass cut the cherry in two.

When Grandfather saw what had happened, he went after the woman and scolded her; but 

the damage could not be repaired.

‘May be it will die now’, said Rakesh.

‘Maybe’, said Grandfather.

But the cherry tree had no intention of dying.

By the time summer came round again, it had sent out several new shoots with tender 

green leaves. Rakesh had grown taller too. He was eight now, a sturdy boy with curly 

black hair and deep black eyes, ‘Blackberry’, Grandfather called him.

That monsoon Rakesh went home to his village, to help his father and mother with the 

planting and ploughing and sowing. He was thinner but stronger when he came back to 

Grandfather’s house at the end of the rains, to find that the cherry tree had grown another 

foot. It was now up to his chest.

Even when there was rain, Rakesh would sometimes water the tree. He wanted it to know 

that he was there.
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One day he found a bright green praying mantis perched on a branch, peering at him with 

bulging eyes. Rakesh let it remain there. It was the cherry tree’s first visitor.

The next visitor was a hairy caterpillar, who started making a meal of the leaves. Rakesh 

removed it quickly and dropped it on a heap of dry leaves.

‘Come back when you are a butterfly’, he said.

Winter came early. The cherry tree bent low with the weight of snow. Field-mice sought 

shelter in the roof of the cottage. The road from the valley was blocked and for several 

days there was no newspaper, and this made Grandfather quite grumpy. His stories 

began to have unhappy endings.

In February it was Rakesh’s birthday. He was nine- and the tree was four, but almost as 

tall as Rakesh.

One morning, when the sun came out, Grandfather came into the garden. Let some 

warmth get into my bones’, he said. He stopped in front of the cherry tree, stared at it for 

a few moments and then called out, ‘Rakesh! Come and look! Come quickly before it 

falls!’.

Rakesh and Grandfather gazed at the tree as though it had performed a miracle. There 

was a pale pink blossom at the end of a branch.

The following year there were more blossoms. And suddenly the tree was taller than 

Rakesh, even though it was less than half his age. And then it was taller than 

Granddfather, who was older than some of the oak trees.

But Rakesh had grown too. He could run and jump and climb trees as well as most boys 

and he read a lot of books, although he still liked listening to Grandfather’s tales.
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In the cherry tree, bees came to feed on the nectar in the blossoms and tiny birds pecked 

at the blossoms and broke them off. But the tree kept blossoming right through the 

spring and there were always more blossoms than birds.

That summer there were small cherries on the tree. Rakesh tasted one and spat it out.

‘It’s too sour’, he said.

‘They’ll be better next year’, said Grandfather.

But the birds liked them especially the bigger birds, such as the bulbuls and scarlet 

minivets - and they flitted in and out of the foliage, feasting on the cherries.

On a warm sunny afternoon, when even the bees looked sleepy, Rakesh was looking for 

Grandfather without finding him in any of his favourite places around the house. Then he 

looked out of the bedroom window and saw Grandfather reclining on a cane chair under 

the cherry tree.

“There is just the right amount of shade here”, said Grandfather. “And I like looking at 

the leaves”.

“They are pretty leaves”, said Rakesh. And they are always ready to dance, if there is 

breeze.

After Grandfather had come indoors, Rakesh went into the garden and lay down on the 

grass beneath the tree. He gazed up through the leaves at the great blue sky and turning 

on his side, he could see the mountain striding away into the clouds. He was still lying 

beneath the tree when the evening shadows crept across the garden. Grandfather came 

back and sat down beside Rakesh and they waited in silence until it was dark.
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Formal Letter

Preparation : Format to be given importance.

Letter writing

Topic: Letter of Application for the job of Forest Ranger by Rakesh when he is 21 

years old.

Provide a format for the students to work individually.

Letter

Date :

From

To

Salutation

Sub:

Body of the letter

Leave taking

Signature

Enclosures

1. Resume

2. List of references
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Curriculum Vitae 

Resume

Full Name

Address

Telephone No

Work Experience

Skills

Educational Qualifications

School College/ 
Any other

Institution Course

..................................

Grade

Prizes I awards won :

Hobbies

List of references :

b) Topic : Informal letter to a friend about his selection as a Forest Ranger by 

Rakesh.
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Preparation

1. Divide the class into groups.

2. Ask the groups to discuss the subject of the letter.

3. Each group will draft a letter in the given format.

Place : 

Date :

Salutation

Body of the letter (2 -4 paragraphs)

Leave taking

Signature

5. Notemaking I Short Summary, Summarising and Abstracting

Topic : Taming the Atom

Throughout history man has used energy from the sun. Today, when we bum wood or 

use electric current or travel by car, we are drawing on energy that has come from the 

sun. All our ordinary life depends upon the sun.

However, we now have a new supply of energy. For the first time in history, we have a 

way of getting energy. That does not come from the sun. This energy comes from inside 

atoms; it is atomic energy.

Everyone and everything is made of atoms. You are, and so is this book. The whole of 

our ordinary world is made up of only ninety kinds of atoms. However, there are many
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more than ninety kinds of substances in the world, because atoms join together in many 

different ways to make many different substances. In the same way, although there are 

only twenty-six letters in the English alphabet they can be joined together in many 

different ways to make many different words.

Imagine taking a piece of copper and cutting it into the smallest possible pieces. Now 

imagine cutting those pieces somehow into still smaller ones, and then into still smaller 

ones again. Could this cutting go on for every? No, because in the end we would come 

to pieces so small that they could not be divided and still remain copper. These, the 

smallest possible pieces of copper, would be atoms of copper.

Atoms are of different sizes, but all of them are very small much too much to be seen. 

Indeed, they are so small that we cannot compare them with anything that is familiar to 

us. A million atoms would fit into the full stop at the end of this.

Most atoms stay as they are all the time. For example, the atoms in a piece of copper 

today are the same a they were thousands of millions of years ago, when the earth first 

came into existence, and we know that they will stay the same. A few kinds of atoms, 

however, are always changing. Quite suddenly, one of these atoms will throw out a small 

piece or particle from its centre, or nucleus. As a result, it becomes a different kind of 

atoms, a little smaller than before. Atoms which naturally behave in this ways are called 

radioactive and their change into smaller atoms is called decay.

One type of naturally radioactive atom is the atom of a metal called uranium. In ordinary 

life, we do not see uranium, which is a very heavy metal with a dull silvery color, but 

there is a lot of it in the earth’s crust. All the time some of the atoms of this uranium are 

changing into other kinds of atoms. When the earth came into existence there were about 

twice as many uranium atoms in it as there are now.

Uranium atoms usually change by throwing out particles from the nucleus of the atom. 

These particles are very much smaller than the rest of the nucleus. However, there are
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several kinds of uranium atom and one of them can easily be made to split into two atoms 

of about the same size. This splitting is called fission and when it happens a lot of 

energy is given out. If many of these uranium atoms split at the same time, we get a very 

deal of energy.

Preparation

1. Discuss the lesson with the class.

2. Divide them into groups of four.

3. Ask them to make notes of the content keeping the marking scheme given 

below.

Note Making

5 marks

3 for content 2 for format

Decide as a group

i) What important points 
are to be present ?

ii) How many sub-points 
under each point ?

iii) Put important points as 
subtitles.

1. Mark for suitable format, branching, flow 
chart, indentation.
2. For language

i) short phrases - not sentences
ii) acceptable abbreviations

Summarizing

i) Using the points and sub-points, write a paragraph of 80 to 100 words.

ii) Use your own simple sentences.

iii) Do not lift the sentences from the passage.

iv) Arrange the sentences logically and sequentially.
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Abstracting

i) Write a short account of lesson ‘Taming the Atom’ by picking out only the 

information regarding - nature of an atom I working of a bomb / effects of 

bomb blast.

ii) The write up must reflect any one of the above mentioned areas.

The essential differences between these three are tabulated thus.

Type Reader Purpose Length Style

Note making Self For economical 
recording of 
materials studied 
or referred to.

Variable, 
dependent on the 
marker’s needs.

Noteform 
(phrases, broken 
sentences, 
abbreviations, 
punctualities)

Abstraction Self or others To record 
information on 
one topic or 
aspect of given 
material.

Short In normal 
language

Summary Others To transmit all 
the main points of 
the original 
material

j

Often about 1/3 
of the original 
length but
depends on the 
proportion of the 
redundant or
unimportant 
material in the 
original

In normal 
language

J. Writing a dialogue

i) Preparation : Read the extract given Plan sets of dialogue.

1. Author and Nicole

2. Author and Nicole, Jacopo

3. Author and Nicole, Jacopo
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ii) Select 3 good students who can play the roles of Author Nicole and Jacopo. Let 

them plan their dialogues and speak. Later students can write down the dialogues 

after witnessing the role-play.

Read this extract:

Next morning, coming out of our hotel, we saw our friends, bent over shoeshine boxes 

beside the fountain in the public square, doing a brisk business.

We watched for a few moments, then as trade slackened ? We went over. They greeted 

us with friendly faces.

“I thought you picked fruit for a living”, I said.

“We do many things, sir”, Nicola answered seriously. He glanced at us hopefully. 

“Often we show visitors through the town...to Juliet’s tomb...and other places of 

interest”.

“All right”, I smiled. “You take as along”.

One night, we came upon them in the windy and deserted square, resting on the stone 

pavement beneath the lights. Nicola sat upright, tired. A bundle of unsold newspapers 

lay at his feet. Jacopo, his head resting upon his brother’s shoulder was asleep. It was 

nearly midnight.

“Why are you out so late, Nicola?”.

“Waiting for the last bus from Padua. We shall sell all our papers when it comes in”. 

“Must you work so hard? You both look rather tired”.

“We are not complaining, Sir”.

But next morning, when I went over to the fountain to have my shoes shined, I said, 

“Nicola, the way you and Jacopo work, you must earn quite a bit. You spend nothing on 

clothes. You eat little enough - when I see you have a meal it is usually black bread and 

figs. Tell me, what do you do with your money ?”

He coloured deeply under his sunburn, then grew pale. He looked to the ground.
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• “You must be saving upto emigrate to America”, I suggested. He looked at me sideways, 

spoke with an effort.

“We should greatly like to go to the States. But here, at present, we have other plans”. 

“What plans?”

He smiled uncomfortably.

“Just plans, sir,” he answered in a low voice.

“Well”, I said, “we are leaving on Monday. Is there anything I can do for you before we 

go?”

Nicola shook his head, but suddenly Jacopo said, “Sir”, he burst out, “every Sunday we 

make a visit to the country, to Poleta, 30 kilometres from here. Usually we hire bicycles. 

But tomorrow, since you are so kind, you might send us in your car”.

I had already told Lanigi he might have the Sunday off.

However, I answered, “I’ll drive you out myself’.

There was a pause. Nicola was glaring at his young brother in vexation.

“We could not think of troubling you, Sir”.

“It won’t be any trouble”.

He bit his lip, then in a rather put out tone, he said, “Very well”.

K. Narrate the events

Preparation - present the following A, B and C boxes of sentences to the students 

working in groups. Ask them to rearrange the sentences and rewrite a paragraph.

-------------- How Swamy became a hero ?
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XIV Rearrange the following sentences in the order of their occurrence to form a 

narrative. Don’t forget to use the linkers given in the box.

But, so, soon, though, then, therefore, however

A

1. Father retorted that courage was more important than strength and age.

2. Father read out the news about the fight of a boy with a tiger.

3. Swami said that the boy in the news might be a grown-up.

4. Father asked him to prove his courage by sleeping alone in the office room.

5. He had always slept beside his granny in the passage.

6. Swami disputed that theory.

7. He did not succeed.

S. Swami tried to change the subject by talking about his cricket club.

B

1. He pulled his blanket over his face.

2. Swami escaped from his father and threw himself on his bed.

3. Father came and asked him to get up.
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4. There he was left alone.

5. Though granny came to his rescue, Swami could not avoid going to the 

office room.

6. The thought of the devils and ghosts disturbed Swami very much.

C

1. He sweated with fright.

2. Hearing the noise, Father, the cook and the servant came and saw a 

notorious burglar lying wounded on the floor.

3. He feared that the devil would kill him.

4. He saw something like a devil moving down.

5. Swami was disturbed by nightmares.

6. Without waiting for it to tear him up, Swami attacked it with all his might 

and it fell down.

L. Transcoding is the writing skill that transforms information from diagrammatic 

form to verbal form.

Examples : From note form to summary

From diary notings to paragraph 

From chart to paragraph, etc.
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7. Recoding is the writing skill that transforms information from one verbal form to 

another.

Examples: From story to dialogue

From textual information to

a notice

an advertisement 

a message 

a letter or 

an article

Preparation

1. Discuss the lesson with the students.

2. Pick the information to be transformed and contextualise it, create an audience 

and set the format for the write up.

3. Ask the students to work in pairs or groups as desired.

VI. Evaluation

The teacher should ensure that students have every opportunity for self

correction, before submitting a piece of written work. When students hand in a written 

assignment, the teacher should evolve a set of symbols to give feedback to the students. 

Students should be made familiar with these symbols.

For example : Sp for 

P

T

A

W

Wo
7

C

spelling mistakes 

for punctuation 

for tense 

for article 

for wrong word 

for word order (syntax) 

not clear 

linking device
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Since symbols are arbitrary other symbols can be used instead. The class can discuss the 

mistakes and suggest corrections.

In addition to correcting and marking students’ written work, it is very vital that the 

teacher writes brief comments in the margin such as :

Good point!

Can you prove this ?

Interesting !

I don’t agree 

Very appropriate

The teacher should, at the end of the write up indicate to students that he/she is 

interested in what they have to say because the teacher is reacting not just to their English 

but to their ideas as well.

Eg. * Very well written !

* Well organized and presented but improve your handwriting!

* Excellent ideas ! Congrats!

Grading or scores are to be awarded after considering the following questions.

• Did the task relate to an overall text type with a clear functional organization 

? (eg. Narrative, description of a process, etc.)

• Which particular writing skills are the focus? (logical development of ideas, 

use of linking device, notemaking or writing a description).

• To what extent have the students used their own ideas, language resources 

and content organization ?

• Is there anything missing from the design ?

• How well did the group interact, draft, edit and rewrite the given task ? 

Evaluation is to be used not only for correcting or grading the written work but

also for motivating, improving and encouraging the writing skills of the students.
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VI. TEACHING OF GRAMMAR

S K Shamala 
PGT, DMS, RIE, Mysore

Introduction

If language is the vehicle of our thoughts and feelings and of our stories, then 

GRAMMAR is the machinery by which the vehicle is kept in motion. The motive power is the 

mind, the speech sounds are the air and space through which the movement of the vehicle takes 

place.

But often in our English classroom teaching, the teaching of Grammar is done so 

prosaically and laconically that the students learn the names of the tools but do not know how to 

use them. They are like the students of a swimming coach, who can name the different strokes 

executed by their coach but they themselves cannot swim. There is a feeling that there is 

something very difficult and distasteful about grammar that the students are bound to dislike it. 

If the teacher himself/herself thinks along these lines it will not be long before the pupils feel 

exactly as he/she fears they will. There is no need for this. Lessons in English language structure 

can be as exciting as any other lesson. The old fashioned dread of grammar lesson is generated 

from the fact that the grammar book drew up a formidable list of paradigms. Difficult lists of 

classes by words, exceptions to rules, definitions, which apparently had no connection with the 

English syllabus had to be learnt by heart for their own sakes.. All these were based on some 

wrong concepts that there is something behind all languages which could be called universal 

grammar and which could be learnt separately from a language, that we could model English 

grammar on Latin grammar; that a study of this written collection of word changes helps to teach 

English. Another one was that the study of grammar is an exercise in logical thinking and it 

trains the mind.

The grammar teaching now-a-days is based on these rules.

1. The foundation of a living language is the spoken not the written form.

2. A living language, as the word implies, is not static but in a state of flux and change.
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3. English has developed as a language on its own lines and cannot be forced to conform 

to any earlier (classic) language rules.

4. Grammar does not lay down rules for the language to follow. It merely observes and 

records the language. If it is customary - or becoming accepted - to use a particular 

idiom, grammar notes the trend. It has neither power to stop it nor can it coin a new 

one.

5. The true unit of language is not the word, but the word group.

6. Word order (syntax) and the function of language units are more important than 

inflexions.

7. The example is more important than the rule.

8. The rules of grammar are not divinely established laws.

Objectives

By the end of the course, the students should be able to use the following accurately and

appropriately in context.

1. Verb forms : a) Tenses i) Present/ past
ii) Simple/Continuous
iii) Perfect forms
iv) Future time reference

b) Modals
c) Active Passive Voice
d) Subject Verb Concord
e) Non-finites

2. Sentence Structure

a) Connectors
b) Clauses
c) Reported speech
d) Comparison
e) Transformation

1>. Other areas : a) Determiners
b) Prepositions
c) Change of one part of speech to another
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Concepts

In traditional grammar, an exhaustive list of rules are given which students are to apply to 

specific examples (deductive reasoning). But now, through various examples given in a natural 

context, students work out the general rules (inductive reasoning). This helps them in the 

‘usage’ of grammar rules, not memorizing the rules. The terminology of grammar are not thrust 

on the students, they are encouraged to express these concepts in every day language. But the 

terms which are particularly well known and useful are used as they are, for e.g. tense, verb, 

noun.

Grammar is not a separate ‘subject’, nor is it even a separate division of English work. It 

is the study of the nature of the language that helps us to get the ‘feel’ of the language. It is the 

study of the behaviour of words, which are a reflection of changes in the appearance and sound 

of words.

Methodology

Grammar must always be behind reading and writing. The students study words, word 

patterns and word changes in their speech and writing lessons - then they notice the behaviour of 

these language units. We teach the student how to say the plural of words he already knows; 

then we tell him/her, point out to him/her, or get him/her to ‘discover’ that something similar 

nearly always happens when plurals have to be spoken about. Thus grammar and English 

language teaching techniques are closely bound up. Too much time is often given to written 

exercises in grammar. These should be few; most exercises should take the form of oral 

exercises.

Language games can be planned to make learning of grammar exciting and interesting. 

The use of dramatization in prescribing some phenomena like ‘Active-Passive Voice’, ‘Reported 

Speech’ will make the pupil participation meaningful and purposeful. Drawing rapid sketches to 

(i) illustrate parts of speech, adjectives, degrees of comparison and use of tenses can be fun and 

very illustrative.
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Grammar practice in later stages should contain these activities - analysis and synthesis 

for acquiring the ‘feel’ of the language. They have a definable psychological background in that 

a language first appears as a vague ‘scheme’ of words and sounds and we gradually resolve the 

vague scheme by analysis, into salient features. We analyse it into groups of sounds and 

compare the behaviour of one group with another. Then we tend to put groups together for 

ourselves. We should put together - synthesise - language material of the same quality as that 

we analyse. For example, if the class is doing analysis work of the type of - when she got there, 

the house was empty, they should have complementary exercises of the type combining 

sentences like

I arrive at the station,

The train had left.

These types of exercises are very good for loosening up our ‘language muscles’. It gives 

an ease to composition and the expression of our thoughts, and together with the analysis and 

synthesis exercise units, the study of structures with composition.

Activity I

An alphabet game - visit to market.

This can be played by the whole class or in groups of eight. One student buys something 

that starts with the letter a :

Eg. “I went to the market and I brought a little apple juice”.

The next students adds his or her phrase starting with b.

e.g. I went to the market and I bought a few bananas and a little apple juice.

And so on backward through the alphabet, round the group (i.e. ba, cba, dcba) choose : 

c) ie-a-few

or d) ie-a little

If a student uses the wrong form (eg. “a few dhal (“) or forgets what went before, he or she is 

OUT!
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Verb Forms

A. Simple Past

Work in pairs. Discuss the historical importance of the dates given below. Write in a 

sentence when happened then. Use the simple past tense with different verbs.

What happened in 1969 ?

Man landed on the Moon.

A2 Guessing Game

On a small piece of paper, write down four dates which have been important in your life. 

Show them to your partner.

Ask your partner questions to get information about what happened on these dates.

Allow your partner a maximum of three guesses for each date, before you give a clue or 

answer. Feel free to add more details to your answers. Take turns to ask and answer 

questions.

A3 Choose one interesting date and event from your partner’s list. Write a brief account of 

what happened. Ask further questions as necessary. Use the simple past tense. Write three or 

?our sentences. Use different verbs.
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B. Simple Present

BI “It is a fact”.

Look at these two columns. Match A and B and write out factually correct sentences. Link them 

with an appropriate verb in the simple present tense. Remember the verb must ‘agree’ with the 

subject.

A BI
The Mahanadi i Underground
Water__________ j Lead (Pbj_____
Most paints______ ; At 100° C at STP
Alligators i One million
The planets In swamps
Mega.................... Bay of Bengal
2? Round the sun
Bronze 15625
Potatoes Copper 

e.g. The Mahanadi flows into the Bay of Bengal.

Singular subject verb with‘s’

B2. Pen Pictures

Choose one other member of your class and write a description of him in about ten sentences, 

using the following guidelines.

Physical features, habits, likes and dislikes, personality
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You may not use the simple present form of be and have more than more each. Instead, use a 

variety of other verbs (e.g. enjoy, play) in the simple present.

B3 Proverbs

In column A are some well-known proverbs. Match them with their meaning in column B.

A B •
Make hay while the sun shines. It is better to have one thing which you are 

sure of, than two you are not sure of getting.
A stitch in time saves nine.

..................................................................................
People usually keep company with others who 
are like themselves.

A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. Enjoy yourself while you can.
Empty vessels make the most noise. Prompt action prevents further problems.
Birds of a feather flock together. People who do not have much knowledge 

often talk the most.

B4

a) Homework : Bring two proverbs each to the class.

b) Pairwork: Exchange these proverbs with your partner and let him/her

work out of the meaning.
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C. Simple Present and Present Continuous

Cl Look at these sentences.

1. I usually work hard.

2. I am working hard at the moment.

3. Iam working hard on a school project this month.

Which one describes action in progress now ?

Which one describes repeated action ?

Which one describes an activity in progress in the period around the present?

C2. In single sentences, write

1. What you usually do at weekends ?

2. What you are doing NOW.

3. What activity I project you are in the middle of doing now ?

Be careful to use the correct verb form as in Table C. 1 above.

C3. Some verbs are not normally used in the continuous (-ing) form. Use verbs listed in the 

table below. They are verbs of................

Thought Emotion Possession Perception

(often with can)

Measurement

Believe Hate Have Taste Cost
Suppose
Understand
Forget
Imagine
Remember
Know
think

Wish
Prefer
Like
Regret

Own
Belong

Find
See
Hear
Touch
Smell

Measure
Weigh
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Look at the verbs given below and put them in the correct columns of the table above. 

(Some of them have already been done for you as examples).

Believe Hate Know Weigh Smell Think

Suppose Wish Own Understand Prefer Find
(-consider)

Cost
Remember

Like
Taste

See
Belong

Regret
Measure

Forget
touch

Hear Imagine

C4. However, we do sometimes use such verbs in the continuous form. These examples.

1. I cannot concentrate on my work because I’m thinking about that beautiful scene.

2. I think it is beautiful.

Which sentence expresses an activity in progress at the moment ?

Which sentence expresses a decided opinion ?

C5. Verbs of perception express voluntary as well as involuntary behaviour (Voluntary 

means that you decide to do something. Involuntary means that you have no choice in the 

matter).

Voluntary Involuntary

I’m listening to some beautiful music. I can hear some music next door.

I am sniffing this meat to see if it is fresh. I can smell bad meat.

Write suitable verbs in the blanks :

1. I’m----------------------— at the crowds going past.

2. I can-----------------------------lots of people in the distance.

3. I’m -----------------------to the people next door. They are having an interesting

conservation.

4. I can--------------------------the people next door and I can’t get to sleep.

5. The little girl is----------------------her mother’s valuable vase. Stop her!

6. I can-----------------a sharp pain, just here, Doctor.
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The Verb to have
Be careful with the verb to have, which has many different uses and meanings. Study the 

words below and consider the sentences that follow.

Health (H) Possession (P)Relationship (R)

Mr Sinha Headache Maruti car Two daughters

Working in pairs, put a tick (*/) or cross (x) against each sentence according to whether it 

is correct or incorrect.

Mr Sinha has a severe headache.

He has a blue-coloured Maruti Car.

Mr Sinha has two daughters and no sons.

Now, working individually, and with the help of the information in the box below, write six 

appropriate sentences.

H P R

Mrs Sharma Fever Palatial house Brother-in-law living 
with her family

Shy am Sound health Personal computer Dog

We do not use------------------------when we use the verb “to have” to explain.
a) ---------------------------------------------------------

C) ---------------------------------------------------------

C6. Fill in the blanks using a suitable verb in the correct form, (use words from table in

C.3)

1. He is very fat. He------------------80 kg.

2. He---------------------in ghosts, you know.

3. I can--------------------the whole of the city from the top floor.

4. I-------------------------a new sari. I bought it at Janpath.
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5. I---------------------------his face very well. He used to live near us.

6. He--------------------------her but she hates him.

7. The box ——————————25 packets of cigarettes.

8. I’m not sure but I--------------------- he’s missed the bus.

9. Thank you for explaining verb tenses. Now I----------------------- them.

10. Put that dow'n! It ———to me!

Pairwork : The police interview Chetan to get an eyewitness account of the kidnapping.

One of you be Chetan and tell your partner, who is the police officer, about 

what happened when the kidnapping occurred.

Note: The police officer should ask as many relevant questions as possible,

to get a detailed account.

E. Present Perfect

El. Not Yet!

Write down five things you have not done yet, but want to do.

I haven’t climbed a really big mountain yet.

1 haven’t flown in a plane yet.

Show your partner. Are any of your choices the same ?

E2. Since or For ?

We often use the Present Perfect with time expressions using since or for.

Which expressions go with since and which go with for ? (Indicate with a tick). (The first 

two have been done for you).

Since For
Z Last week

..............................
Z A short time

Decade
Z Deepavali
z

..............................
The day before yesterday
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1 s
1 Centuries

June

z 22nd June

z Several weeks

7 1990

z 6 months

z Ages

in time, whereas ‘for’ is used to express-----------------We use ‘since’ to express- 

--of time.

E3. Choose three since expressions and three for expressions from the table, then write six 

sentences using the pattern in the box below.

I have not seen him since the day before yesterday. 

I have wanted to meet him for ages.

E4.

a)

The News

Narendra Singh - broke record - long jump - regional meet - 

Principal sent congratulations - also President Youth Federation

b) Narendra Singh from St.Michael’s School has broken the regional long jump record. 

The Principal of St.Michael’s has sent his congratulations. Best wishes have also come 

from the President of the Youth Federation.
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Individually, on a piece of paper, note down some events that occurred recently in your 

school or local area as in the example (a) above.

Swap notes with your partner. Read out your partner’s information as a news broadcast. 

Use the present perfect tense to report/express actions completed in the recent past but 

whose effect still remains.

Use your imagination to make the news items more exciting.

F. Present Perfect Continuous

FI. What have you have been doing ?

Imagine what people have been doing or what things have been happening.

a) Ashok comes n wearing white shorts, a T-shirt and carrying a racquet. He is sweating.

b) I think He has been playing Tennis

I imagine Badminton

Perhaps

1. Mohan comes in wearing overalls and is covered in paint,

a)
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b)

2. Ramesh comes in with a smile on his face. He is holding a trophy.

a)

b)

3. Monica returns home with lots of packets in her hand.

a)

b)

4. Sheela comes in with red eyes and a wet handkerchief.

a)

b)

Now write three situations similar to a) in the example above. Exchange with your 

partner and guess the answer to each other’s situations (as in (b) above).
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F2.

to increase 
to decrease 
to rise 
to fall

gradually
slightly
steadily
noticeably
sharply

Write a report on changes in living conditions in Medland between 1930. Suggest 

reasons for these changes. Use the present perfect continuous where necessary. 

You may wish to use the following ideas.

a) Over the years since 1930, the number of children in secondary schools has been 

increasing noticeably. This is possibly because the Government has been building more 

schools.

b) The number of homes with running water has been rising sharply since 1965,

whereas...........................
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G. Past Perfect

Gl. Match A with B to make meaningful sentences. There may be more than one

appropriate answer for 1- 5.

A B

1. I had given up hope When the announcement was made

2. Had never been abroad When I spotted a shark

3. I had just caught the robber Before I visited Pakistan

4. I had almost reached the beach When the lights went off

5. They had already boarded the 
flight

When I heard voices

When help arrived

G.2 Complete the sentences below with ideas of your own.

1. I had gone to bed...............................

2. I had just got home.........................

3. The teacher had just left.............................

4. When the ambulance arrived...........................

5. ........................... when the wall collapsed.

6. When the film star arrived,.....................

7. ........................ when she ran out of petrol.

II. Forms of the Past Tense - Summary

Write about, briefly, a memorable dream or nightmare. Use a variety of verb forms. Here is an 

example of the type of thing you could write.

“I was flying on the back of a big swan, 

when I saw a blue crocodile......... ”
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Show it to your partner for improvement.

I. Used to and would

Read the passage below. Substitute ‘used to’ with ‘would’ wherever appropriate so 

that the passage reads better.

When I was a student, I used to visit the library frequently. The librarian was a kind man 

and he used to help me select my books. There used to be a small tea shop near the 

library. After spending a few hours in the reading room of the library, I used to go to this 

tea shop to meet my friends. There used to be an old waiter who kept a corner table 

reserved for us.

Could you replace ‘used to’ with ‘would’ in every instance ?

No. This is because they are employed slightly differently. Read the passage again and 

complete the sentences below :

1. ‘used to’ is employed to describe----------------in the past as well as situations that existed

in the past.

2. ‘would’ is employed to describe only---------------- in the past.

Think of the way you were when you were eight years old. Write down 4 or 5 things you 

would do or used to do or be. Make sentences like those. Show your writing to your 

neighbour.
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J. Practising the different Verb Forms

b) He-------------------in Madras at present.

c) When--------------------- ----------- ------------leave school ?

d) He----------------,----------------- at the Air Force Academy from 19----------- to 19--------

e) He---------------------------Sita in 1990.

f) He--------------------,---------------- Sita for three years before ......... married.

g) He has----------------,----------------jets for many years.

h) He-------------------, ----------------,-----------------------jets for .............. when he had the

crash.

i) How long-------------,----------------,----------------------------- for Indian airlines ?
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J.2 Old Students

Imagine it is the year 2012. Look back on the previous 20 years. Present imaginary

In pairs, interv iew your partner and write out their biography in school magazine’s 

“Old Students” section for the year 2012. An example is given below.

Inder Lal

The school was honoured last week by a visit from an alumnus, Inder La, the famous 

painter who was here 12 years ago. He left school in 1980 and joined the Academy of 

Arts. He had been there for only six months when.........................................

J.3 Questionnaires - Practising Different Verb Forms, Meanings and Uses

This exercise is designed to help you put into practice the different verb forms. You are 

going to conduct a survey. Look at the questionnaire.

Mark the box for each response.

Type 1

Before 9.30.9.30- 10.30. 10.30

1. What time do you normally go to bed ?

Type 2

1. a) Have you ever been abroad ?

b) If yes, where did you go ?
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1.

Type 3

How long have you been living in your present home ?

Pairwork Questionnaire:

Study the questions and then fill in the boxes below.

Question Types/ What they describe

Tense forms

Simple past--------- When/where an incident happened-----------------
2

The Passive

A. Introduction

Al. Read these two sentences.

The tiger killed a deer.

The deer was killed by a tiger.

What are we mainly focusing on in each sentence? Discuss.

A2. Read the following sentences and complete the table below. The first sentence has 

been done for you.

1. The Principal addressed the students in the morning assembly.

2. The broken table was repaired by Rabi.

3. We followed a herd of bison during our trek.

4. The delegates were welcomed by the General Manager.

5. The thief was chased away by the neighbours.
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Sentence ‘Doer’ ‘Receiver’

1 • The Principal the students
2.

3.

4.

5.

A3.

a) Write down the number of the sentences in which the ‘doer’ comes first.

1.

b) Now write down the number o the sentences in which the ‘receiver’ comes first.

2.

c) Which group - (a) or (b) above - uses the passive ?

j.

B. Simple Passive

BI. Present Passive : “Where are they made ?”

Match the words from columns A, B, C and D to produce factually correct 

sentences. Write out your answers in full sentences. (Remember to make your 

subject and verb “agree”).

e.g. Coffee is grown in Brazil

A B C D

Oranges
Wine
Marutis
Coffee
The most expensive 
watches
Uranium
Satay
Deshdashes

are
is

produced in 
worn in 
eaten in
manufactured in 
grown in 
mined in

Brazil
Switzerland
Malaysia
France
India
The middle East
South Africa
Morocco
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B2. Past Passive - “Where was it made?”

Look at what your partner is wearing. Imagine where the various items of clothing 

were (or might have been) made and tell your partner. Use your imagination! 

e.g. A. Was your shirt made in France ?

B. No, actually it was made in Brazil.

C. The Passive in Headlines and Notices

Cl Headlines

Newspaper headlines often use the passive. Convert these sentences into headline language 

(Remember to take out unnecessary words such as a, the, has, is some). It is not always 

necessary to say who or what the action was done by.

e.g. A tiger has killed a small child.

CHILD KILLED BY TIGER

1. The police have arrested several terrorists.

2. Violent storms hit the island of San Miguel last night.

3. Rain disrupted the last day’s play between India and Sri Lanka.

4. The workers have finished the suspension bridge.

C.2 Notices

Convert these notices from active to passive to explain their meaning.

1. Gold jewellery bought and sold.

2. TREE CUTTERS REQUIRED.

3. Malayalam spoken here.

4. ALL TYPES OF SEWING JOBS UNDERTAKEN.

5. Travellers Cheques Accepted
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D. The Passive in Tentative Statements

The passive is often used in tentative statements where the writer tries to be as neutral as 

possible.

It is considered to be

They are said

known

acknowledged

believed

to have been....

regarded as....

Look at the box below. Write tentative statements following the pattern in the box 

above.

The Taj Mahal is regarded as 

Considered to be

the most beautiful 

mausoleum in the world
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The Taj Mahal invented by the Chinese healthier than men

Qutub Minar the Cheetah the fastest 
land animal

one of the 
oldest 
forms of 
Writing

The Sahara Desert the longest river in the world women

The tallest ancient minaret the hottest region of the earth

Hieroglyphics

The Amazon Gun powder and printing the most beautiful 
Mausoleium in the world

E. Past Passive - Reporting a Procedure

El. Read these instructions from a computer operating manual.

How to start

1. Link up the monitor, keyboard and printer.

2. Plug in the main cable.

3. Switch on the monitor at the back.

4. When the light appears on the screen, place the Day Disk in Drive A.

5. Push in the disk until the button clicks out.

6. Press the Drive button and the disk shoots out.

7. Replace the Day Disk with the Document Disk.

8. Press function key 7.

9. Start work !
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Convert these instructions into the past passive by filling in the blanks. The first sentence 

has been completed as an example.

Firstly the monitor, keyboard and printer were linked up. Then the---------------------was----------.

The monitor----------------at the back. When the light appeared on the screen,--------------------in

Drive A. The disk---------------------until ———————————————————. It took

the computer 30 seconds to load the programme. The drive button......... ...................................

and the disk shot out. The ——----- ----------------------------------------------with the Document

Disk. Finally,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The word processor was then ready to use.

E2. At a party, Gautam met a friend (Ravi) who talked about his experiences in staging 

a play.

Read the dialogue.
Gautam : It is quite some time since we met. I guess it is because you have been

busy as usual.

Ravi: Yes, I have been directing a play - Tagore’s Chandalika. Did you hear

about it ?

Gautam : Yes, I heard it was a great hit. In fact, I was planning to get in

touch with you to ask for your help, to put on a play for our 

Annual Open Day. How did you go about staging your play?

Ravi: Well..First, we chose three possible plays and divided ourselves into

reading groups. Then we exchanged views and arrived at a decision.

Gautam : What was your next step ?

Ravi: Casting, of course. Once we could got the script ready, we selected the

cast.

Gautam : And then ?

Ravi: We held auctions for the main parts and then made a preliminary

selection. Eventually we were able to make a final choice and assign the 

roles
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Gautam

Ravi:

Gautam

Ravi:

How did you plan your rehearsals ?

We met for a couple of hours every evening. As the play took shape, we 

held longer and more intensive rehearsals.

Who else was involved in the production ?

The stage crew and the technicians. But they did not come in 

until we were out of the initial phase.

(The conversation continues).

Gautam decides to make a written record of how Ravi produced a play in order to try it too.

Write this record, using the passive where appropriate. The first few words have been 

provided for you.

Future Time Reference

A. Thinking about the Future

We are usually certain about the past and the present and about general facts. However, 

we cannot be certain about the future. Because of this, we express the future in many different 

ways, mainly depending on our attitude and what we want to emphasise.
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Al. Look at sentences in Column A. Match them with the appropriate explanation in column

B.

A B

1. Next Friday is the 29th of May. a) Emphasizing that something will happen 
very soon.

2. I will have left by the time you get 
here.

b) Making a promise.

3. I am visiting my uncle on Sunday. c) Predicting that something will be true at a 
given time in the future.

4. I’ll send the photograph as soon as I 
can.

d) Stating something which is a certainty.

5. The lesson is about to start.. .hurry! e) Reporting a decision made earlier
6. The population of our country will 

increase in the next ten years.
f) Making a prediction about future events.

A2. Look at the following pictures/diagrams. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate 

sentence, using a suitable future time reference. The first one has been done for you as an 

example. X

The bridge is going to collapse.

The bridge is about to collapse.

Tomorrow in the north it

and in the south it

Aarti is

/ X
X X

rj ■, ZLI J H H II u I 'I il' P
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The only bus in the afternoon

He-------------------------
Mon.
Tues. visit Ha/ rMt.Q

Monday. Wed. Sit. tatas

P

Karnika promises the

The airplane
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Fill in the empty bubbles in column C with reports of what was said in Column A as 

in the box above.

A (First speaker) B (Questioner) C(Reporter)

What did he say

A3. Interactive Practice

Individually, write down four sentences as in column A in A.2.

Work in threes. Take turns to be.............

A. the first speaker

B. the person who cannot hear very well

C. the person who reports the sentences to B, using a reporting verb.

Follow the pattern in A.2 above.

B. Reporting ‘Questions’ and ‘Requests’

BI. The words in these sentences have been mixed up. Put them in the correct order. 

Direct questions ? are followed by reported questions 

Study the examples first.
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YOUR SEAT COMFORTABLE IS ?

Is your seat comfortable ?

SEAT HE IF ASKED YOUR COMFORTABLE WAS -> 

He asked if your seat was comfortable.

FEELING ARE YOU BETTER ?

SHE IF FEELING BETTER WERE ASKED YOU

DID KALLAS LIVE WHERE THE

ASKED HE THE KA LIAS WHERE LIVED

THEY WILL BE LEAVING WHEN

ASKED BE HE WHEN THEY LEAVING WOULD

CAN OPEN THE PLEASE YOU WINDOW

YOU OPEN ASKED WINDOW COULD SHE WHETHER THE

MODEL HOW HAVE FINISHED THAT QUICKLY SO YOU

THAT MODELQUICKLY SO HOW HAD FINISHED THEY ASKED YOU

B2. Report the following questions. (Use if/whether or why, as appropriate)

1. Have you met my sister ?

She asked ————————————————— (use you and her)

2. Do you want a drink ?

He asked (use you)

3. Why didn’t you study for the Unit test ?

She asked---------------------------------------------------(use he)

4. Can you help me with my homework this evening?

He asked--------------------------------------------------(uses she)

5. Have you had lunch yet ?

They asked-----------------------------------------------(use he)

C. Said and told

Be careful with the use of said and told. Look at these examples.

He told me to stop work.
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They told us they had four children.

She said (that) they were finished.

We said (that) we were leaving at 6 0 clock.

Is told or said used when a person is ordering somebody to do something ?

Fill in the blanks with said or told.

Add any other words that you are think are necessary.

1. He---------------to sit down and I did.

2. She------------------the weather would be hot and it was.

3. They--------------------about the disaster and we listened carefully.

4. He----------------- to go away and they did.

5. She------------------there was no other way to do it.

D. Thinking about changes in Reported Speech

Look at the cartoon and read the dialogue.

Now read the following paragraph, which reports what happened in the cartoon.

A customer walked into a bakery and complained that the bread he had bought the previous day 

had too much baking powder in it. The man at the counter told him that that was because they 

only served the people who wished to rise and shine.

Note the choice of tense in reported speech :

Bought (simple past) had bought (past perfect)
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From the words below list the words that have been changed.

Direct Indirect

I he

Had bought

List the two verbs of speaking that have been added.
1. --------------- that......

2. --------------- that...........

E. Reported Speech in Extended Practice

El. Read the dialogue between Mr.Coomer (the British Scholarship Officer) and an 

applicant (Miss Reena Banerjee).

Mr C : Come in, Miss Banerjee.

R : Thank you.

Mr C : Please sit down. Can I get you a cup of coffee or a cold drink ?

R : Yes, thank you. A cold drink, please.

Mr C : I am just going to ask you a few questions. How long have you been

studying English ?

R : I have had private as well as school lessons for 14 years.

Mr C : Just as background information, what do you do in your spare time ?

R : I have always enjoyed drama, and also debating.

Mr C Why do you wish to obtain a scholarship to study in Britain. ?

R Well, I am interested in studying Immigration Law, and there are several

good colleges in Britain dealing with this.

Mr C : Very interesting. Finally, do you know that the grant only covers

teaching fees ? What about your living expenses.

R : My sister will pay for my personal expenses.

Mr C : Well, Miss Banerjee, we will be writing to you next week. Thank you

for coming.
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Reena meets her friend; Latha, after the interview. She is very excited and tells Latha 

exactly what happened. Fill in the spaces using reported speech. Fill in boxes with 

reporting verbs.

Reena

Latha

Reena

Latha

Reena

Latha

Reena

Latha

Reena

Latha

Reena

Latha

I think it went quite well. The interviewer was very pleasant.

What did he ask you ?

Well, first of all he-----------------me a drink. Of course, I---------

----- because my throat was dry ! Then he-----------me-------------

-—just-------------- a few questions. He ——————————

------English.

What did you reply ?

I----------------14 years - which is more or less true.

Next, he ——————

i---------------- that-------------

Did he ask why you had applied ?

I am just getting to that 1 Yes, he did. I-------------------------------

------------------Immigration Law because there were lots of

excellent colleges in Britain teaching this.

Very good answer.

Yes, he said-------- ! Finally, he------------- me that-----------------

—and -------------- me --------------1 ----------------------- him that

my sister ————————.

What happens now ?

He said ——————

I do hope you get it I
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E2. Peer Practice

Raghu I think one of my snakes has escaped.

Sheela : Is it not dangerous? You really must stop collecting snakes,

Raghu.

Raghu : But I like snakes - they are unusual pets.

Sheela : But I think it is a dangerous thing to keep such pets.

Raghu : No, they are not, they are really ....er... .quite friendly.

Sheela : Huh, snakes require a great deal of careful handling and are still a

risk.

Raghu I don’t mind. What matters is that I like them.

Sheela : Well, quite frankly, I hate them. They are awfully frightening to

look at.

Raghu : Look, I am very careful and I handle them very gently. In fact, I

don’t have many.

Sheela : Have you every been bitten ?

Raghu : Well, it is true I have been bitten once or twice, but......

You are a friend who has overhead this conversation between Raghu and Sheela. Write to 

your sister reporting it. Give the conversation an interesting, unexpected or humorous 

ending, (the first part has been done for you).

Janpath

5th January

Dear Varsha,

As I know you are very interested in Raghu and his snakes. I though I would tell about a 

conversation I have just heard between him and Sheela.

He told her he thought one of his snakes had escaped and as usual, she told him to stop collecting 

them because they were dangerous. (Typical of Sheela, don’t you think?).
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Prepositions

A. Introduction

Look at the following diagram.

Prepositions
; 1 ;

Location Time

e.g. The cat has been sitting there 
since this morning.

Place Movement

e.g. the Cat 
sat on the mat

e.g. The cat is walking 
along the roof

Al. Read the following paragraph. Then in pairs, decide which of the underlined 

prepositions refer to a) place, b) movement or c) time.

The villain had been hiding in the musty warehouse since this morning. He was tired and 

hungry’. It was noon when he began to doze. Just then, a helicopter flew slowly over the 

building. Imagining it to be the police, he ran out in panic and jumped into the nearby well. 

What he had not realized was that the sound was only the droning of the rickety fan above his 

head Although he died, his body was not found until two days later.

A2. Group the prepositions in the box below to indicate their use as prepositions of place 

(P), movement (M) or time (T). There may be more than one category for each.

Between

Along

Since

Up

Among 

In front of 

After

Past

On

Behind

Round

For

Across

Through

Before 

Until 

Beside 

Out of 

At

Under

During
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A3. A student from a lower class asks you to help her illustrate for her class the use of 

different prepositions. In groups of four, choose one of the following lists of 

prepositions and draw simple pictures to illustrate their meaning.

Time Place

Since On

At In

Until Behind

For Beside

After Above

Movement

------------ Through -------------

------------ Along -------------

------------ Across -------------

------------ Down -------------

------------- Found -------------

B. Prepositions of Location

BI. Picture Dictation

Work in pairs - Student A and Student B. Student A only - Take a picture Keep the picture 

secret from Student B. Describe exactly what you see to student B, who must draw the picture 

from the information given. At the end, compare the two pictures.

e.g. In the middle there is a small house. Behind the house there are two hills.

Several birds are flying over the house...

B2. This description is taken from a well-known film. Can you guess which one?

A man in a red cap and blue tights is flying over a city. On his chest is the letter S. 

Below him a large crowd is pointing up at him.

Imagine a scene from a play, film or TV show you have seen.

Describe a) where things and people are, and b) any movement. Follow the example.

Show your description to your partner. Guess each other’s play or film.
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B3. Study the map and key carefully and complete the sentences below.

1. Lalnagar

2. Sarkot

3. Timpur

4. Rampur (Capital)

5. Marwah

6. Chickoor

7. Strange Lake

8. Neverest Hills

9. Nafran

10. Lakshman Pur
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Complete the following

is half-way along the west coast of Halsi

4. Rampur is situated Island. On the south coast of the Island,

lies north of-------------

is located

(Note the use of words like along, north of etc).

Now describe the position of the other eight places, using some of the words in the box.

At along among
To next to opposite

.On between
above

In
By
Over
Under

below
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B4. Look at the map below.

You have invited three friends to a party at your house. Write three separate notes, giving them 

directions from 1,2 and 3 to your house. You may use the words in the box.

Key

*3 starting points 

Traffic lights 

My home

You may use :

Along

Upto

At

Up

Down 

As far as 

Past

Opposite 

In front of 

Next to 

Straight across 

Go 

Turn 

Walk 

Take

The directions from (1) are given here as an example : Go down Diwan Marg and turn right

down Antonia Avenue. Walk as far as the traffic lights then turn right into Mount Road. Turn 

first left into the Crescent and my house is on the left.
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B5. Work in pairs. Put one pencil on a point on the map where you live, and put another 

pencil on any other point. Ask your partner to say the direction for getting to your house.

C. Prepositions of Time

after at before between

by during for from

on past since throughout

to towards until within

You have recently been to a wedding. A British penfriend asks you to describe it. Using 

the words in the box, describe the different stages. Write only the body of the letter below.

D. Common Combinations using Prepositions.

DI. Link the words from the different columns to produce meaningful sentences. One has 

been completed as an example. If you wish, write out the correct sentences in your notebook.

He went for love
She is ill work
They are so much by hospital
The Prince came foot
The poor animal is in the moment
That’s enough chance
The style is on air
They met pain
My house is not out of date
He is not at sale
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D2. Verbs and Prepositions

Fill in the gaps with one preposition each :

1. You are right. I agree--------------- you.

2. The conclusions are based------------------extensive research.

3. He arrived--------------Delhi airport at 2 am then arrived---------the city at 4 am.

4. He angrily shouted----------------the pupil.

5. “Remember the party!” she shouted------------ her friend.

6. A differs------------B in a number of ways.

7. He applied--------- the teaching job but was turned down.

8. She replied--------------his last letter.

9. They apologies--------------breaking the vase.

10. Do you believe-------------ghosts?

D3. Adjectives and Prepositions

Look at the table below. Decide which of the adjectives in column a commonly go 
with which prepositions. Tick the table (There may be more than one tick for each 
adjective).

A At To About For

Worried

Good

Bad

Surprised

Happy

Sensitive

Puzzled

Married

Clever

Suitable

Curious

Due

Qualified

Famous
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D4. Use the adjectives and prepositions from D3 to fill in the gaps below.

1. Mary is bad-------------maths.

2. Fruit is good-----------you.

3. Ram was-------------------------Beena for 10 years. They were very happy.

4. This tool is more------------------ planing wood.

5. What good news! I am so--------------------------- you.

6. He is------------------------; she looks ill.

7. She’s ashamed------- her bad behaviour.

8. They are fond-------- dancing.

9. He was absent----------the Science Club yesterday.

10. He is sensitive----------criticism.

D5. Think of a person in your class and use adjective + prepositions from D3 to describe 

him/her in about two or three sentences. Don’t give a name.

e.g. She is good at Maths.

She is keen on hiking.

Show your description to your partner. Let her or him guess who it is.
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Evaluation

Correcting Written Grammar Exercises

We are all aware of the tremendous demands that large classes make on teachers, 

specially with regard to marking. If that work can be made more streamlined, more time can be 

devoted to other important aspects of teaching such as preparation and follow up. Traditionally 

teachers have spent many hours making pupils’ work. Compositions are returned soaked in red 

ink, pupils are often disheartened and do not know what to do with them, so frequently lay them 

on one side and never consider them again. How can teachers avoid this syndrome? Below are 

descriptions of the different grammar exercise types, and suggested strategies for their 

management and marking.

z This symbol denotes the closed exercise type, the one where there is only a single correct 

answer. Students can do exercises individually or in pairs, in class or for homework. We 

suggest marking be done by pupils themselves or by swapping books for greater objectivity. 

Teachers can read out answers, have them written on posters, or distribute answer sheets one per 

group of five. Poster and answer sheets can be collected and used again. We suggest it is 

wasteful for teachers to mark these exercises personally, but a quick check around the class will 

gauge which student have done the work set.

This symbol denotes a more ‘open’ exercise where more than one answer is possible 

(though the possible range of answers remain fairly limited).

The students can discuss and ask the teacher to check if there are problems or questions 

arising. Or teachers can elicit answers from around the class and hold a whole group discussion 

on which ones are acceptable.

O This symbol denotes an open exercise with no ‘correct’ answers as such. Most often 

with this type of exercise, students are asked to produce a sustained piece of writing. 

Contextualising the grammar learnt. This writing should be marked by the teacher. However, 

teachers are advised to concentrate on correcting only those language points covered in that 

exercise.
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* This symbol denotes ‘inductive’ reasoning exercises where the student’s task is to work 

out the rule for the use of a particular structure. We suggest this be done in class in small groups 

(maximum 4) or individually, followed by whole class discussion. The teacher is asked to 

gauge the level of his/her class in terms of its linguistic awareness and access to reference books 

as well as general intelligence, better classes will be capable of extrapolating rules with minimal 

help, weaker ones will need guidance. Guidance can be provided in the form of enabling 

questions leading pupils to their conclusion in carefully graded stages.

A brighter class can discuss the exercises in pairs without help from the teachers.

Another technique is the teacher will not interrupt an activity whilst it is in progress, but

instead will note down recurrent problems for later treatment.

Exemplar Material for Evaluation of Grammar at XI Std. 

SECTION C : GRAMMAR

15 marks

Cl Complete the following advertisement by writing one suitable 
word in each space.
If you match this profile, a lucrative and interesting job could 
be yours.

* You-------------------- be a graduate in English literature. a)----------

* A B.Ed. or--------------- other equivalent degree is a--------------------- b)--------

C)---------

* It------------------- help if you have an-------------------qualification in d)---------

the Teaching of English e)----------

* Teaching experience of---------------than 5 years would be a plus f)----------

point.

* But------------ all you--------------have a pleasant personality and g)---------

good communication skills. h)---------

Total 4/
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C2. Look at the words and phrases below. Rearrange them to form meaningful 

sentences. Write each sentence in the space provided.

a) You will accomplish I more than / by taking risks / you ever thought a)----------

you could

c) As he / through the magazine / he nodded / looked / in approval------ c)

d) Human beings I animal organs I they may / don’t mix I but/ and d>

preserve human lives / some day ————————————————

Total 4/

C3. Look at the points below :

Use this information to complete the sentences below.

* African snail - a pest

* Dishes prepared from African snail

* Giant snails raised on refuse

* Snails damage crops

* Depletion of natural stock feared

a) The giant African snail—————————— a)-

------------------- is called Achatina Fulica.
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b) People went into ecstasy ——————————————— b)

prepared out of giant African snails.

c) The snails-------------------------attain a weight of 61.5 grams in c)----------

150 days.

d) Damage------------------------------will be lessened when they are d)---------

picked up.

e) A need is felt for a culture system——————————— e).............

-------------fast.

Total 5/

C4. John and Sukumar are discussing their paper. Complete their dialogue in a suitable way

John: How did you find this paper ?

Sukumar: The second question——————— a)............

----------------------------------------------------------------  b)---------

John : I would like to know what is your strong point ?

Total 15/
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VII. THE CRAFT OF POETRY

Prema Raghavan 
Reader, RIE, Mysore

Teaching poetry offers the teacher of English innumerable opportunities to 

engage students emotionally, intellectually, aesthetically and even physically in 

activities leading to learning. However, the current emphasis on technical 

terminologies associated with the New Critical Approach has given to poetry the 

dubious distinction of being a genre too difficult and intimidating for the uninitiated. 

Thus despite the attempts of well-intentioned teachers to introduce specialized 

technical language, many students resist poetry particularly if they think it is too 

difficult. Some of the critical terms used to describe the technique of poetry are a 

stumbling-block to poor spellers; onomatopoeia and alliteration are among these. 

This module is an attempt to clarify some of the terms associated with the literary 

criticism of poetry, the logic being that these terms being already accepted save time 

and misunderstanding (once you have learnt to use them) when you want to comment 

on something you see in a poem.

How to Read a Poem out Loud

Poetry, like drama, is meant to be performed to be heard rather than read with 

the eye. A poem will live or die depending on how it is read. The readers (in this 

case the students) should be given the poem a few days in advance so that they will 

have time to practice, may be in the presence of a teacher. The former poet laureate 

Billy Collins was of the opinion that students could be helped to improve their 

abilities to read better by following a few basic types.

1. Read the Poem :

Read the poem slowly. Most adolescents speak rapidly, and a nervous reader 

will tend to do the same in order to get the reading over with. Reading a poem 

slowly is the best way to ensure that the poem will be read clearly and understood by 

its listeners. Learning to read a poem slowly will not just make the poem easier to
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hear, it will underscore the importance in poetry of each and fevery word. A poem 

cannot be read too slowly, and a good way for a reader to set an easy pace is to pause 

for a few seconds between the title and the poem’s first line.

Read in a normal, relaxed tone of voice. It is not necessary to give any of 

these poems a dramatic reading as it from a stage. Let the words of the poem do the 

work. Just speak clearly and slowly.

Obviously, poems come in lines, but pausing at the end of every line will 

create a choppy effect and interrupt the flow of the poem’s sense. Readers should 

pause only where there is punctuation, just as you would when reading prose, only 

more slowly.

Use a dictionary to look up unfamiliar words and hard-to-pronounce words. 

To read with conviction, a reader needs to know at least the dictionary sense of every 

word. In some cases, a reader might want to write out a word phonetically as a 

reminder of how it should sound. It should be emphasized that learning to read a 

poem out loud is a way of coming to a full understanding of that poem, perhaps a 

better way than writing a paper on the subject.

2. Rhythm and Metre : Both words when used in the context of English poetry, 

refers to the pattern of stresses. Rhythm not only includes metre that refers to every 

recognizable though varying pattern in the beat of the stresses or accents (the more 

forcefully uttered, hence louder syllables) in the stream of speech sounds. In metre, 

this rhythm is structured into a recurrence of regular (approximately equivalent) units 

of stress-pattern. Verse refers to compositions written in meter.

Stressed and Unstressed Syllables

A verse is made up of individual lines arranged on a page. Each line consists 

of a sequence of words in reading which we find ourselves placing more emphasis on 

some syllables. Meter is composed of this pattern of stronger and weaker stresses on 

the syllables composing the words in the verse-line. The stronger is called the 

“stressed” syllable and all the weaker ones the “unstressed” syllables.
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Factors which govern where the stresses will fall in the line of a verse are :

i) The “word accent” in words of more than one syllable. On words like carpet, 

accident, immaterial and the word accent itself the stress falls on the first 

syllable.

ii) The grammatical function of the word with stronger stress being placed on 

nouns, verbs and adjectives rather than on articles or prepositions. On rare 

occasions, however, a conjunctions or a preposition may be stressed as in :

I will, meet you inside the restaurant not outside it.

Fight me or die.

Thus, “rhetorical accent” or emphasis arising out of the meaning which we 

wish to convey (its importance in a particular utterance) also determines stress.

iii) the metre and composition calls for a certain meterical accent - a beat we 

come to expect which influences the emphasis we give a word. A wrenched 

accent occurs when the prevailing stress pattern enforces a drastic alteration to 

the normal word accent.

Different patterns or metres in poems. These are basically of four

kinds.

1. Iambic (the nouns is “iamb”): an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed 

syllable.

The cwr/few tolls I the knell I of par! ting day I

(Thomas Gray, “Eleggy written in a Country Churchyard”)

That time / ofyear I thou may 'st/ in me I be h' old 

(William Shakespeare, “Sonnet 73”)

When ‘I/see bir/ches bend/to le/r/and right (Robert Frost, “Birches”)

When T / have creptluhtol my bed (A Stormy Night, Anon)

2. Anapestic (the noun is “anapest”). Two unstressed syllables followed by a 

stressed syllable.

The Jjjyr/ian come dovvn/like a wolf/ on the fold)

(Lord Byron “The Destruction of Sennacherub”)
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And \hey 3eem / not to break-, though once t' hey I are bowed 

(Robert Frost, Birches)

3. Trochaic a stressed followed by an unstressed syllable: (the noun is 

“trochee”)

There they I are my I fifty I men and women (Robert Browning, “One Word 

More”).

Most trochaic lines lack the final unstressed syllable. Such lines are referred 

to as catalectic as in :

Where I the pools are / bright and deep

(William Hoff, “A Boy’s Song”)

Tiger tiger burning / bright 

; 1/7 the / forest! of the night

(William Blake, “The Tiger”)

4. Dactlic (the noun is “dactyl”) : A stressed syllable followed by two unstressed 

syllables.

Eve, with her / basket was /

Deep in the / bells and grass (Ralph Hodgson, “Eve”)

Take her up tenderly,

Lift her with care

(Thomas Hood, the Bridge of Sighs)

Iambs and anapests have strong stress occurring in the end and therefore, are called 

■'rising meter”; trochees and dactyls which begin with the strong stress are called 

“falling meter”.

“Duple meter” are iambs and trochees, having two syllables, “Triple meter” 

are anapests and dactyls, having three syllables.

A student of English poetry may find the following variants of the basic 

patterns mentioned above :
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Spondaic (the noun is “spondee”) : two successive syllables of equally strong

stress as in

Lead 7”'hou me on

K' eep ‘ T' hou my feet

K’

Pyrrhic (the noun is also “pyrrhic”)

two successive syllables with approximately equal light stress as in

My way / is to / begin / with the / beginning

where ‘is to’ and ‘with the’ are examples of pyrrhic. However, some meterist 

would not agree that it is a true pyrrhic, on the grounds that the prevailing meterical 

accent (iambic in the above lines) - always imposes a slightly stronger stress on one 

or two syllables.

A meteric line is named according to the number of feet composing it:

Monometer
Dimeter
Trimeter
Tetrameter
Pentameter
Hexameter
Heptameter
Octometer

one foot 
two feet 
Three feet 
four feet 
five feet 
six feet 
seven feet 
eight feet

A line of six iambic feet is an Alexandrine. A line of seven iambic feet 

(fourteen syllables) is a fourteener.

Scansion : To scan a verse is to go through it line by line, analyzing the

component feet and also indicating where the major pauses occur in the phrasing of 

the line. The first five lines of John Keats ‘Endymion’ are given below with 

conventional symbols used to indicate the stress patterns.

1. A thing I of beau / ty / is / a joy / for ever

2. Its love / liness I increases; // it / will never I 

Pass in / to noth / ing ness, //; but still I will keep

4. A bow / er qui / et for I us // and / a sleep /

5. Full of / sweet dreams / and health / and qui / et breathing /
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The prevailing meter is iambic pentameter. The basic iambic foot has many 

variations sometimes referred to as substitutions.

Lines 1, 2 and 5 end with extra unstressed syllables referred to as feminine endings. 

Lines 3 and 4 are standard iambs ending with a stressed syllable or a masculine 

ending.

1. In lines 3 and 5, the opening iambic feet has been inverted to form 

trochees (Notice that the trochee occurs in the initial position which is the 

most common place for inversions in iambic verse).

2. The second foot in line 2 and the third foot of line 3 and line four have two 

unstressed syllables. Hence pyrrhics*.

The meteric movement of Keats passage quoted above has other elements 

which are important and need to be considered.

In reading lines 1 and 5, there is a pause which occurs at the end of the line. 

Such lines are called end-stopped.

Lines 2 through 4 are called run-on lines. Run on lines occur when the 

syntactic unit (in the line) is incomplete and carries on over the end of the verse-line. 

Another term used to represent this “striding over" from one line into another is 

enjambment.

A strong phrasal pause falling within a line, as in lines 2,3 and 4 is called a 

caesura.

* Meteric analysts often differ in marking stress. It is possible that some 

analysts may mark the pyrrhics as iambs and others may mark the third foot of line 1 

as pyrrhic instead of an iamb.
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Rhyme: Standard rhyme in English verse consists of the repetition in the

rhyming words, of the last stressed vowel and of all the speech sounds following that 

vowel. One syllable rhymes e.g. may-day are called masculine’, two syllable rhyme 

e.g. nation-station are called feminine. Words like trisyllabic and poly-syllabic can be 

used to describe other kinds of rhymes.

Rhyme Scheme : Patterns of rhyme often referred to as ‘rhyme-schemes’ are 

customarily denoted by using letters of the alphabet. The number lines in the 

following stanza are followed by a column which in the conventional way marks the 

terminal rhyme elements by a corresponding sequence and repetition of the letters of 

the alphabet.

As shines the moon in clouded skies, a

She in her poor attire was seen b

One praised her ankles, one her eyes a

One her dark hair and lovesome mien b

(The Beggar Maid, Lord Tennyson)

Thus the above example may be described as abab. Similarly in the lines

given below, you have an aabbccbbccbbccbb rhyme scheme.

Where the pools are bright and deep, a
Where the gray trout lies asleep a
Up the river and over the lea, b
That’s the way for Billy and me b

Where the blackbird sings the latest c
Where the hawthorn blooms the sweetest c
Where the nestlings chirp and flee b
That’s the way for Billy and me b

Where the mowers mow the cleanest c
Where the hay lies thick and greenest c
There to trace the homeward bee b
That’s’ the way for Billy and me b

Where the hazel bank is steepest c
Where the shadows fall the deepest c
Where the clustering nuts fall free b
That is the way for Billy and me. b
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Imperfect Rhyme

A few rhymes which are rhymes to the eye rather than the ear, such as love 

and move, have been accepted by convention. Several other kinds of partial rhymes 

have been accepted in the twentieth century. Beginning with Wilfred Owen, 

pararhymes are woven into patterns as accurately and formally as the fuller rhymes of 

older poets. The new technique consists in patterns such as exact parallels in the 

consonants and changes only in vowel sounds. In the verse given below, the first 

rhyme is a full rhyme and the second is an example of pararhyme.

Wrapped in a yielding air, beside

The flower’s soundless hunger,

Close to the tree’s Clandestine tide,

Close to the bird’s high fever

Loud in his hope and anger,

Erect about his skeleton,

Stands the expressive lover,

Stands the deliberate man.

Alliteration, Consonance and Assonance

Alliteration is one of the most generally used internal ornaments of English 

poetry and consists in the repetition of speech sounds in a sequence of nearby words. 

The term alliteration is usually applied only to consonants, and only when the 

recurrent sound begins a word or a stressed syllable within a word. An example of 

the repetitions of s, th and w consonants are found in Shakespeare’s Sonnet 30.

When to the sessions of sweet silent z/zought

I summon up remembrance of Z/zings past,

I sigh the lack of many a Z/zing I sought

And with old woes new wail my dear times waste.

Consonance is the repetition of a sequence of two or more consonants but with a 

change in the intervening vowel live-love, lean-alone, pitter-patter. This device is 

prominently used by W.H.Auden in his poem “0 Where are you going?”, said reader 

to rider.
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“Out of this house” - said rider to reader,

“Yours never will” - said farer to fearer,

“They are looking for you” said hearer to horror

As he left them there, as he left them there.

Assonance is the repetition of identical of similar vowels in a sequence of nearby 

words. The repetition occurs especially in stressed syllables. The opening lines of 

Keats “Ode on a Grecian Um” has recurrent long ‘i’ sound.

Thou still unrav/shed br/de of qu/etness

Thou foster ch/ld of s/lence and slow t/me........

Alliteration in the form of the repetition of ‘5’ is also found in Robert Herricks 

poem ‘To Daffodils’.

We have short time to stay, as you,

We have as short a spring.

In *The Toys’ by Coventry Patamore there is the repetition of 'b', 's' and ‘c’ 

sounds occurring in the lines.

A piece of glass abraded by the beach,

And six or seven shells,

A bottle with blue bells

And two French copper coins, ranged there

With careful art.

To comfort his sad heart.

The | a: | sound occurring in ‘glass' and abraded exemplifies the use of 

assonance.

Onamatopoeia, Euphony and Cacophony

When words convey or echo, the meaning of the actual sound, the effect 

comes to be referred to as onomatopoeia. Thus in words such as buzz, fizz, crash, 

bang, thump, miaow, quack, giggle, sizzle, hiss, sneeze, thud, snort and even a longer 

word like effervescence, onamatopoeia can be found. The following list presents a 

few phonemes and their onomatopoeic effect.
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b and p Explosive sounds, suggest quickness, movement, triviality,
scorn.

m, n, ng Provide various effects of humming, singing, music,
occasionally sinister.

1 Suggests liquids in motion, streams, water, rest, peace, luxury, 
voluptousness.

k,g,st,ts, ch Suggest harshness, violence, cruelty, movement, discomfort, 
noise, conflict

s, sh Hissing, also soft and smooth, soothing sounds. Robert Graves 
points out that the correct manipulation of the letter S is 
important to a poet, for too many S’s are over-conspicuous in a 
line. At all times a bad reader who prolongs s-sounds can spoil 
a poem.[ z
Tends to appear in contexts of harshness

f,W And to a lesser extent v, suggest wind, wings and any motion of 
a light and easy kind.

td Are like k,g but less emphatic, and are much used in contexts 
where short actions are described.

r More perhaps than the other sounds, depends on the sounds near 
it, but is generally found in contexts of movement and noise.

th Hard and soft, tends to be quiet and soothing

Those who wish to analyse these effects in detail wdll find the study of Phonetics very 

helpful, both in suggesting ideas and in providing an unambiguous notation.

Onomatopoeia is very common in English poetry and lends support to sense 

conveyed by the words in the poem as in Tennyson’s Brook where the b's, r’s and Z's 

convey the sense of the sound of a flowing brook.

I chatter over stony ways,

In /ittle sharps and treb/es,

I bubble into eddying bays,

I babbZe on the pebb/es.

Onamotopeia occurs in the following description of a stormy night.

As it blows in gusts and squalls

And rattles all the window-frames,

And shakes the very walls.

Euphony is the term applied to language which strikes the ear as smooth, 

pleasant and musical as in
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Myriads of rivulets hurrying through the lawn,

The moan of doves in imperial elms,

And murmuring of innumerable bees.

Its opposite is Cacophony or dissonance which refers to a harsh discordant 

effect. Like euphony, cacophony is also meant to enhance the effect of the lines.

Robert Browning uses it for humor in the poem “Pied Piper”

Rats !

They fought the dogs and killed the cats.............

Split open the keys of salted sprats,

Made nests inside men’s Sunday hats.

Tropes

Figurative language can be divided into tropes and figures of speech. Tropes - 

Tropes literally mean ‘turns’ or ‘conversions'. In an expression containing a trope, 

words or phrases are used in such a way that they differ from their standard, literal 

meanings. Examples of tropes are simile, metaphor, symbol, metonymy, synecdoche, 

personification and hyperbole.

Simile

a) Simile - A simile is a comparison between two distinctly different objects 

which are usually linked by the words “like” or “as”

Example : Far off like floating seeds the ships

Divergence on urgent voluntary errands

(Look, Stranger!, W.H.Auden)

And ice-mast-high, came floating by

As green as emerald

(The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, S.T.Coleridge)

Like Summer tempest came her tears - 

“Sweet, my child, I live for thee.

(Home They Brought her Warrior Dead,

Lord Alfred Tennyson)
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Metaphor

(b) Metaphor- A metaphor is, as it were, an implied simile, in which the 

comparison is merely suggested and not stated clearly.

Example: I will drink life to the lees.

Tennyson: Ulysses.

Here, life itself is being compared to a tumbler of drink from which Ulysses 

hopes to drink the very dregs; in other words, he hopes to live life to the full.

Example: All the world’s a stage

And all men and women merely players.

Shakespeare: As You Like it.

Here, life itself is compared to a play where men and women are the actors 

and actresses.

Touch me but once and I will change.

All my clay into Thy Gold

Rabindranath Tagore 

Light the Lamp of they love

Here clay stands for the gross physical mortal body while gold stands for the 

immortal soul which in Indian theory is believed to be an aspect of the divine being.

Symbol

(c) Symbol- While a simile or in metaphor strikes a comparison between two 

objects, a symbol usually has a range of significance. The “cross”, for 

example, is a religious symbol for Jesus Christ, it is also the emblem of 

Christianity, its faith and devotion. The colour Red is symbolical of 

courage, passion, youth, warfare and many such associated things. A 

symbol, in literature may be conventional or may be personally devised by 

the poet or writer. It adds to the poetic depth of the literary work.

Metonymy and Synecdoche

Metonymy (derived from Greek, meaning “ change of name”) is the literal 

term for the trope in which one thing is meant to be another. Examples:

I find all around me Shakespeare, Goethe, Kalidasa and 

Tagore patiently waiting on the shelves to help me.
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Here Shakespeare, Goethe, Kalidasa and Tagore signify the works of these writers 

and not the writers themselves.

Scepter and Crown

Must tumble down

And in the dust be equal made

With the poor crooked scythe and spade.

Here. Scepter and Crown symbolize power and kingship while scythe and spade 

symbolize the much poorer peasantry.

Synecdoche (derived from Greek, meaning “taking together”), is the literal 

term for the trope in which a part of something denotes the whole or the whole 

denotes a part.

Examples:

The nineteenth autumn has come upon me.

(The Wild Swans at Coole, W.B.Yeats)

Here autumn signifies the nineteenth year.

The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,

And all that beauty, all that wealth e’er gave,

Awaits alike through’ inevitable hour:-

(Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard, Thomas Gray)

Here, the abstract ideas of heraldry, power, beauty and wealth signify respectively, 

men of high birth, powerful men, beautiful ladies and wealthy men.

Personification

Personification is a trope in which an inanimate object or an abstract idea is 

represented as a person.

Death be not proud, though some have called thee

Mighty and dreadful..........

(Death Be Not Proud, John Donne)

Here, Death is personified.

Come forth into the light of things.

Let Nature be your teacher.

(The Tables Turned, William Wordsworth)

Here Nature is personified.
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Hyperbole

Hyperbole-A trope in which intensity is conveyed through extreme 

exaggeration.

Examples:

Sol thro’ white Curtains shot a tim’ rous Ray 

And op’d those Eyes that must eclipse the Day:

(The Rape of the Lock Alexander Pope)

In order to convey the brightness of Belinda’s eyes. A comparison has been 

instituted with the Sun itself. Which is the source of all light.

I lov’d Ophelia: forty thousand brothers 

Could not, with all their quantity of love.

Make up my sum.

(Hamlet, Shakespeare) (V I 262-264)

Hamlet express his love for Ophelia in hyperbolic terms to Laetes, Ophelia brother.

FIGURES OF SPEECH

In using figures of speech, a change is brought in the grammatical order or 

pattern of words, and not in their meaning, as in the trope. Examples-Alliteration, 

.Antithesis with Oxymoron and Epigram, Climax and Anti-climax, Chiasmus, Zeugma 

and Hyperbaton.

Alliteration

The repetition of the same letter or syllable at the beginning of words placed 

side by side or nearby, is called alliteration. The alliterative meter was the principal 

organizing device of the Old English verse which had four stresses in one line, 

separated by a caesura or a pause. The opening line of Piers Plowman by William 

Langland (medieval poet) represents this.

In a Somer Soon, whom Soft was the Sonne.

Here Files of pins and the shining rows

Puffs, Powders patches Bibles and Billet doux

(The Rape of the Lock, Alexander Pope)
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Antithesis

Antithesis is a figure of speech where two contrasting ideas are placed side by

side.

Examples- United we stand divided we fall.

Proverb.

Oxymoron

This is a figure of speech in which two opposite or contradictory words or 

ideas are combined for strong emphasis.

Thus idly busy rolls their world away.

(The Traveller, Oliver Goldsmith)

Oxymoron- idly busy.

And painful pleasure turns to pleasing pain

(The Fairie Queene, Spenser)

Oxymoron- painful pleasure.

Pleasing pain.

Epigram

Epigram is an apparently shocking statement which hides a deeper meaning 

underneath.

Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought 

(To A Skylark, P.B.Shelley)

Though hard to believe, it is our saddest thoughts, which being sincere and honest, 

form themselves into the most memorable, melodious and sweetest songs.

Beware the fury of a patient man 

Dryden.

The fury of a patient man being rare, is itself proof of a justified and valid cause for 

anger, which being aroused, is expressed fiercely.

Climax and Anti-climax

Climax is a figure in which a series of words, ideas, images or sentiments are 

arranged in an ascending order of importance so that the most forceful one comes last 

of all.
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To strive, to seek, to find and not to yield.

(Ulysses, Tennyson)

I came, I saw, I conquered.

(Julius Caesar, Shakespeare)

There is a chronological use of actions in the above examples.

Anti-climax is a figure in which the words, ideas or images are arranged in a

descending order of importance so that the very last item is less important than those 

that have gone before.

No louder shrieks to pitying heaven are cast.

When husbands, or when lap- dogs breathe their last.

(The Rape of the Lock, Pope)

‘'She lost her husband, her child. Her purse and her pocket handkerchief’.

There is chronological diminution of values in the above examples.

Chiasmus

This figure consists in the inversion of the second of two parallel or same 

phrase or clauses. The purpose of this inversion is the emphasis of the statement.

Example:

The mind is its own place, and in itself 

Can make a Heav’n of Hell, a Hell of Heav’s.

(Paradise Lost. Book-1, Milton)

‘Beauty is truth, truth beauty’ - that is all 

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know

(Ode on a Grecian Urn, John Keats)

Zeugma

Zeugma is applied to expressions in which a single word stands in the same 

grammatical order of two or more other words, but with an obvious shift in its 

meaning. For example.

Obtain her honour, or her new brocade

(The Rape of the Lock, Pope)
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Here the term honour is used in connection with honour as well as brocade.

Hyperbaton

This is a figure of speech in which the grammatical order of words in inverted 

for the sake of emphasis.

Examples:

Just are the ways of God 

And justifiable to men.

(Samson Agonistes, Milton)

The order is inverted here. Instead of saying “the ways of God are just and 

justifiable to men”. We have the above.

Another example:

Much have I traveled in the realms of gold

And many goodly states and kingdoms seen

(On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer, John Keats)

Allusion

This is a figure of speech in which another place or person is mentioned to 

suggest some similarity or dissimilarity or some associated meaning. For example:

Hence loathed Melancholy 

of Cerberus and blackest midnight bom

(L’ Allegro, Milton)

Here, there is an explicit allusion to the three headed watch-dog, Cerberus who 

guarded the entrance of hell.

The Main Types of Poetry :

1. Epic : It is the longest kind of poem. It tells a story generally a well known 

one of heroic action involving physical and spiritual conflict. Characters are 

portrayed at length; the style is dignified, ornate and formal with elaborate figures of 

speech. The verse form however is simple. Examples: Milton, Paradise Lost, 

Paradise Regained, Spenser, The Faerie Queene, Blake, Milton.
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2. Ode : Refers to a fairly long and stately poem written on some public 

occasion or addressed to some person, thing or personified quality.

Example : Dryden, Ode for Saint Cecilia’s Day; Keats, Ode to a Nightingale, Ode

on a Grecian Urn, Ode to Autumn; Shelley’s Ode to the West Wind.

3. Lyric : A fairly short poem expressing emotion originally meant to be sung. A 

lyric is fairly simple and musical in diction. Most short poems may be classified as 

lyrics. In the original, Greek “lyric” signified a song rendered to the accompaniment 

of a lyre. In some current usage, lyric still retains the sense of a poem written to be 

set to music; the hymn, for example, is a lyric on a religious subject that is intended to 

be sung.

4. Elegy :is a poem the subject matter of which is change and loss. The most 

common present usage of the term is limited to a formal and sustained lament in verse 

for the death of a particular person, usually ending in a consolation.

Examples : Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s, In Memoriam, On the death of Arthur 

Hallam, and W.H. Auden’s In Memory ofWB Yeats.

In some poems as in Thomas Gray’s, 'Elegy written in a Country Church Yard’ the 

term elegy is used in the broader sense of sad meditation such as on mortality.

The dirge is also an expression of grief in verse on the occasion of a particular 

person's death. It differs from an elegy in being short, less formal and in a form 

meant to be sung. Examples : Shakespeare's Full Fathom Five, Thy Father Lies and 

William Collins A Song from Shakespeare's Cymbeline.

5. Dramatic Monologue : A dramatic monologue is a type of lyric poem

that was perfected by Robert Browning. The dramatic monologue has the following 

features

a single person who is obviously not the poet, utters a speech that makes 

up the whole poem, in a specific situation at a critical moment, 

this person addresses and interacts with one or more other people;

We know of these others not from what they say or do. We find clues only 

in the discourse of the single speaker.
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What the lyric speaker says is used by the poet to reveal the speaker’s 

temperament and character in a way that enhances the interest of the 

reader.

Examples : Brownings My Last Duchess, The Bishop Orders His Tomb and 

Andrea del Sarto.

Sonnet: A lyric poem consisting of a single stanza of fourteen iambic

pentameter lines linked by an intricate rhyme scheme. The two major sonnets 

in the English language are :

1. The Italian or Petrarchan Sonnet (named after the fourteenth century Italian 

poet Petrarch) is made up of two parts : an octave (eight linesO rhyming 

abbaabba followed by a sestet (six lines) rhyming cdecde or a variant such as 

cdccdc.

2. The English sonnet or the Shakespearean Sonnet after its greatest practitioner. 

This sonnet is made up of three quatrains and a concluding couplet : abab cdcd 

efefgg. In the Spensarian sonnet (a variant) Spenser linked each quatrain to the 

next by a continuing rhyme: abab bcbc cdcd ee.

3. Ballad : A popular ballad also known as the folk ballad or traditional

ballad is a song transmitted orally, which tells a story. Typically, the popular 

ballad is dramatic, condensed and impersonal. The literary ballad is a 

narrative poem written in a deliberate imitation of the form, language and 

spirit of the traditional ballad.

Examples : Coleridge’s Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Walter Scotts Proud 

Maisie and Keats La Belle Dame sans Merci.

7. Mock Heroic : The mock epic or mock-heroic is a parody which

imitates in a sustained way both the elaborate form and the ceremonious style 

of the epic genre which is applied to a commonplace of trivial matter narrated 

at length.

Examples : Alexander Pope's Rape of the Lock , Gray’s comic Ode on the 

Death of a Favourite Cat.

8. Satire : can be described as the literary art of diminishing or derogating

a subject by making it ridiculous and evoking towards it attitudes of 

amusement, contempt, scorn or indignation. The butt of the satire may be an
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individual (in personal satire), or a type of person, a class, an institution, a 

nation or even the entire human race.

Examples : John Dryden’s Absolm and Achitophel, Byron’s Don Juan, T.S. 

Eliot’s The Wasteland.

B. Imagery : This term means many things and its application ranges from

the mental pictures which it is claimed is created in the minds of the reader to the 

totality of components which make up a poem.

A poem may have a series of images that support and contradict one another or a 

single dominant image.

Many poets have their favourite images which recur in their poems. Shelley’s 

poems are full of friendly snakes, the sea and the sky; Donnes have images drawn 

from science and technology. A powerful favourite symbol of a solitary figure in 

impressive natural surroundings dominates the poetry of Wordsworth - The Solitary 

Reaper, Lucy Gray, The Leech Gatherer. The poems of Keats are replete with 

sensuous imagery; smell, taste, color and texture. W.H.Auden had images of children 

while W.B.Yeats and at one time (Day Lewis) used imagery drawn from railways. 

The poet chooses an image to illustrate his own experience for himself. Images 

resemble dreams, myths and the visionary experiences of primitive men and seem to 

spring from the unconscious mind though it is likely that poets do give some thought 

to their images.

Theme and Subject Matter : The central thought the poem as a whole conveys its 

theme. Theme is not the same as subject matter. The Solitary Reaper by Wordsworth 

has as its subject the highland lass singing alone in the valley but its theme may be 

described as the splendour and immortality of the human spirit in communion with 

nature. Some poems declare their themes in their opening lines itself as in Newman’s 

Lead Kindly Light, the theme of which is the man's submission before the will and 

grandeur of God.
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Tone : Like the tone of voice in speech, tone in literature conveys an attitude towards 

the person being addressed. Like the manner of a person, the manner of a poem may 

be friendly or belligerant, condescending or respectful towards its reader. The tone of 

a poem (like the tone of a voice) may tell us how the speaker feels about himself.

When we ask the question “What is the tone of the poem?”, we usually mean 

what attitude does the poet display towards his theme or subject. Is the attitude 

discernable, playful, sarcastic, sentimental, hostile, affectionate or some other? This 

we cannot really know for sure. Since the poet’s true feelings can never be accurately 

arrived at tone refers to whatever in the poem makes an attitude clear. Thus the tone 

of Tagore’s poem "Light the Lamp of Thy Love' is devotional while, that of 

Wordsworth’s "The Solitary Reaper’ is earnest. In some poems, however, there is no 

single attitude that can be isolated to describe the tone of the poem.

Attitude and Theme

In looking for the attitude expressed in a poem, it may be helpful to try to state 

the theme : the central thought the poem as a whole conveys. Theme is not the same 

as "subject matter". For instance,

Theodore Roethke (1908- 1963)

My Papa’s Waltz

The whiskey on your breath

Could make a small boy dizzy;

But I hung on like death;

Such waltzing was not easy.

We romped until the pans

Slid from the kitchen shelf;

My mother's countenance

Could not unfrown itself.

The hand that held my wrist

Was battered on one knuckle;

At every step you missed

My right ear scraped a bucket.
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You beat time on my head

With a palm caked hard by dirt

Then waltzed me off to bed

Still clinging to your shirt.

In this short poem, the subject- the topic dealt with - is summed up in the title 

"My Papa's Waltz". The theme might be stated : "What fun it was to have my old 

man romp with me when I was a kid?" Or perhaps : "I really loved my father, I didn't 

mind his being a rough and dirty drunk".

To state a poet's theme is useful mainly as a way to help oneself understand a 

poem. The strategy will work more successfully on some poems than on others, with 

best results to be had from poems that assert some proposition. Some poems declare 

their themes in their opening lines, as does Wordsworth's "The World is Too Much 

W’ith Us" and Herick's "To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time" ("Gather ye rose

buds while ye may / Old Time is still a-flying"). The theme of the latter, in fact, is so 

well known that it has a name : carpe diem (seize the day), a favourite argument of 

poets from Catullus to A.E. Housman. Recall Housman's "Loveliest of trees" : the 

subject is cherry blossoms, or the need to look at them; but the theme is "Time flies. 

Enjoy beauty now!"

L.
J
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